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December 3, 2010
Via Public Comment Portal (excerpts) and Electronic Mail
Anne Thomas, Interdisciplinary Team Leader
Sequoia National Forest
1839 South Newcomb Street
Porterville, CA 93257
comments-pacificsouthwest-sequoia@fs.fed.us
mariannethomas@fs.fed.us
Re:

Sequoia ForestKeeper, Western Watershed Project, and
Tule River Conservancy‘s Comments on the Giant Sequoia National
Monument Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Thomas,
On behalf of Sequoia ForestKeeper, Western Watershed Project, and Tule
River Conservancy‘s (hereafter ―SFK‖), we are writing to provide you with
comments on the draft environmental impact statement (“DEIS”) that the United
States Forest Service prepared for the proposed Giant Sequoia National Monument
Management Plan (“management plan”).
These comments are based on the comments submitted by Sierra Club on
Dec. 2, 2010, and those comments are incorporated herein by reference. These
comments, however, have subtle differences and should be considered separately
from those submitted by Sierra Club. Moreover, the Commercial Livestock Grazing
section (VI.G.) is distinctly different and greatly expanded.
Please note that it is too difficult to electronically submit or provide
individual internet links to all of the scientific studies that the Forest Service
should consider in these comments, so we have posted the most relevant studies
referenced herein in our comments on the Forest Service‘s Region 5 FTP site at
ftp://ftp2.fs.fed.us/incoming/r5/Science. The Forest Service should analyze and
include all of these studies in the GSNM planning record.
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.


Major Recommendations
Cancel Ice, Saddle, White River, and Frog Timber Sales
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Fully analyze the “Citizen‘s Park Alternative” as a reasonable alternative
in the DEIS
Empanel a new Scientific Advisory Board to deal with major gaps in
scientific knowledge
Comply with Mediated Settlement Provisions, such as to recommend
Wilderness designation for the Moses Inventoried Roadless Area, in every
alternative
Carefully craft detailed Tree Cutting and Removal Standards, Hazard
Tree standards, and a clear prohibition on Salvage Logging to comply with
the letter and intent of the Monument Proclamation
Do NOT incorporate standards from the 2004 Framework or reference to
the 2007 MIS Amendment
Assess climate change impacts and modify management plan to address
this problem
Do a carbon accounting to determine how each of the alternatives impacts
carbon sequestration
Redo the fire and fuels analysis so that it comports with the best available
science and the Monument Proclamation
Adequately analyze potential impacts to wildlife, including the Pacific
fisher and California spotted owl
Consider and analyze livestock grazing management alternatives, and
analyze the impacts of issuance of livestock grazing permits in the DEIS
Completely revise, update, and republish a new DEIS that takes our
comments into consideration

Unless the DEIS is significantly revised and another alternative similar to
the Citizen‘s Park Alternative is put forward that is more consistent with protection
Monument values and objects, SFK will ask the Administration and Congress to
transfer management of the Giant Sequoia National Monument to the National
Park Service who will be better able to manage the Monument for its protective
purposes.
B.

Legal Introduction

The National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) is our “basic national
charter for the protection of the environment.” 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1. Congress
enacted NEPA “[t]o declare a national policy which will encourage productive and
enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to promote efforts which will
prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the
health and welfare of man; [and] to enrich the understanding of the ecological
systems and natural resources important to the Nation.” 42 U.S.C. § 4321. To
accomplish these purposes, NEPA requires all agencies of the federal government to
prepare a “detailed statement” that discusses the environmental impacts of, and
reasonable alternatives to, all “major Federal actions significantly affecting the
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quality of the human environment.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). This statement is
commonly known as an environmental impact statement (“EIS”). See 40 C.F.R.
Part 1502.
The EIS must “provide full and fair discussion of significant environmental
impacts and shall inform decision-makers and the public of the reasonable
alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality
of the human environment.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1. This discussion must include an
analysis of “direct effects,” which are “caused by the action and occur at the same
time and place,” as well as “indirect effects which . . . are later in time or farther
removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8. An
EIS must also consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed federal agency
action together with past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions,
including all federal and non-federal activities. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. Furthermore,
an EIS must “rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives” to the proposed project. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a).
The regulations implementing NEPA identify several factors that, when
present, indicate that the environmental effects of a proposed action are significant.
These include the presence of highly uncertain impacts, impacts to species listed as
threatened under the Endangered Species Act, and cumulatively significant
impacts. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.27(b)(5), (b)(7), (b)(9).
NEPA requires the Forest Service to assess all impacts of the proposed
Monument Plan. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14 & 1502.16. Specifically, the EIS must
“present the environmental impacts of the proposal and the alternatives in a
comparative form, thus sharply defining the issues and providing a clear
basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public.” 40
C.F.R. § 1502.14. In order to adequately assess the environmental impacts of
the project and of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project (including,
but not limited to, the proposed project plus additional mitigation measures),
the Forest Service must assess the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
that the proposed project and each alternative would have. 40 C.F.R. §
1502.16.
For the reasons stated below, the DEIS is legally and technically flawed.
Accordingly, the SFK requests that the Forest Service reject the proposed action
and begin the environmental review with a true National Park Alternative and a
Citizen‘s Park Alternative that protect the Monument‘s values. Alternatively, SFK
requests that the Forest Service fully and completely address the following
deficiencies and concerns surrounding the DEIS and re-issue the DEIS for further
public comment.
II.

PROCEDURAL NEPA CONCERNS WITH THE DEIS
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A.

The Purpose and Need Statement is Legally Inadequate

The Council on Environmental Quality‘s (“CEQ”) NEPA regulations require
that an EIS specify the underlying purpose and need to which the agency is
responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action. 40 C.F.R. §
1502.13. For the following reasons, the Purpose and Need statement is inadequate.
1.

The Forest Service Must Include a ―Purpose‖ Statement and
Refine the ―Need‖ Statements

The Purpose and Need Statement in the DEIS does not actually articulate a
“purpose” but rather merely contains two “need” statements. DEIS, Vol 1, pg. 42,
printed copy. The Forest Service must modify this Purpose and Need Statement to
actually include a “purpose” statement. In addition, one crucial element is missing
from the “need” statements; it should include a “need” to protect the objects of
interest, as originally suggested in the March 18, 2009 Notice of Intent to Prepare
the EIS for the Monument. See 74 Fed. Reg. 11520, 11521-22 (Mar. 18, 2009).
SFK suggests the Forest Service incorporate the following “purpose”
statement, which is taken almost verbatim from the March 18, 2009 notice:
The purpose of this EIS is to establish management direction for the
land and resources within the Giant Sequoia National Monument in
order to protect the Objects of Interest (as described below), while
providing key resources and opportunities for public use within the
Monument. Although many valuable Objects of Interest are identified
and must be protected, the major purpose of the monument is to
protect and maintain the giant sequoia groves and the rare giants
within their unique and natural habitat. The Monument management
plan will describe a long-term vision and the strategic management
direction to guide management activities. Moreover, the monument
plan will establish a transportation plan that provides for visitor
enjoyment, and understanding about the scientific and historical
objects consistent with their protection.
SFK also suggests that the agency revise the “need” statement as follows,
which was also taken almost verbatim from the March 18, 2009 notice:
There is a need to protect the Objects of Interest in the Monument to:
(A) Provide for survival of mature and regeneration of young sequoias
to assure the continued existence of this species and to consider
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the effects of disturbance and climate change on the regeneration,
range and distribution of sequoias.
(B) Restore the ecological processes and attributes that may have
been altered due to a century of fire suppression and large-scale
logging, so that forest resiliency, to large-scale wildfire and other
potentially catastrophic events, is improved.
(C) Provide opportunities for scientific study of the Objects of Interest
(such as for biologists, geologists, paleontologists, archaeologists,
and historians).
There is a need for a management plan that will provide direction
for the proper care of the Objects of Interest, as identified in the
Monument Proclamation.
These include a mix of specific
individuals/locations (i.e. specific caverns or named sequoias) and
broad ecosystem processes (i.e. sequoia groves and associated
watersheds). The following are Objects of Interest that will be
protected under the Giant Sequoia National Monument
Management Plan:
o The ecosystems and outstanding landscapes within the
Monument that surround the sequoia groves, including the
interconnected vegetation types;
o The naturally occurring giant sequoia groves and associated
ecosystems, rare giant trees, and other rare and endemic plant
species;
o The diverse array of rare animal species include the Pacific
fisher, great gray owl, American marten, northern goshawk,
peregrine falcon, California spotted owl, California condor,
several rare amphibians and western pond turtle;
o The paleontological resources in the meadow sediments, giant
sequoia tree rings, and other vegetation that have recorded the
ecological changes including fire regimes, volcanism,
vegetation and climate over the millennia;
o The limestone caverns and other geologic features including
granite domes, spires, geothermally produced hot springs and
soda springs, and the mix of glacial and river carved gorges;
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o Cultural resources, both historic and prehistoric, provide a
record of human adaptation to climate change and other
influences, including land use patterns, in shaping ecosystems
over the past 12,000 years.
2.

The Forest Service Should Delete the Reference to the 2007 SNF
MIS Amendment in the Purpose and Need Statement.

The purpose and need statement refers to the 2007 MIS Amendment (2007
SNF MIS) as current management direction for the Monument. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 1,
pg. 42, printed copy. The Forest Service should delete this reference from the
Purpose and Need Statement because the agency should not use or apply the 2007
MIS Amendment as current management direction. SFK discusses this issue in
detail below in Section III.C.2. The Forest Service must limit current management
direction to “direction from the 1988 Sequoia National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan, as amended by the 1990 Mediated Settlement Agreement and
the 2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment [„2001 Framework‟].” Cal. v. U.S.
Dep’t of Agric., No. 05-00898, Slip Op. at 1 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 11, 2006).
Moreover, future management direction should not include use or application
of the 2007 MIS Amendment (or the 2004 Framework) because the Proclamation
mandated completion of a management plan for the Monument well before the
Forest Service issued both its 2004 Framework and the 2007 MIS Amendments.
See detailed discussion in Section III.C.2 below.
The 2007 MIS Amendment is “inconsistent with the values for which the
monument was created, based on the Proclamation” and therefore violates the
strictures of the 2001 and 2004 Framework decisions. See Section III.D. for an
explanation about this.
B.

The Alternatives Analysis is Inadequate.
1.

The Range of Alternatives Considered is Unreasonable.

NEPA requires an EIS to consider “alternatives to the proposed action.” 42
U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii); see also 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E). The requirement that
agencies consider alternatives is critical to NEPA‘s implementation. Indeed, the
alternatives analysis section is the “heart of the environmental impact statement.”
40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.
The Council on Environmental Quality‘s (“CEQ”) regulations provide
directives on the consideration of alternatives in an EIS. Morongo Band of Mission
Indians v. Fed. Aviation Admin., 161 F.3d 569 (9th Cir. 1998). NEPA‘s regulations
require an agency “to rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
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alternatives.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. In its alternatives analysis, “[a]n agency must
look at every reasonable alternative, with the range dictated by the nature and
scope of the proposed action.” Northwest Environmental Defense Center v.
Bonneville Power Admin., 117 F.3d 1520, 1538 (9th Cir.1997) (quotations omitted).
“The existence of a viable but unexamined alternative renders an environmental
impact statement inadequate.” Morongo, 161 F.3d at 575 (internal quotations and
citations omitted); see also Resources Ltd. v. Robertson, 35 F.3d 1300, 1307 (9th
Cir.1994) (quoting Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508, 1519 (9th
Cir.1992)).
Courts review an EIS‘s range of alternatives under the “rule of reason.” City
of Carmel-By-The-Sea v. U.S. Dept. of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 1997).
Under the rule of reason, the EIS “need not consider an infinite range of
alternatives, only reasonable or feasible ones.” Id. (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a)-(c)).
The DEIS identified and considered six alternatives. This was not a
reasonable range of alternatives because it did not consider alternatives that meet
the Proclamation‘s strictures and comply with the 1990 Mediated Settlement
Agreement.
First, under the Proclamation and the Antiquities Act, all of the alternatives
considered must conserve Monument resources first (and in particular, those
resources that are “objects of interest”), and then make other management
decisions that do not interfere with the conservation of Monument resources. Thus,
in order to comply with these requirements, the range of alternatives cannot include
management decisions that will undermine protection of Monument objects in favor
of other resources or uses, such as protecting structures in the WUI or adjacent
tribal lands, based upon political considerations. None of the alternatives conserve
the Monument‟s objects of interests above other resources.
Second, all of the action alternatives take a myopic “manage-to-prevent-fireonly” approach that revolves around tree removal. The Proclamation incorporates a
strong presumption against the use of logging as a management tool in the
Monument area: “[r]emoval of trees, except for personal use fuel wood, from within
the Monument area may take place only if clearly needed for ecological restoration
and maintenance or public safety.” Given the “clearly needed” stricture in the
Proclamation, the Forest Service should have considered an alternative that would
meet its goals (desired future conditions) while also limiting tree removal.
For instance, Dr. Jack Cohen of the Forest Service‘s Fire Sciences Lab
(www.firelab.org) advises that the only effective way to protect homes is by clearing
brush and small trees within 100-200 feet of individual structures, and that logging
at further distances (e.g., 0.25 -1.25 miles) is both ineffective and unnecessary to
manage fire risk. See, e.g., Reducing the Wildland Fire Threat to Homes: Where
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and How Much?, Jack D. Cohen, U.S. Forest Service, Research Physical Scientist,
Fire Sciences Laboratory, Rocky Mountain Research Station, 1999. Paper presented
at the Fire Economics Symposium, San Diego, CA April 12, 1999; see also Denny
Truesdale, 2000. USDA Forest Service Fire Specialist (As quoted in an August 10,
2000 interview on the C-SPAN program ―Washington Journal‖ that mature trees
should not be removed to reduce fire risk.). Therefore, the Forest Service should
have considered an alternative that protects homes and structures by reducing the
flammability of the structure itself and reducing vegetation within 100-200 feet of a
structure. This alternative would meet the goals of the Management Plan while
staying within the confines of the Proclamation.
Third, the Forest Service should have considered a true National Park
alternative, as favored by the environmental community. Alternative C is not a
National Park alternative because it adds a 56,643 acre Tribal Fuels Emphasis
Treatment Area (“TFETA”), which prioritizes mechanical fuel treatments on
approximately 20% of the Monument, and National Parks do not have such fuel
treatment areas.1 The agency included the TFETA in this alternative without any
analysis of how the National Park Service has fared in meetings its objectives,
including fuel management, on the Giant Sequoia National Park.
Third, the Forest Service‘s range of alternative was too narrow because none
of its alternatives focus on promoting the objectives of interest listed in the
Proclamation. For example, the DEIS should include an alternative that increases
the protection of rare and endangered plant and animals species within the
Monument, especially species that depend on old forests such as the Pacific fisher,
Great gray owl, American marten, northern goshawk, peregrine falcon, and spotted
owl. In fact, all of the alternatives considered should have prioritized protection of
the listed “objects of interest.”
Fourth, since the Proclamation mandates that the Forest Service develop the
initial management plan with the guidance of the Science Advisory Board (“SAB”),
the Forest Service should have included alternatives that implemented the
restoration activities outlined by the Scientific Advisory Board. See 65 Fed. Reg.
24,095, 24,098 (Apr. 15, 2000), Pres. Proc. No. 7295 (―Secretary, in consultation with
the National Academy of Sciences, shall appoint a Scientific Advisory Board to
provide scientific guidance during the development of the initial management
plan.‖). For instance, the DEIS should discuss an alternative for watershed
The Forest Service claims that Alternative C manages the Monument like Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Park except where law, regulation, and policy for the
two federal agencies. DEIS, Volume 1, chapter 2, p. 137, printed copy. However,
there is no federal law, regulation, or policy that requires the Forest Service to
include a tribal fuels treatment area. DEIS, Volume 1, chapter 2, p. 88, printed
copy.
1
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protection and restoration within the Monument that conforms to Advisory X,
“Impairment of watershed functions.”2 The agency should have also had an
alternative that established clear standards grounded in ecological consequences for
when it could use mechanical treatment instead of fire.3
Fifth, all of the alternatives considered by the Forest Service should have
synthesized the principles of ecosystem management specified in the 1990 Mediated
Settlement Agreement (“MSA”), a legally binding contract entered into by the
Forest Service, that were not modified by the Clinton Proclamation. See discussion
infra regarding applicability of MSA.
Sixth, there is hardly a difference in the existing alternatives that will
‗sharply defin[e] the issues and provid[e] a clear basis for choice among options by
the decisionmaker and the public.‘‖ Kootenai Tribe of Idaho v. Veneman, 313 F.3d
1094, 1120 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a)). For one thing, the
desired conditions are identical for all alternatives. Moreover, the objectives,
strategies, and standards and guidelines are nearly identical for each of the
alternatives. The identical ―desired conditions‖ and nearly identical ―objectives‖ are
a fatal flaw in the DEIS because they constrain the decision-makers from
considering a clear basis for reasoned choices among options. Our suggested
Citizen‘s Park Alternative presents different ―desired conditions‖ and ―objectives‖
that are not identical to those in the DEIS, but that still meet the purpose and need
for a Monument Plan. A rigid set of desired conditions, objectives, and strategies
would not meet NEPA‘s requirements.
Finally, the range of alternatives considered is inadequate because the
Forest Service failed to properly set forth the reasons why certain alternatives were
eliminated. See, e.g., City of Sausalito v. O‘Neil, 386 F.3d 1186 (9th Cir. 2004). For
instance, the agency eliminated an alternative that had a 12‖ diameter limit and
retained downed trees as woody debris. The Forest Service eliminated this
alternative because it claims that such an alternative would not protect the objects
of interest because of fuel buildup. However, the agency provides no citations to
support this conclusion.
Please note that consideration of restoration activities outlined by the SAB in the
alternatives analysis is not sufficient to comply with the Proclamation. Rather, the
agency should have empanelled a new Scientific Advisory Board. This legal
requirement is discussed in detail below.
3 The Scientific Advisory Board also found that the invalidated Monument Plan
favored logging over prescribed fire, even when the differences in reducing fire risk
were “ecologically inconsequential.” Scientific Advisory Board Final Report and
Advisories at C-54. The SAB thus recommended that the agency “thoroughly
compare and contrast the ecological tradeoffs between prescribed fire and
mechanical thinning” in a stand-alone section of the final EIS. Id. at C-56.
2
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2.

The Existing Alternatives are Unreasonable

Alternatives B and F are really identical, except that F eliminates the
diameter limit on tree removal. Both alternatives are unreasonable because they
focus management on mechanical treatment that would involve tree removal as the
primary outcome, which is the opposite of the Proclamation‘s proscription that trees
can be removed only if clearly needed for ecological restoration and maintenance or
public safety. This approach is therefore unreasonable and cannot withstand legal
scrutiny.
In essence, Alternative C is unreasonable because it includes provisions that
make it impossible to be considered. Alternative C directly conflicts with the
Proclamation because it would severely limit recreational access by eliminating
dispersed recreation in the Monument. Moreover, it does not include any special
provisions to protect objects of interest or restore at-risk species and it is not a true
park-like alternative because it includes the Tribal Fuels Emphasis Treatment Area
that would allow treatments not envisioned in managing a National Park.
Alternative E contains many outdated provisions that would be illegal to
implement because they are based only on provisions of the MSA. Because many of
these provisions are either inconsistent with the Proclamation or do not consider
the best available science Alternative E is also unreasonable. Moreover, this
alternative makes no sense on its own. The Forest Service should have incorporated
those provisions of the MSA that are compatible with the Proclamation in each of
the Alternatives because of its contractual obligations. For example, the provision
to recommend the Moses IRA as Wilderness is not an option for just one alternative,
but a legal obligation that the Regional Forester would make this recommendation.
Discussed in detail below.
Alternative D is also unreasonable because it would rely only on naturallyoccurring fire and eliminate managed fire and any pre-treatments as options for
ecological restoration, which even the National Park Service in the adjacent Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Parks have shown to be effective in restoring giant
sequoia groves. While this alternative may be ―compliant with the Clinton
Proclamation‖ it could have significant risks and could potentially diminish the
protection of Objects of Interest such as the Pacific fisher. Moreover, in a personal
communication to one of our members, Forest Supervisor Tina Terrell said that the
public would never support a natural fire-only alternative and that therefore the
Forest Service would never even seriously consider choosing this alternative. For
that reason alone, this alternative is unreasonable.
Because all current alternatives are unreasonable, the Forest Service must
significantly update the DEIS to comply with NEPA. In the next section we suggest
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an alternative that meets all the requirements of the Proclamation, fully protects
the objects of interest, implements reasonable ecological restoration activities that
restrict tree removal, while providing for public safety and continued dispersed
recreation opportunities.
3.

The Forest Service Should Fully Analyze the “Citizen’s Park
Alternative.”

SFK believes that the Forest Service must analyze another alternative, which
is designed to meet the letter and intent of the Monument Proclamation and
Purpose and Need. This “Citizen‘s Park Alternative” provides a more realistic
park-like management scenario for ecological restoration and maintenance while
also allowing dispersed recreation, as intended by the Monument Proclamation, so
long as it is consistent with the protection of Objects of Interest.
The Citizen‘s Park Alternative (attached as exhibit) includes all the
components and necessary details for a plan alternative, similar to those already
contained in the DEIS, including Management Direction, Desired Conditions
(different from those in the DEIS), Strategies, Objectives, and Standards and
Guidelines. Below is summary of the key elements of this alternative:


This Citizens‘ Park Alternative would fully implement President Clinton‘s vision
to protect the giant sequoia ecosystem from continued logging.



This alternative is different from the Forest Service‘s proposed Park
management option (Alternative C), which eliminated all dispersed recreation.
In this alternative, historical recreation is acceptable, so long as it is consistent
with protecting the Monument‘s natural resources.



Management in this proposal represents true park-style management, focused
on ecosystem restoration, not recreation management.



This alternative manages the Monument‘s giant sequoias groves and forest
ecosystem in the same manner as Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks by
establishing fire as the preferred method of ecosystem restoration and fuel
reduction treatment; allowing mechanical thinning for fuel reduction only in
areas directly adjacent to structures, public use areas, or administrative sites;
and prioritizing the protection and restoration of sensitive wildlife habitats,
including fisher, martens, owls, and goshawks.



Tree removal prohibited unless absolutely necessary and scientifically justified
for ecosystem restoration and maintenance or public safety. This plan includes
criteria that will result in the removal of fewer trees:
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o The agency will leave trees over 8‖ in diameter in the monument because
they generally are not the type of material that increases fire risk and are
needed for wildlife as downed logs.
o The agency will focus on removing small diameter material, which is the
type of material that could increase fire risk (a public safety concern).
o The agency will expressly prohibit salvage logging as it is only done for
commercial purposes and thus prohibited by the Proclamation.


The agency will manage all inventoried roadless areas to maintain their
Wilderness potential.
C.

The Forest Service Failed to Consider the Direct and Indirect Impacts
of the Monument Plan on Wildfire Risk and Old Forest Dependent
Species.

First, NEPA requires that the “environmental impact statement shall
succinctly describe the environment of the area(s) to be affected or created by the
alternatives under consideration.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15. But there is an insufficient
description of the affected environment for wildlife as the DEIS only provides a list
of some of the species within the planning area. See DEIS, Vol. 1, pgs. 193-197. The
agency should modify the DEIS to include an extensive description of habitat needs
for each species.
Second, “NEPA regulations and caselaw require disclosure of all foreseeable
direct and indirect impacts” of a proposed action. Idaho Sporting Cong. v.
Rittenhouse, 305 F.3d 957, 963 (9th Cir. 2002); see 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16. As the
Ninth Circuit has stated, “[T]he consideration given must amount to a ‗hard look‘ at
the environmental effects.” Id.; see also Baltimore Gas & Elec. v. Natural
Resources Def. Council, 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983). NEPA regulations state that this
assessment of environmental consequences forms the “scientific and analytic” basis
for the comparisons among the alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16. In addressing the
impacts of a proposed action, both the short-term and long-term effects must be
considered. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a); see Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. United
States Forest Serv., 373 F. Supp. 2d 1069, 1083-86 (E.D. Cal. 2004) (holding that
the Forest Service violated NEPA by disregarding the short-term impacts of a
timber harvest on an affected watershed).
1.

The DEIS Fails to Consider All Direct and Many Indirect
Impacts Authorized by the Plan.

The DEIS fails to discuss all direct and many indirect impacts from
recreation and transportation uses authorized by the Monument Plan. Moreover,
the plan authorizes significant habitat alteration and thinning, and the direct and
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indirect effects from those activities on old forest dependent species and snag
recruitment for wildlife are not adequately discussed in the DEIS.
“NEPA regulations and caselaw require disclosure of all foreseeable direct
and indirect impacts” of a proposed action. Idaho Sporting Cong. v. Rittenhouse,
305 F.3d 957, 963 (9th Cir. 2002); see 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16. As the Ninth Circuit has
stated, “[T]he consideration given must amount to a ‗hard look‘ at the
environmental effects.” Id.; see also Baltimore Gas & Elec. v. Natural Resources
Def. Council, 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983). NEPA regulations state that this assessment
of environmental consequences forms the “scientific and analytic” basis for the
comparisons among the alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16. In addressing the impacts
of a proposed action, both the short-term and long-term effects must be considered.
40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a); see Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. United States
Forest Serv., 373 F. Supp. 2d 1069, 1083-86 (E.D. Cal. 2004) (holding that the
Forest Service violated NEPA by disregarding the short-term impacts of a timber
harvest on an affected watershed).
a.

The Forest Service Must Actually Analyze the Direct
Impacts from the Monument Plan.

The DEIS does not actually analyze the direct environmental effects of
implementing the management plan. Instead, the DEIS repetitively insists that the
plan will have no direct effect on the environment because this programmatic level
plan do not propose site-specific ground-disturbing activities; therefore, they would
not produce any direct effects on vegetation. See, e.g., DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 428.
458, 479, 488, 495, 497,500 (spotted owl), 510, 512, 516, 520, 534 (threatened,
endangered or proposed species), 567, 570, 593, 596, 600, 602, 608 (recreation), 626,
633, 644, 664, printed copy.
The programmatic nature of the management plan does not relieve the
Forest Service of its duty to prepare a thorough NEPA analysis. NEPA specifically
anticipates programmatic EISs, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.4(b), and courts have recognized
that programmatic plans make large scale decisions that the agency must analyze
at the programmatic level. Citizens for Better Forestry v. U.S. Dep‘t of Agric., 481
F. Supp. 2d at 1085-86 (citing Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Norton, 348 F.3d 789
(9th Cir. 2003); Ilio‘ulaokalani Coalition v. Rumsfeld, 464 F.3d 1083. 1096-97 (9th
Cir. 2006); N. Alaska Envtl. Ctr. v. Kempthorne, 457 F.3d 969 (9th Cir. 2006); N.
Alaska Envtl. Ctr. v. Lujan, 961 F.2d 886 (9th Cir. 1992); Tenake Springs v. Clough,
915 F.2d 1308, 1312 (9th Cir. 1990); California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir.
1982)).
While an agency does not need to fully evaluate all site-specific impacts until
a decision has been made to act on site development, a programmatic EIS “must
provide „sufficient detail to foster informed decision-making.‟” Citizens for Better
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Forestry v. U.S. Dept. of Agric., 481 F. Supp. 2d at 1086 (quoting Friends of

Yosemite, 348 F.3d at 800). Notably, the EIS must still provide a “reasonably
thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the probable environmental
consequences.” Lujan, 961 F.2d at 890 (quoting California v. Block, 690 F.2d at
761). Thus, there is no support for the Forest Service‘s position that it can simply
label an EIS as programmatic and provide no environmental analysis of direct or
indirect impacts whatsoever.
Moreover, the management plan authorizes certain activities that the agency
will not subsequently subject to site-specific decisions. For instance, the
management plan authorizes certain recreation and transportation activities, which
the agency will not later analyze in a site-specific environmental analysis. See Ohio
Forestry Association v. Sierra Club, 523 U.S. 726, 737 (1998); Meister v. U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, No. 09-1712, --- F.3d ----, 2010 WL 3766646 (6th Cir. Sept. 29, 2010).
In Ohio Forestry, the Sierra Club sought to challenge provisions of a
forest-management plan that designated certain areas as open to
logging. The Supreme Court did not question that the aesthetic harm
alleged by the Club would amount to an injury in fact. But the Court
observed that the Plan itself “does not give anyone a legal right to cut
trees, nor does it abolish anyone‟s legal authority to object to trees
being cut.” Id. at 733. To the contrary, additional agency action—
namely, issuance of a site-specific permit—was required before anyone
could engage in the logging that the Sierra Club said would harm its
interests. Thus, the Court held, the plan had not yet “inflict[ed]
significant practical harm upon the interests that the Sierra Club
advance[d.]” Id. Hence the case was not ripe.
Meister‘s case is different. Unlike logging, the activities about which
Meister complains—gun hunting and snowmobile use—do not require
further action by the Service before they can occur. To the contrary,
they have in fact occurred ever since the Plan‘s issuance, with the
resultant harms that Meister now alleges. Thus, the Plan itself has
harmed him in concrete ways. His claims are ripe.

Meister, --- F.3d ----, 2010 WL 3766646 at *3. Thus, a Forest Plan does have
immediate and direct environmental impacts from certain recreation or other
activities that are immediately sanctioned by the plan, which do not need
subsequent NEPA decisions.
Recreational impacts
Surprisingly, while the DEIS spends a great deal of analysis on the indirect
effects from each alternative on recreation, it fails entirely to address the
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environmental impacts caused by recreation. And while the DEIS admits that
―Unmanaged recreation has the potential to damage forest resources when careless
or uninformed visitors do not follow regulations for responsible use‖ (p. 610), there
is little analysis of what the existing or potential effects from recreation will have
on Monument resources and objects. The analysis, in essence, says only that any
environmental consequences will be dealt with as mitigations during future
recreation development (id.), but it fails to account for the direct impacts from
existing developed recreation sites or the potential to for environmental
consequences from currently authorized activities.
For recreation, the DEIS asserts that “No direct effects would occur from this
programmatic level document; no site-specific decisions are being made.” DEIS at
608. But the potential direct effects from recreational activities authorized by the
Management Plan, which do not require further site-specific decisions, will occur
immediately as soon as the plan decision is issued. These include effects from
OHVs, Snowmobiles, and Mountain Bikes on roads, trails, soils, and other users
(such as hikers, naturalists, birders, or people that wish to find quite or solitude).


Direct Impacts from Motorized OHVs on Roads, Trails, and Off-trail
Resources, Including Wildlife

The Proclamation limits OHVs to roads or a limited number of trails in the Kings
River Special Management Area. And even though the legal use of these OHVs is
acknowledged in the DEIS, there is little, if any, discussion about the effects of this
legal OHV use on roads, legal trails, and the indirect effects on soil erosion and
resulting degradation of water resources. There is no doubt that these motorized
vehicles will have an environmental impact since they displace soil or aggregate
from these roads and cause the road surface to degrade. Unless each of the roads is
immediately maintained (which will not occur), this use causes rutting and eventual
erosion of soil into waterways near stream courses. Moreover, the Transportation
Plan authorizes vehicle use on trails and roads, which immediately impacts various
resources, including wildlife and other users. Furthermore, they have an effect on
other users and wildlife from their noise, air pollution effects, and speeds. For
example, “The effects of motorized routes on fisher habitat are negative in both the
short and long term by causing a reduction in habitat quality due to disturbance
and fragmentation.” FEIS for Sequoia National Forest Motorized Travel
Management Planning, p. 537. But there is no disclosure of these environmental
consequences and how pervasive they are in the monument.
Furthermore, Sierra Club and Sequoia ForestKeeper have previously
documented illegal OHV trails and trail use in the Monument. See Photos of Illegal
OHV Use (attached as exhibit). These are reasonably foreseeable activities that are
happening in the Monument, and their effects are ongoing and direct. Moreover,
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The DEIS must discuss these effects, especially in relation with the Forest Service‘s
enforcement budget and it inability to effectively police all areas of the monument.


Direct Impacts from Snowmobiles on Other Users

The Proclamation also allows snowmobiles on Monument roads. Many of
these roads are also groomed for snowmobile use. DEIS, p. 302. Both the grooming
activities and the actual snowmobile use have environmental consequences for
other users. “Cross-country skiing commonly occurs along the groomed snowmobile
routes.” DEIS, p. 302. But there is no discussion about the effects from
snowmobiles on cross-country skiers from the expected noise, fumes from exhausts,
or potential impacts from speed.


Direct Impact from Mountain Biking on Other Users and Trails

The Monument proclamation restricts us of non-motorized mechanized
vehicles (mountain bikes) to designated roads and trails. However, the DEIS does
not disclose that currently all trails are open to mountain bikes,4 and it fails to
disclose the impacts from this rampant mountain bike use on other users and the
trails.
Photographs from the Nelson Trail through the Belknap Grove complex
illustrate the effects of mountain bikes on the trail and trail users.

The Giant Sequoia National Monument website states: ―Mountain bikes are still
allowed on all the designated trails in the Monument.‖ See
http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/sequoia/gsnm.html .
4
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Photo 1. Mountain biker jumping over illegally-built ramp on Nelson Trail in
Belknap Grove complex. Hikers, including René Voss (one of the authors of these
comments) had to get off trail to avoid being hit by speeding bikes coming down
trail towards the jump. Photograph by Richard Kangas, Summer 2010.
For further illustrations of the impacts of Mountain Bikes on this trail, see
attached exhibit (Photographs). These photographs show severely rutted trails
around turns and additional illegally-built jumps on the trail and on top of large
down logs. None of these types of impacts from mountain biking are discussed in
the DEIS.
Hunting Impacts on Wildlife
While the Monument Proclamation does not restrict hunting, the agency has
not analyzed the effects from certain types of hunting in the DEIS. For example, in
comments submitted by Sierra Club and Sequoia ForestKeeper, we pointed out that
there are direct and indirect impacts from the use of dogs for hunting bear in two of
the Ranger Districts of the Sequoia National Forest, including the Western Divide
District in the Monument. The Forest Service is considering issuing a Special Use
Permit for hunting bear with dogs:
8. Larry Lowell Hunting OFG – This OFG [Outfitter Guide] is not
currently under SUP. I propose to issue a two-year SUP [Special Use
Permit]. If the permit holder has a good record and desires to continue
17

this service after the initial two-years, I would extend the SUP for an
additional eight years. Services provided include guiding parties of
one or two hunters with the use of dogs to hunt bear, bobcat, and gray
fox during the legal season from September through February.
Guiding will occur as per California State Fish and Game regulations.
Use will occur on the Kern River and Western Divide Ranger Districts,
including the Giant Sequoia National Monument.
Issuance of Miscellaneous Outfitter Guide (OFG) Special Use Permits (SUP)
Proposals, Letter (July 16, 2010) (emphasis added). Furthermore, there is no
restriction on hunting with dogs (off-leash) in the monument for bear hunters that
are not subject to a special use permit, and this activity may continue, without
further decision, under the Monument plan.
As we pointed out in our comments, there are potential adverse effects from
dogs on the Pacific fisher populations. Dogs used to hunt bear could cause death if
a dog actually caught a fisher or its kits, or could cause eventual death by the
transmission of diseases carried by dogs—fishers are susceptible to canine
distemper, canine parvo, and possibly Toxoplasma gondii. Canine distemper is now
one of the leading causes of death of Pacific fishers in the Southern Sierra Nevada.
Moreover, Pacific fishers could experience significant impacts if dogs are permitted
for hunting in the Monument, whether unleashed or leashed, because their fecal
droppings are a means of transmission of diseases. Brown et al. (2007). This study
states that both the canine distemper and canine parvovirus can be transmitted by
fecal contamination (in addition to other means). In particular, the study states
that “[Parvovirus] persists for prolonged periods of time in the environment
(Kaaden et al. 1990, Barker and Parish 2001).”
But there is no discussion of these adverse effects from hunting with dogs on
Pacific fishers, an object of interest for the Monument.
Transportation Impacts
There is really no analysis of transportation impacts in the DEIS, which are
direct impacts immediately authorized by the plan. Some of these are lumped in
with recreational impacts in the various “wildlife” effects sections, but
transportation impacts are really different than those expressed in those sections.
See DEIS, Vol. 1, pp. 487-541, printed copy.
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Direct Impacts from Open Roads On Wildlife

The following photograph illustrates the adverse effects from open roads and
the effects of vehicle speeds allowed on Monument road on wildlife.

Photo 2. Pacific fisher killed by vehicle impact on Highway 41 in
Sierra National Forest
Vehicular death of fishers on the Sequoia National Forest is not uncommon.
In fact, two Pacific fishers were reportedly killed by vehicles on Highway 180 in
2008 and one in 2009. But there is no disclosure of these effects from open roads,
especially highways, on the likely direct impacts from vehicle collisions on fishers.
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Other Direct and Indirect Impacts from Roads on Monument Resources

The sheer number and mileages of roads in the monument is staggering. The
roads themselves and the continued use by vehicles of the many old timber roads
have massive impacts on various Monument resources, including effects on
watersheds, water quality, meadows, streams, and even an increase in fire risk.
Once again, these types of impacts are not disclosed in the DEIS.
b.

The DEIS Fails to Analyze Specific Direct or Indirect
Impacts on Old Forest Dependent Species.

This is not the first time that the Forest Service has asserted that its plans or
regulations do not have direct or indirect effects. The Forest Service once again
ignores Ninth Circuit precedent, which recognize that programmatic rules and
plans governing subsequent actions are meaningful decisions and that significantly
revising such rules and plans will result in effects that the agency must consider.
See, e.g., Citizens for Better Forestry v. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 341 F.3d at 975
(recognizing that NFMA rule “plays some, if not a critical part, in subsequent
[lower-level] decisions”) (quoting Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d
1508, 1516 (9th Cir. 1992)); see also People of the State of California v. U.S. Dep‘t of
Agric., 459 F. Supp. 2d 874, 895 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (recognizing need for NEPA
analysis to assess replacing nationwide “roadless rule” with less-protective “state
petitions rule” and noting need for analysis despite fact that additional NEPA
analysis may be conducted at forest plan and site-specific levels). More specifically,
the Ninth Circuit already rejected the Forest Service‘s argument that lowering
environmental safeguards at the programmatic level will not result in fewer
environmental safeguards at the site-specific level, finding that otherwise the
NFMA regulations would be “merely exercises in paper-pushing.” Citizens for
Better Forestry v. U.S. Dep‘t of Agric., 341 F.3d at 975; see also Citizens for Better
Forestry v. U.S. Dep‘t of Agric., 481 F. Supp. 2d at 1090 (recognizing that 2005
NFMA Rule, in most respects identical to the 2008 NFMA Rule, eliminated many of
same types of substantive standards eliminated by 2000 NFMA Rule).
As with the Citizens for Better Forestry cases, the draft management plan
eliminates or reduces many substantive standards that will have direct impacts on
the environment. For instance, Alternative B, the preferred alternative, allows
logging up to 20‖ diameter trees in Old Forest Emphasis Areas (―OFEAs‖) and in all
protected activity centers (―PACs‖). See DEIS, Vol. 1, pg. 83, Table 8, printed copy.
In addition, Alternative B allows for a greater reduction in canopy cover within
OFEAs and Home Range Core Areas (―Home Range Core Areas‖) in WUI and
TFETA. See id. This is true for most of the action alternatives. See, e.g., DEIS,
Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg. 96 at Table 11, pg. 100 at Table 12, printed copy. These change
the substantive standards that currently exist in the 2001 Framework and will have
direct and indirect impacts on California spotted owls, and northern goshawks.
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Finally, Alternative F, eliminates most diameter limits on tree removal in all
habitat types in the Monument. DEIS, p. 100, Table 12. Alternatives C and E also
eliminate diameter limits on tree removal monument-wide (C, E), in the WUI
intermix zone (C, E), and increase diameter limits in the TFETA (C), for OFEAs (C,
E), PACs (C), and HRCAs (C, E). See DEIS, p. 90, Table 9; p. 96, Table 11.
The current standards for the Monument, expressed in the 2001 Framework
Standard & Guidelines, require lower diameter limits and greater canopy cover
retention in OFEAs, California spotted owl and goshawk PACs and HRCAs.
Diameter Limits: The 2001 Framework standard for OFEAs states: ―Where
mechanical treatments are necessary, design treatments to achieve or approach the
fuels outcomes described above by reducing surface and ladder fuels less than 12
inches dbh.‖ 2001 Framework ROD, Appx. A, p. A-41.5 For owl and goshawk PACs,
the 2001 Framework standard requires a 6‖ diameter tree removal limit in PACs
outside the wildland urban defense and intermix zone (id., p. A-35), but the
alternative standards make no distinction for PACs outside those zones, allowing up
to 20‖ trees to be removed in PACs outside those zones and in some cases no limits.
Canopy Cover: The 2001 Framework standard states, generally: “Do not
reduce canopy cover in dominant and co-dominant trees by more than 10 percent
across a stand following mechanical treatments. (For example, if canopy cover in a
stand‘s dominant and co-dominant trees is 80 percent, retain at least 70 percent
canopy cover in dominant and co-dominant trees following mechanical treatment.)”
2001 Framework ROD, Appx. A, p. A-26. There is no such limitation in any of the
alternatives, so it must be assumed that the Management Plan allows reduction of
canopy cover by more than 10 percent, based on the various diameter limit
increases in DEIS Tables 8-12.
Moreover, owl and goshawk PACs and owl HRCAs have minimum canopy
cover requirements, which are not expressed in each of the alternatives, so it must
be assumed that the Management Plan allows reduction of canopy cover below
those limits, based on the various diameter limit increases in DEIS Tables 8-12.
Yet, the DEIS does not specifically discuss the direct or indirect effects from
these changes in management standards, even though it admits that they will
occur. For example, the DEIS admits:
Vegetation management projects for fuels reduction and ecological
restoration may impact California spotted owl habitat by reducing
canopy cover and removing key habitat features (large trees, snags,
Logging trees between 12 and 20 inches is allowed only where required for
operability. Id.
5
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down woody debris). All the alternatives would follow management
direction to set the highest priority for fuel reduction activities in the
wildland urban intermix (WUI).
DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 500, printed copy (emphasis added). But there is no actual
discussion about the direct or indirect effects the various treatment alternatives
would have on California spotted owls. The DEIS only discusses the total habitat
acres of these treatments, but never actually discloses the effects from these
treatments, such as whether these treatments will reduce spotted owl numbers or
make certain areas no longer suitable for owls.
The agency makes the same admission regarding goshawks:
Vegetation management projects for fuels reduction and ecological
restoration may impact northern goshawk habitat by reducing canopy
cover and removing key habitat features (large trees, snags, down
woody debris). All the alternatives would follow management direction
to set the highest priority for fuel reduction activities in the wildland
urban intermix (WUI).
DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 488, printed copy. Again, there is no actual discussion about the
direct or indirect effects and whether the treatments will reduce goshawk numbers
or make certain areas no longer suitable for goshawks.
The direct and indirect effects from these reduced standards are just the kind
of effects that the agency must discuss in an EIS. Thus, the agency‘s analysis is
insufficient.
2.

The DEIS fails to discuss the indirect and cumulative effects on
future snag recruitment from thinning and other forest health
treatments on wildlife

Several of the alternatives suggest thinning up to 30‖ in diameter over large
areas in the Monument to “improve” forest resiliency, reduce fuels, limit insects,
and reduce tree moisture stress by reducing stand density. But the resulting
indirect effects on wildlife from the reduction of future snag recruitment are not
discussed. As Dr. Hanson explains:
Snags are standing dead trees. Large snags, which are preferentially
selected by numerous wildlife species for foraging and nesting/denning
habitat, are perhaps the most ecologically important habitat element
in conifer forests (Hutto 1995, Hutto 2006). Woodpeckers feed upon
native bark beetle larvae under the bark of large snags, and excavate
nest cavities in them as well. Other bird species later use abandoned
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woodpecker nests. Various small mammal species also live within
cavities in large snags (Smith 2000). The California Spotted Owl, a
Forest Service Sensitive Species (i.e., a species for which there is
concern about a risk of extinction), depends upon having at least 20
square feet per acre of basal area in large snags, i.e., about 6-8 large
snags per acre, in its suitable habitat in order to maintain an adequate
population of its small mammal prey, which live in the large snags
(Verner et al. 1992). The Pileated Woodpecker (North America‘s
largest woodpecker species) depends generally upon the same sort of
habitat as that used by California Spotted Owls for nesting/roosting,
both in terms of having high forest canopy cover (generally over 50%)
and high levels of large snags (USDA 2007, AR294-97). Other species,
such as the Hairy Woodpecker and the Black-backed Woodpecker,
depend upon much higher large snag densities for foraging and nesting
needs (Hanson 2007).
There is currently a pervasive deficiency of large snags in California‟s
forests, with less than 2 large snags per acre presently existing in
every region, including the Sierra Nevada, according to a
comprehensive analysis conducted by Forest Service scientists in a
recently-released report (Christensen et al. 2008). This report also
warned about the threat posed to the ecological health of California‘s
forests by this large snag deficiency, pointing out that current levels
may not be sufficient to support populations of numerous wildlife
species (Christensen et al. 2008).
This is relevant to management activities proposed for the Giant
Sequoia National Monument and studies cited to justify thinning of
dense stands. Nowhere does the DEIS divulge the current densities of
large snags in the GSNM, either in terms of basal area or number per
acre, nor does the DEIS disclose the potential adverse effects of
proposed thinning of dense stands on the future recruitment of large
snags in the Monument or the adverse effects on wildlife needs that
depend on large snags, including California spotted owls and Pacific
fishers.
Dr. Hanson Declaration ¶¶ 6-8 (attached as exhibit).
Nowhere does the DEIS explain why, ecologically, a 19-inch-diameter
tree, for example, would need to be “removed” from the ecosystem, as
opposed to being converted into a large snag or large downed log.
Nowhere does the DEIS explain why, ecologically, a 19-inch-diameter
stump would be more ecologically valuable than a 19-inch-diameter
live tree, snag, or downed log; or, stated differently, why a 19-inch-
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diameter tree would be more ecologically valuable to the GSNM forest
ecosystem on the bed of a log truck headed for the timber mill than it
would be as a live tree contributing to canopy cover for fishers, or a
large snag providing prey habitat for fishers and spotted owls or
nesting habitat for Black-backed woodpeckers. Nor does the North et
al. (2009) report, an unpublished and non-peer-reviewed report cited
frequently in the DEIS, provide any such explanation. Clearly, as
discussed above, either the North et al. (2009) report did not mean to
use the word ―remove‖ to suggest commercial logging of mature trees
up to, or over, 20 inches in diameter—as opposed to simply ―removing‖
a given mature live tree from competition with other larger trees by
turning it into a large snag or downed log, or the North et al. (2009)
report intended the ―removal‖ of some mature trees for economic
purposes in the context of the multiple use, general forest landscape
outside of protected areas (like the GSNM) on national forests. In fact,
the authors of North et al. (2009), on page 24 of that report, specifically
discuss the potential removal of trees over 10-16 inches in diameter
“for socioeconomic purposes” such as “generating revenue” or
“providing merchantable wood for local sawmills”. Nowhere do the
authors of North et al. (2009) specifically recommend “removal” of
mature trees (as opposed to snag creation or downed log creation) for
strictly ecological purposes, or offer a single citation to any ecological
study concluding that some mature trees must be removed from the
forest ecosystem, as opposed to being left as live trees, converted into
large snags, or converted into large downed logs.
Dr. Hanson Declaration ¶ 10 (attached as Exhibit).
Nowhere does the DEIS divulge the current densities of large snags in
the GSNM, either in terms of basal area or number per acre, thus
there is no way of evaluating whether there is currently even the
minimum number/density of larger snags necessary to maintain
populations of native wildlife species, particularly some of the rarest
and most imperiled species, such as the California spotted owl, Pacific
fisher, and Black-backed woodpecker. The scientific literature
indicates that California spotted owls should have at least 20 square
feet per acre of large snag (>15 inches in diameter) basal area per acre,
which equates to about 6-8 large snags per acre at least (Verner et al.
1992). The scientific literature indicates that Pacific fishers select
areas with 31 square feet of medium/large snag basal area per acre
(two and a half times higher than the snag basal area at random sites),
and that medium/large snag basal area is one of the two most
important factors in predicting occupancy at fisher rest sites (Purcell et
al. 2009). Freel (1991) (“A Literature Review for Management of the
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Marten and Fisher on National Forests in California”), recommended 2
snags/acre over 44 inches in diameter and 4-5 snags per acre over 20
inches in diameter for fisher habitat—equating to a large snag basal
area of 30-45 square feet per acre (not including medium-sized snags).
The Black-backed woodpecker, the sole Management Indicator Species
for snag habitat in burned forest in the Sierra Nevada, selects areas
with hundreds of medium/large snags per acre in recently burned
forest (generally less than 7 or 8 years post-fire) that has not been
salvage logged (Hanson and North 2008, Saab et al. 2009), and that a
single pair of Black-backed woodpeckers requires a few hundred acres
of such habitat (USDA 2010; see also JMP/CBD 2010 attached hereto,
and incorporated herein by reference). There is nothing in the DEIS
which indicates that the current medium and large snag densities in
the GSNM even reach the levels selected by the California spotted owl
and Pacific fisher, on average, or that there are any significant areas in
the GSNM that could provide suitable habitat for the Black-backed
woodpecker. The DEIS is simply devoid of this vitally-important
information—i.e., the current density of medium and large snags in the
GSNM. Indeed, page 573 of Appendix I of Volume 2 of the DEIS
provides data on current snag density in the giant sequoia groves alone
within the GSNM (these groves comprise only a minor portion of the
total area of the GSNM), and shows that the current snag basal area in
the sequoia groves is only 17 square feet per acre—and that includes
basal area from small snags (generally less than 10 inches in diameter)
that are little used by imperiled wildlife species or their prey.
Dr. Hanson Declaration ¶ 12 (attached as Exhibit). Moreover, snags and downed
logs are extremely important for Pacific fishers:
Zielinski et al. (2006 [Table 2]) found that fishers selected sites with
15.4 large snags (over 38.1 cm in diameter, or over 15 inches in
diameter) on average per 0.5 hectares, or about 12.5 large snags per
acre, within Sierra and Sequoia National Forests, including within the
Giant Sequoia National Monument. Using the U.S. Forest Service‘s
own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) fixed plots to determine the
average snag density across the forested landscape within the fisher‘s
range in Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, including the Giant
Sequoia National Monument, Zielinski et al. (2006) found that there
were only about 8.7 large snags per acre on average—well below the
level selected by fishers. Nowhere do the DEIS or Wildlife BE analyze
the impacts of repeatedly thinning over three-quarters of the GSNM
for the express purpose of preventing medium/large snag recruitment
from fire and insects; nor do the DEIS or BE anywhere divulge
whether the current basal area levels of medium/large snags in the
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GSNM even meet the levels selected by fishers, or whether they may
be lower than optimal. Given the importance of medium/large snag
basal area to fishers, this must be carefully analyzed in the EIS.
Furthermore, the Wildlife BE and DEIS fail to analyze the impacts of
proposed forest thinning in the GSNM on large downed log levels, and
the impacts of this on fishers. Zielinski et al. (2006) found that fishers
selected sites with 65 large downed logs (over 25.4 cm in diameter) per
hectare, or about 26 logs over 10 inches in diameter per acre. Using
the U.S. Forest Service‘s own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA)
fixed plots to determine the average large downed log density across
the forested landscape within the fisher‘s range in Sequoia and Sierra
National Forests, including the Giant Sequoia National Monument,
Zielinski et al. (2006) found that there were only about 19 large
downed logs per acre on average within the fisher‘s range—well below
the level selected by fishers. Zielinski et al. (2006) also found that
fishers selected sites with 169 cubic meters of large down logs per
hectare (2,427 cubic feet per acre), relative to only 118 cubic meters per
hectare at FIA plots in general (1,690 cubic feet per acre).
Dr. Hanson Declaration ¶¶ 15-16 (attached as Exhibit).
3.

The DEIS Fails to Analyze these Specific Direct and Indirect
Impacts from Thinning to Protect Communities

The DEIS fails to demonstrate that the thinning of trees up to 20” dbh and
substantial reductions of canopy cover are “clearly needed” to protect communities
or any other resource from catastrophic wildfire, as required by the Monument
Proclamation. There is no analysis whatsoever of the correlation between the size
and amount of trees the agency would remove and the supposed need for public
safety or restoration of the Monument
The Forest Service assumed that potential long-term reductions in stand
replacing wildfire outweighed any short-term adverse impacts to old forest
dependent species, allowing the agency to predict only positive consequences for
wildlife as a result of the Monument Plan. Putting aside the questionable validity
of that assumption, the Service misses an important point. The agency failed to
analyze or disclose the short-term impacts on these species from the Monument
Plan.
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D.

The Forest Service Failed to Adequately Evaluate the Cumulative
Impacts of the Monument Plan.

A discussion of the cumulative environmental effects of a proposed action is
an essential part of the environmental review process, for otherwise the agency
cannot evaluate the combined environmental effect of related actions. Cumulative
impact is defined in NEPA‘s implementing regulations as “the impact on the
environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions . . . . Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions
taking place over a period of time.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7(emphasis added); see also
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. United States Forest Serv., 177 F.3d 800, 809 (9th
Cir.1999) (per curiam) (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7).
An EIS must include a “useful analysis of the cumulative impacts of past,
present and future projects” in sufficient detail to be “useful to the decisionmaker in
deciding whether, or how, to alter the program to lessen cumulative impacts.” Id. at
810 (citation omitted). The EIS must at a minimum provide a “catalog of past
projects” and a “discussion of how those projects (and differences between the
projects) have harmed the environment.” Lands Council v. Powell, 395 F.3d 1019,
1027 (9th Cir. 2005). As the Ninth Circuit has repeatedly emphasized, a cumulative
impacts analysis “must be more than perfunctory; it must provide a useful analysis
of the cumulative impacts of past, present, and future projects.” Klamath-Siskiyou
Wildlands Center v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 994 (9th Cir. 2004).
Moreover, a cumulative impacts analysis must be timely, and it is “not appropriate
to defer consideration of cumulative impacts to a future date when meaningful
consideration can be given now.” Kern v. U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 284
F.3d 1062, 1075 (9th Cir. 2002); see 40 C.F.R. § 1501.2 (“Agencies shall integrate
the NEPA process with other planning at the earliest possible time”).
1.

The Scope of the Cumulative Impacts Analysis is Inadequate
Because the DEIS Arbitrarily Excludes Projects that Are Under
Contract from its Analysis.

A threshold question in considering cumulative impacts is to determine the
scope or extent of the cumulative impacts an agency must consider. Most courts
have found that an EIS must address all “reasonably foreseeable” future actions
that have potential cumulative impacts. See, e.g., Blue Mountain Biodiversity
Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208 (9th Cir. 1998) (environmental assessment for
timber sale must address cumulative effects of other reasonably foreseeable timber
sales in the forest); Missouri Coalition for the Env‘t v. Fed. Energy Regulatory
Comm‘n, 544 F.3d 955 (8th Cir. 2008); Coliseum Square Ass‘n v. Jackson, 465 F.3d
215 (5th Cir. 2006).
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The Forest Service used an inadequate scope of projects for its cumulative
impacts analysis. Rather than catalog of past, present or reasonably foreseeable
projects, the Forest Service has simply decided to look at “existing conditions.” See,
e.g., DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 412, printed copy. While this may be sufficient in many
instances, using such an approach here has resulted in the Forest Service
overlooking a number of projects that will significantly impact the environment.
Although the Monument Proclamation prohibited commercial logging within
the Monument, it did allow for several previously approved timber sales to proceed.
More than ten years later, several of these “grandfathered” timber sales – the
Saddle, Ice and White River Projects – remain wholly or partially uncut, with
logging still planned. In addition, the Forest Service has also approved the Frog
Project, which contains a string of units lining the Monument‘s eastern border.
Even though these projects will have cumulative impacts on old forest dependent
wildlife and wildfire risk in the Monument, the Forest Service failed even to
mention, let alone consider and evaluate, these impacts in the DEIS, violating
NEPA.
2.

The DEIS Discussion of Cumulative Impacts in Inadequate

In addition to having an adequate scope of cumulative effects analysis, an
EIS must also provide an adequate discussion of the cumulative impacts. A decision
on the adequacy of a cumulative impacts discussion turns on a fact-based analysis
of the EIS. Courts use a “rule of reason” test to decide whether the discussion of
cumulative impacts is “reasonably thorough” and would allow an agency decisionmaker to make an informed decision. See, e.g., Town of Huntington, 859 F.2d at
1134 (cumulative impacts not adequately analyzed).
“A proper consideration of the cumulative impacts of a project requires some
quantified or detailed information; general statements about possible effects and
some risk do not constitute a hard look absent a justification regarding why more
definitive information could not be provided.” Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr., 387
F.3d at 993 (citations omitted). “The analysis must be more than perfunctory; it
must provide a useful analysis of the cumulative impacts of past, present, and
future projects.” Id. at 994 (internal quotations and citations omitted). ―Defendants
must do more than just catalogue ‗relevant past projects in the area.‘‖ Churchill
County, 276 F.3d at 1080, quoting City of Carmel-by-the-Sea, 123 F.3d at 1160.
―[I]n assessing cumulative effects, the Environmental Impact Statement must give
a sufficiently detailed catalogue of past, present, and future projects, and provide
adequate analysis about how these projects, and difference between the projects, are
thought to have impacted the environment.‖ Lands Council, 395 F.3d at 1028.
Courts emphasize that a discussion of cumulative impacts must contain sufficient
detailed information to allow the public to participate in the decision making
process and to show the agency has taken the requisite hard look. See, e.g., Envtl.
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Protection Info. Ctr. v. Blackwell, 389 F.Supp. 2d 1174 (D. Cal. 2004); Habit Educ.
Ctr. v. Bosworth, 363 F.Supp.2d 1090 (D. Wis. 2005).
The DEIS‟ analysis of cumulative impacts is conclusory and lacks any specific
analysis. These are discussed in detail throughout these comments; however, the
following examples demonstrate the DEIS‟ inadequacy.
The DEIS fails to analyze the impact of climate change upon the Pacific
fisher, American marten, California spotted owl, or any other species and their
habitat. For instance, the agency never determines if these are likely to experience
a habitat shift because of climate change and how this could impact or imperil the
species. This agency must address this deficiency. See Ctr. for Biological Diversity
v. Kempthorne, 588 F.3d 701, 2009 U.S. App. LEXIS 26160,*20 (where the court
found an agency‘s decision not arbitrary and capricious, noting “the Service‘s EA did
acknowledge climate change and enumerated its long term effects on polar bears . .
.” (emphasis in original)). Climate change is an important aspect of the problem
that the agencies must address with regard to the fisher, marten, owl, and other
species.
The DEIS also fails to adequately analyze cumulative impacts to the
California spotted owl. For instance numerous alternatives would negatively impact
California spotted owl habitat. For instance, Alternative B, the preferred
alternative, and Alternative F would prioritize mechanical treatments on 144,535
acres of the Monument (44% of the Monument). DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 500, printed
copy (number was derived by adding up the acres of owl habitat in WUI and
TFETA). The agency then states that “all the alternatives would allow short-term
reduction in habitat quality (by removing trees, snags and down woody material)
and potential disturbance to individuals, only a small portion of the habitat would
be impacted.” DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 503, printed copy. The agency then concludes
that these impacts are “not likely to result in a trend toward federal listing or loss
of viability of California spotted owls.” Id. (The Forest Service never comes out and
states these impacts are insignificant but the agency seems to imply that an impact
could only be significant if it lead to a listing or loss of viability.)
This analysis is deficient. For instance, the DEIS fails to provide an adequate
description of the current habitat conditions, population size and distribution of
spotted owl. The DEIS thus lacks the basic information necessary to provide an
assessment of the impacts of the action alternatives on the spotted owl. Moreover,
the Preferred Alternative, for example, would substantially weaken the protections
for the owl provided in the existing Sierra Nevada Framework by allowing logging
of trees in the WUI and TFETA, thus reducing canopy cover within owl habitat.
The DEIS fails to adequately assess the degree to which the Preferred Alternative,
and the other action alternatives, would threaten the continued viability of the
already imperiled spotted owl populations. The DEIS fails to reveal the amount of
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habitat that would be lost or to analyze the potential impacts on the California
spotted owl in any detail. For instance, the agency never analyzed whether
degrading 144,535 acres of habitat would impact foraging, breeding or other
elements.
E.

The Forest Service Failed to Ensure the Scientific Accuracy and
Integrity of Its Analysis.

The DEIS fails to ensure the necessary scientific accuracy and integrity of the
analysis and conclusions because many of its statements, conclusions, and opinions
are not supported by science or other sources.
NEPA requires that “[a]gencies shall insure the professional integrity,
including scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses in environmental
impact statements.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24 (“Methodology and scientific accuracy”).
“NEPA's implementing regulations require agencies to „identify any methodologies
used and [ ] make explicit reference by footnote to the scientific and other sources
relied upon for conclusions‘ used in any EIS statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24.” Idaho
Sporting Congress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1150 (9th Cir. 1998). NEPA does not
permit an agency to rely on its expert‘s conclusions and opinions without providing
both supporting analysis and data to the public. Id.
Moreover, if the Forest Service provides inaccurate or highly misleading
scientific data or misrepresents the data provided, then it violates NEPA. Earth
Island Inst. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 442 F.3d 1147, 1166-1167 (9th Cir. 2006). “If an
agency has failed to make a reasoned decision based on an evaluation of the
evidence, the Court may properly conclude that an agency had acted arbitrarily and
capriciously.” Earth Island Inst. v. Morse, No. 08-01897, 2009 WL 2423478
(E.D.Cal.2009) (holding that the Forest Service failed insure the professional
integrity, including scientific integrity of the analysis when it misrepresented the
findings and data in a scientific study); see also Earth Island Institute, 442 F.3d at
1167 (holding that either misunderstanding the data from a study or
misrepresenting the data violated NEPA‘s requirements).
1.

The Lack of Scientific References for Conclusions, Opinions, or
Facts Fail to Meet NEPA‘s Requirements

The DEIS continues to suffer from a lack of references to the scientific
literature, to data sources, and other supporting materials as previously pointed out
by panelists during the Science Consistency Review (“SCR”). These references are
not academic, optional, or a matter of “style” (comment by Forest Supervisor Terrell
during the Oct. 12, 2010 SCR meeting in Visalia). The Forest Service must support
each conclusion or opinion in the DEIS as a matter of law.
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In reviewing an earlier draft of the DEIS, the initial SCR panelists‘ review
correctly pointed out this requirement, which is derived from both scientific
integrity standards and the rule of law: “All reviewers noted a general lack of
citations to support statements made in the DEIS. . . . The panel determined that
citations to relevant scientific information had to be present to make a
determination of ‗consistent with scientific information.‘ There needs to be a clear
trail from the scientific literature to the DEIS for the decision makers and the
public.” DEIS, Vol. 2, printed copy, p. 504.
The panelists went on to provide further feedback about the DEIS‟ analysis:
The reviewers noted that the cited scientific information was at times
outdated. It was further noted that recent research on giant sequoia
ecology, sugar pine ecology, fire, fur bearers, and human uses
undertaken within and in the vicinity of the GSNM was often not
cited. . . . Several reviewers noted that, given the lack of citations, it
was confusing and difficult to see how current scientific information
would be used to develop monitoring plans that would help to
determine the success of the plan. . . . The DEIS was not always clear
as to how the literature was used to support the activities and
standards and guidelines that were being proposed as a way to achieve
the goals of the plan.

Id.
The DEIS does not address most of these concerns. There are too many
instances to mention in these comments, but we provide a few critical examples.
For example, throughout the Environmental Consequences section of the DEIS,
starting at p. 426, there are very few references to how the agency came to its
conclusions about the effects on various resources, such as vegetation and wildlife.
For vegetation, the DEIS discusses fire effects and states:
Burns that kill scattered individual larger trees will create small
canopy gaps that may serve to provide growing space or areas for
regeneration and growth of other species. Burns that kill large groups
of trees may result in stand replacement. These more severe burns are
most likely to expose soils to erosion and a loss of productivity
including deterioration of moisture holding properties and a loss of
nutrients in an ecosystem as a result of volatilization, leaching, or
runoff. Weakened trees not killed by more severe fire will be more
susceptible to bark beetle attack. Erosion, insect and disease impacts,
accumulations of vegetation debris, and decomposition are natural
ecological processes.
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DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 429, printed copy. But there are no references or citations to
support these facts, conclusions, or opinions. While these statement may be
scientifically supportable, without a citation or reference the decision-maker and
the public cannot determine this. Throughout this section there are few references
or citations except for a section titled “Scientific Criteria for Thinning.” DEIS, Vol.
1, pp. 431-434, printed copy. But even in this section, there are references provided
for only a small number of the facts, conclusions, or opinions provided, while most of
the statements in that section contain no citations, even though they clearly state
an important fact, conclusion, or opinion.
The Wildlife Effects section is equally sparse on citations or references for
sources of data or conclusions. For example, the section for Indirect Effects on
Goshawks discusses the effects from one of the alternatives:
Alternative B (Proposed Action): WUIs would be the same as in
Alternative A. In addition, a tribal fuels emphasis treatment area
(TFETA), which includes 33,609 acres of northern goshawk habitat,
would be established along the border with the Tule River Reservation.
The short-term loss of habitat features important to northern
goshawks would likely be higher in this alternative than in
Alternatives A, C, D, and E.
DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 489, printed copy. But there is no reference to the source of these
facts or conclusions, such as a table in one of the specialist reports or a specific
output from the SPECTRUM model. There is no way for the decision-maker or the
public to verify this information.
To provide another example, the DEIS states: ―Many groves currently have
small sequoia trees scattered in small openings or other disturbed areas that may
be 35 to 100 years old. The lack of recent disturbances over the last decade or more
which exposes mineral soils and allows light to reach the ground, has resulted in
many groves lacking natural sequoia regeneration less than twenty years old. . . .
Giant sequoia seedlings and saplings may be abundant in occasional openings, but
are rare under mature canopies.‖ DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 177 (PDF version).
But Dr. Kevin O‘Hara, in his Science Consistency Review (SCR), commented
that he ―did not see discussion of the urgency of this need given the longevity of the
species. How important is a 100-year age class gap in a species that lives for
several thousand years? The uncertainty and urgency of sequoia regeneration may
therefore be over-stated.‖ SCR, p. II-10.
In their response to the SCR report, the Forest Service attempts but fails to
explain their urgency to create openings. Then it fails to provide any scientific
citations in the DEIS to support the continued assertion that creating openings is
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necessary. Instead, the response supports a different and possibly opposite
conclusion:
Some research has suggested that most groves today lack sufficient
young giant sequoias to maintain the present density of mature trees
in the future. Rundel (1971) speculated that giant sequoia
regeneration has been declining over a period of 100 to 500 years or
more. Given the longevity of the species, the tendency to grow best in
disturbances, and the frequency of droughts, it is not likely that
sequoia regeneration would follow a smooth pattern of frequent
successful seedling establishment. It is likely that sequoia regenerates
only during certain years when the site conditions and soil moisture
are optimal. Schubert (1962) recognized that to support the
establishment of a young sequoia moisture was critical throughout the
growing season.
Young sequoias must grow large enough to survive the effects of fires,
especially when human-caused fires are more frequent than natural
fires sparked by lightning. It is also likely that one or more decades
are required between burning to enable a young sequoia to grow large
enough to withstand the heat at the base of the stem. Sporadic

regeneration of the species in clusters of a few trees or small even-aged
patches up to an acre is more an ecological trait and an adaptation to
periodic fires than an environmental concern. Even-aged cohorts
greater than an acre are rare, but may be found as a result of past
stand replacement events like a wildfire or mechanical harvest.
The greatest concern in most sequoia ecosystems is not sequoia
regeneration, but the heavy buildup of surface and ladder fuels which
could do serious damage to existing larger trees and the soil resources
that support the giant sequoia. Associated with this is the abundant in
growth of white fir and incense cedar. These species are more tolerant
of shade. They reduce the growth of other tree species by using soil
moisture and casting shade. They also serve as ladder fuels which
could damage or kill the crowns of the largest trees. Sugar pine may
be the species of greatest concern. More attention needs to be placed
on the artificial regeneration of more rust-resistant sugar pine to help
assure its important role in mixed conifer ecosystems, including giant
sequoia groves.
SCR FS Response #11 (emphasis added). This could hardly be considered support
for the previous conclusion that giant sequoia regeneration is rare under mature
canopies and that more openings are needed. Nor does the DEIS attempt to provide
a citation for this conclusion.
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While there are many more examples we could provide, the point is that
there continues to be “a general lack of citations to support statements made in the
DEIS. . . . to relevant scientific information.” DEIS, Vol. 2, p. 504, printed copy
(SCR Panelists).
Much work remains to bring this DEIS into compliance with NEPA because
unsupported assertions of facts, opinions, or conclusions simply do not meet the
standards set, which are intended to ensure verification that the agency is making a
reasoned choice that has considered the many potential adverse consequences of its
actions. Moreover, this section is really synonymous with the concept of
transparency. The requirements under NEPA to reference statements in a DEIS
makes it possible for the public to verify that the decision made is transparent.
Here, the Forest Service has a long way to go to make such a claim.
As the next section of these comments shows, it is also unclear how the
various goals of the plan were supported by scientific methodologies, scientific
literature, data, and other sources to determine desired conditions and objectives.
During the Oct. 12, 2010 SCR review meeting, the panelists all stated that they did
not, and were not asked to, review the desired conditions, strategies, and objectives
in the DEIS and had no feedback as to their validity or consistency with the best
available science.
2.

The Scientific Criteria for Thinning is Either Misrepresented or
Misunderstood.

Again, the Forest Service must ensure the professional and scientific
integrity of its NEPA analysis, and either a misunderstanding of a scientific study
or its misrepresentation violates NEPA.
The DEIS includes a “Scientific Criteria for Thinning” (DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 431)
that justify “the need to remove 20- to 30-inch trees when overly dense stands are
moisture stressed,” asserting that “[r]emoval of a portion of trees that are greater
than 20 inches may be needed for ecological restoration or safety.” To provide
justification for the need, the Forest Service refers to North et al. (2009). These
assertions, however, misrepresent and mislead readers of the DEIS about this
study:
The DEIS (p. 431) misrepresents North et al. (2009), misleadingly
claiming that this unpublished and non-peer-reviewed report
concluded that it is necessary to “remove 20- to 30-inch [diameter]
trees when overly dense stands are moisture stressed”. In fact, North
et al. (2009) specifically warn that such thinning of mature trees
should be avoided where there is not an overabundance of large snags
with regard to wildlife needs, since such thinning would tend to reduce
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stand density and adversely affect future large snag recruitment
(North et al. 2009, p. vii). North et al. (2009) specifically warns against
the adverse impacts of such thinning in terms of the potential to
exacerbate what North et al. (2009) describe as the “deficit” of larger
snags in the Sierra Nevada (see North et al. 2009, pp. vii and 29).
Moreover, where North et al. (2009) discuss thinning of trees 20-30
inches in diameter in relation to moisture stress, they do not provide a
single citation to any ecological study which recommends removal of
such mature trees as opposed to converting such trees into ecologicallyimportant large snags or large downed logs. In other words, there is
no explanation why, ecologically, a large stump would be more
important in the forest ecosystem than a large live tree, large snag, or
large downed log—or, stated differently, why such mature trees would
be more ecologically beneficial to the forest ecosystem and native
wildlife on the bed of a logging truck headed for the timber mill than it
would be as a live tree, large snag, or downed log providing habitat for
wildlife species in the forest. Clearly, the authors of North et al. (2009)
were either discussing “removal” of trees 20-30 inches in diameter in
the context of socioeconomic issues (without directly stating so), or they
were simply less careful than they should have been with regard to
their language, and did not mean to discuss “removal” of mature trees,
as opposed to simply turning some live mature trees into large snags or
large downed logs. Indeed, one of the authors of North et al. (2009),
Dr. William Zielinski, repeatedly states in the GSNM Science
Consistency Review Report (on pp. II-47 and II-48) that it was not the
intention of North et al. (2009) to suggest or support the removal of
mature trees 20-30 inches in diameter, that only a tiny portion of the
GSNM is predicted to be affected by fire of any type in a given decade
(making the need for such thinning unclear), and that such removal
would be harmful to the Pacific fisher.
Declaration of Dr. Chad Hanson ¶ 9 (attached hereto as exhibit). The DEIS goes on
to assert: “A removal of some larger trees that would help make suppression of
unwanted fire more effective and safe (Moghaddas and Craggs 2007) may qualify
under both criteria (ecological restoration or safety) for removal.” DEIS, p. 431.
Again, this is another misrepresentation of a scientific study to justify thinning:
Moreover, the DEIS (p. 431) seriously misrepresents the Moghaddas
and Craggs (2007) study, inaccurately claiming that this study
concluded that “removal of some larger trees” is necessary in order to
facilitate fire suppression. This study made no such conclusion. While
the study did indicate that fire intensity was likely reduced in a
particular thinned area, nowhere did the authors conclude that
removal of some larger trees was necessary to accomplish this; nor did
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the authors examine any differences in effects between thinning of only
small trees versus thinning that includes larger tree removal.
Dr. Hanson Declaration, ¶11 (see attached Exhibit).
Furthermore, the DEIS misrepresents commonly-used scientific terms,
including “resilience” and “ecological restoration” to further justify thinning larger
trees in the Monument. As Dr. Hanson explains:
The GSNM DEIS misuses the term “resilience.”
Under the
international Convention on Biological Diversity, the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) describes a distinct difference
between “engineering resilience” and “ecological resilience”. The
former is based upon the goal of maintaining a given system in an
exact, unchanged, permanent state for purposes having nothing to do
with biodiversity or ecosystems, while the latter embraces the dynamic
nature of ecosystems and the natural disturbance processes and
successional stages that provide the range of natural habitats needed
to maintain the complete range of native biodiversity (Thompson et al.
2009).
Under the ecological definition of “resilience”, natural
disturbance processes like tree mortality from competition and native
bark beetles, and wildland fire, are essential occurrences that create
and maintain the various habitat types needed to maintain viable
populations of the plant and wildlife species native to fire-adapted
conifer forest ecosystems. Ecological resilience, in fact, is defined by
the maintenance of the full complement of biodiversity native to the
ecosystem, and the ecosystem is not defined by only one vegetation
type (Thompson et al. 2009). For example, in fire-adapted conifer
forest ecosystems, mixed-intensity wildland fire is a natural part of fire
regimes, and many plant and animal species depend upon the unique
montane chaparral and snag forest habitats created by patches of highintensity fire (where most or all trees are killed), and pockets of tree
mortality from beetles or other natural factors. Thus, the natural
early-successional habitat created by high-intensity fire patches (e.g.,
snag stands and montane chaparral) or insects is as much a part of the
forest ecosystem as the unburned stands of live green trees (Thompson
et al. 2009, Swanson et al. 2010).
The DEIS, on pp. 430-438, suggests several times that stands in the
GSNM may need to be thinned, including removal of mature trees up
to or over 20 inches in diameter, ostensibly in order to maintain
“healthy forests” (p. 431), “retain resiliency” (p. 432), and (p. 432)
“protect the stand from drought, insects, disease, and wildfire.” The
DEIS misrepresents these concepts, and fails to provide baseline data
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on the current conditions in the GSNM, or provides data that
contradicts the representations on pp. 430-438 or contradicts other
information in the DEIS.
Recent forest management projects, including biomass extraction
projects, are often proposed ostensibly to promote “forest health”.
However, it is critically important to understand what this means
when articulated by land managers in the context of such projects. In
such contexts, “forest health” activities mean thinning designed to
reduce forest density, and thus competition between trees, with the
goal of reducing and minimizing future tree mortality. In other words,
“forest health” projects are designed to reduce and minimize the
recruitment and maintenance of snags (standing dead trees) on the
forested landscape—especially large snags. This definition of “forest
health” was developed in the context of silvicultural studies designed
to inform industrial forestry operations on how [to] maximize the
orderly extraction of timber from the forest by keeping stand densities
very low and essentially eliminating tree mortality (Cochran et al.
1994, Cochran and Barrett 1999, Oliver 1995, Oliver 2005). Tree
mortality, from this industrial forestry perspective, was seen as a
detriment and an economic waste. It must be understood, however,
that this has nothing whatsoever to do with the ecological health of the
forest ecosystem and the maintenance of the full complement of native
wildlife diversity. In terms of ecological health/integrity, snag
recruitment should be promoted and maintained, not discouraged,
since, as discussed below, much of the biodiversity in the forest
ecosystem depends on an abundance of large snags and downed logs,
which are in deficit currently, as discussed below. Ironically, the most
―healthy forest‖ under the industrial forestry definition of ―forest
health‖ would be one with very few if any dead trees—i.e., one in which
many of the native wildlife species in California‘s forests simply could
not maintain viable populations. Such stands are relatively sterile,
ecologically-dead environments characterized only by very widelyspaced live trees and little else. Snags, downed logs, shrubs, and other
key ecological features—habitat elements upon which most of the
biodiversity in the forest ecosystem depends for food and shelter (see
discussion below)—are simply missing from the industrial forestry
concept of a “healthy forest”. Again, this is because “forest health”, in
industrial forestry, is an economic concept, not an ecological one. An
ecologically healthy forest has an abundance of large snags and
downed logs, large areas of dense old forest, and many natural
openings created by mixed-intensity wildland fire—areas dominated by
patches of native shrubs/brush and dense pockets of natural conifer
regeneration. In an ecologically healthy forest, these essential habitat
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features are maintained by an active wildland fire regime, and by tree
mortality due to native bark beetles and competition between trees,
and ecosystem resilience cannot be maintained without such natural
disturbance. Nor does the continued suppression of these natural
ecological processes, and the vitally-important habitat elements that
they create (e.g., snag forest patches, individual large snags, large
downed logs, patches of montane chaparral, dense pockets of natural
conifer regeneration, etc.) equate to ―ecological restoration‖ by any
remotely credible scientific definition.
Dr. Hanson Decl. ¶¶19-21 (see attached exhibit).
Because the DEIS seriously misrepresent or misleads readers of the DEIS
about the findings of two studies, the scientific terms of “resilience” and the
meaning of “ecological restoration,” the Forest Service fails to meet NEPA‘s duty to
ensure the professional and scientific accuracy of the analysis. Moreover, this
misrepresentation of the science and the need to disclose the true environmental
effects from thinning on future snag recruitment constitutes a failure to take a
“hard look” at the potential environmental consequences of the proposed actions.
F.

The Forest Service Failed to Disclose Data and Methodologies Relied
Upon for Conclusions about Desired Future Conditions and Specific
Objectives.

The Forest Service has failed to support many of its conclusions with data or
citations to methodologies:
NEPA requires that the public receive the underlying environmental
data from which a Forest Service expert derived her opinion. In so
finding, we note that NEPA‘s implementing regulations require
agencies to “identify any methodologies used and [ ] make explicit
reference by footnote to the scientific and other sources relied upon for
conclusions” used in any EIS statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24.

Idaho Sporting Congress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1150 (9th Cir. 1998). These

requirements are derived from NEPA‘s mandate that “[a]gencies shall insure the
professional integrity, including scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses
in environmental impact statements.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24.
1.

The Forest Service Failed to Provide Data or Methodologies to
Support Conclusions to Create More Early Seral Habitat.

First, the DEIS and management plan fail to support their conclusions that
the Monument needs “desired conditions” to significantly increase early seral
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habitat, from 0-2 % (existing acres) to 10-20% (desired condition). See DEIS, pp.
106-109, Tables 17-22, printed copy. In all forest types, the desired condition is to
substantially increase early seral habitat to an arbitrary 10% or 20% without
explanation for how the Forest Service arrived at these values.
Furthermore, the DEIS and Plan fail to support its conclusions that it needs
specific numerical “objectives” to create more early seral habitat over the next 5
years. DEIS, pp. 112-114, printed copy; Draft Plan pp. 53-57. For example, the
objective for Mixed Conifer forest states that “Within 5 years, manage vegetation to
change 1.1 percent, or approximately 257 acres, of the mixed conifer types to an
early seral phase in giant sequoia groves” and “manage vegetation to change 0.5
percent, approximately 530 acres, of the mixed conifer types to an early seral phase
outside of groves.” DEIS, Vol.1, Ch. 2, p. 113, printed copy; Plan, p. 56. But there is
no reference to any methodology or underlying data, which explains why the Forest
Service chose the conclusions reached in these specific objectives. There are similar
objectives for the other forest types, within and outside groves: Chaparral-Live Oak
(id.); Montane-Hardwood (id.); and Red Fir. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 113-114, printed
copy; Plan, p. 56-57. These objectives all include specific numerical objectives for
increasing early seral habitats. Again, there are no footnotes or explanations for
why the Forest Service believes it needs to significantly ramp up the creation of
early seral habitat numbers.
In its Notice of Intent to Prepare the GSNM EIS, the Forest Service included
a desired condition for monument vegetation:
The desired condition for the monument vegetation is a variable
distribution over space and time of a variety of species, sizes, and ages
that are in balance with climate and other ecological conditions, which
addresses the range of natural variability as determined by the best
available science. The resultant combinations and ranges of ecosystem
structures will provide a diverse habitat for biological Objects of
Interest, recreation opportunities, and forest ecosystems able to
regenerate and to survive drought, insects, disease, and large wildfires.
74 Fed. Reg. 11520, 11523 (Mar. 18, 2009) (emphasis added). This proposed desired
condition contains an explicit promise that the Forest Service would manage
Monument vegetation within “the range of natural variability as determined by the
best available science.” Yet, this desired condition is no longer reflected in the
current version of the DEIS or draft management plan. Moreover, no science, data,
or methodologies are referenced that supports the Forest Service‘s arbitrary
conclusions that it needs to increase early seral habitat to between 10% and 20% in
each of the various forest types.
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Furthermore, there is no mention of the amount of existing plantations in the
monument, which could already account for much of this early seral habitat.
The Monument area contains about 24,000 acres of tree plantations
ranging in age from 1 to 50 years old. These plantations are the result
of wildfire rehabilitation, timber removal, and replanting of openings
created by insect and disease.
“Background Information on Giant Sequoia National Monument” that accompanied
the President‘s Monument Proclamation (attached as exhibit); DEIS, Vol. 1., Ch. 3,
p. 170 (“From the 1960s until the mid-1980s, approximately 18,000 acres of
plantations were created following harvesting.”); see also GSNM Plantation Map
(exhibit attached).6
These plantations have low tree species diversity, low habitat quality for
wildlife, and are a considerable fire risk due to their close and uniform spacing. Yet
there are no specifically-enumerated “objectives” for treating these plantations,
even though ecological restoration and fuel reduction needs in these plantations are
likely one of the highest priority. See Monument Proclamation (“These forests need
restoration to counteract the effects of a century of fire suppression and logging.”).
2.

The Forest Service Failed to Provide Data or Methodologies to
Support Conclusions to Reduce Canopy Cover and Increase Tree
Growing Space.

Similarly, the DEIS and management plan fail to support their conclusions
that the Monument needs a “desired condition” to significantly reduce canopy cover
in mixed conifer stands, so that “[l]ow density forests with frequent canopy
openings, varying in size, dominate much of the landscape . . . .” DEIS, p. 106;
Plan, p. 29. In most forest types, the desired condition is to reduce canopy cover to
create many more openings without explanation for how the Forest Service came up
with these values. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 107, printed copy; Plan, p. 30 (for
Montane Hardwood-Conifer: “More frequent openings”); DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 108;
Plan, p. 30 (for Red Fir: “More frequent openings”).
Furthermore, the DEIS and Plan fail to support its conclusions that it needs
specific numerical “objectives” to increase tree growing space over the next 5 years.
DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pp. 112-114, printed copy; Draft Plan pp. 53-57. To begin with,
there is no explanation given for what “increase tree growing space” means. We can
only assume that this means reducing canopy cover by significantly increasing tree
removal, including overstory thinning. For example, the objective for Mixed Conifer
Data Sources: Sequoia Groves and Roads: USFS Region 5 Remote Sensing
Laboratory, Plantations: USFS Sequoia National Forest GIS Team (2004).
6
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forest states that “Within 5 years, fire and thinning treatments on 11.3 percent,
approximately 2,575 acres, of the mixed conifer types to reduce fuels and increase
tree growing space in groves” and “manage fire and thinning treatments on 11.3
percent, approximately 13,245 acres, of the mixed conifer types to reduce fuels and
increase tree growing space outside of groves.” DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 113; Plan p.
56 (emphasis added). But there is no reference to any methodology or underlying
data, which explains why the Forest Service chose the conclusions reached in these
specific objectives. There are similar objectives for the other forest types, within
and outside groves: Montane-Hardwood (id.); and Red Fir. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pp.
113-114; Plan, p. 56-57. These objectives all include specific numerical objectives
for increasing tree growing space. Again, there are no footnotes or explanations for
why the Forest Service believes it needs to substantially increase tree growing
space or reduce canopy cover.
In sum, the DEIS and Plan fail to support its desired conditions and
numerical objectives for vegetation management with the necessary data and
methodologies, relied upon for making these conclusions.
3.

The Forest Service Should Use Reference Landscape Conditions
as a Model for Desired Conditions and Specific Objectives.

SFK suggests that the Forest Service use the adjacent Sequoia and Kings
Canyon National Parks (“SEKI”) as a model for determining desired conditions and
specific objectives for vegetation management. SEKI has now been managed for
several decades using mostly fire and sometimes light treatments (no larger than 8”
tree cutting) to establish healthy forest conditions that could serve as a model for
determining the needs for vegetation treatments inside and outside giant sequoia
groves. These healthy stand conditions should determine whether additional early
seral habitat is needed, what percentage is desirable, and what objectives are
necessary in a 5-year period to move the Monument closer to these desired
conditions.
Furthermore, these SEKI stands could also serve as a model for determining
the amount of canopy cover and “tree growing space” that is necessary within and
outside giant sequoia groves. Based on this assessment of healthy forest stands, the
Forest Service could then determine what specific objectives are necessary in a 5year period to move the Monument closer to these desired conditions.
Therefore, if the Forest Service wants to move forward with treatments
before this data is available, the specific objectives for vegetation management in
the Monument should be very limited, and should focus mainly on restoring
processes rather than structural treatments. Meaning that initially the only
treatment used is the introduction of fire within and outside groves with limited
light treatments of materials to reduce fuels (no larger than 8‖ tree cutting, but first
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and primarily removal of bushes) until the agency completes research to suggest
structural treatments.
Therefore, the Forest Service needs to revise its desired conditions and
objectives in the DEIS and draft management plan to reflect the uncertainty of the
amount of structural treatments necessary, if any, to achieve the goals of
restoration in the Monument.
G.

The Series of “Public Meetings” Held by the Forest Service were
Insufficient as the Open House Format Prevented the Public from
Directly Confronting the Agency.

On August 6, 2010, the Forest Service released the DEIS and management
plan for public review and comment. To provide an avenue for the public to discuss
these documents, the Forest Service scheduled six public meetings throughout the
state of California. At each of these meetings members of the public were allowed to
talk individually with a member of the interdisciplinary team outside the hearing of
others. This public meeting process, which is integral to the NEPA decision-making
procedure, was insufficient under NEPA. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6 (c) (agencies
shall ―[h]old or sponsor public hearings or public meetings whenever appropriate.‖)
Courts do not take public hearings lightly. The D.C. Circuit in talking about
public meetings for highway projects noted that they “are the forum ordained by
Congress in which citizens . . . participate in highway planning decisions. The
Supreme Court has made it clear in a series of cases that the right of effective
participation in the political process is of the essence of a democratic society, and
any restrictions on that right strike at the heart of representative government.”
D.C. Fed‘n of Civic Assns. v. Volpe, 434 F.2d 436, 441 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (citation
omitted). The D.C. Circuit also noted that the congressional history associated with
the public hearing requirement “shows a long-standing and ever increasing
congressional concern that [project] planners be directly and publicly confronted
with opposing views.” Id.
In City of South Pasadena v. Slater, 56 F. Supp. 2d 1106, 1132 (C.D. Cal.
1999), the court raised similar concerns, noting that “the plaintiffs have raised
serious questions about whether the format of an open house is the equivalent of a
public hearing.” While the court did not rule on this issue, it added that “[p]ublic
hearings provide the community and the decisionmakers a forum for the free and
contemporaneous exchange of ideas. It is a dynamic process which has at its core
the idea that it is only through a public meeting that the details and intricacies of
controversies can be best explored and understood.” Id. Finally, the nature of the
term “public hearing” suggests something more than a series of one-way, one-on-one
conversations between individuals and agency staff.
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These concerns were echoed by the court in Highway J Citizens Group, U.A. v
U.S.D.O.T., 656 F.Supp.2d 868, 896 (E.D. Wis. 2009), which stated that term
“public hearing” “requires, at the least, an opportunity for citizens to make their
views generally known to the community.” The practices of allowing citizens to
dictate views to a court reporter in private or to submit written comments did not
satisfy the requirement of a public hearing because they “afforded no direct
opportunity for citizens to make their views generally known.” Id. These
procedures “offered no opportunity for one citizen to learn about the views of a
fellow citizen, no opportunity for one citizen to influence another.” Id. The court
acknowledged that the recorded and written comments might become part of open
records, and so presumably, an “interested member of the community” could access
the comments, but that this was inadequate in the face of a requirement for a public
hearing, which should provide a “direct link between the citizen and his or her
community, not an indirect link filtered through court reporters and open records
requests.” Id.
By removing the ability for citizens to hear one another speak, the Forest
Service has effectively substituted a series of private conversations for a standard
public meeting format. This is a far cry from being “directly and publicly
confronted with conflicting views.” D.C. Federation of Civic Assocs., 434 F.2d at
441.
III.

The Forest Service Has Failed to Comply with the Clinton Proclamation, the
Mediated Settlement Agreement, the National Forest Management Act, and
other Applicable Laws.

NEPA‘s implementing regulations mandate that an EIS discuss “possible
conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of Federal, regional, State,
and local (and in the case of a reservation, Indian tribe) land use plans, policies and
controls for the area concerned.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16. Here, the DEIS does not
discuss how the draft management plan conflicts with the Clinton Proclamation,
the Mediated Settlement Agreement, the National Forest Management Act, and
Obama‘s Executive Order regarding transparency.
A.

The Draft Management Plan Fails to Comply with the Clinton
Proclamation.

On April 15, 2000, President Clinton established the Giant Sequoia National
Monument by Proclamation, citing the “towering giant sequoias, the world‘s largest
trees . . . interspersed within a great belt of coniferous forest,” rare old forest
wildlife such as the Pacific fisher and California spotted owl, and significant
cultural and archaeological resources. Proclamation No. 7295, 65 Fed. Reg. 24095,
24097 (April 25, 2000). Recognizing the need for forest restoration after a century
of logging and fire suppression, the Proclamation ordered that “[n]o portion of the
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Monument shall be considered to be suited for timber production” and accordingly
limited the “[r]emoval of trees” to personal fuel use or “if clearly needed for
ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.” Id. at .24,097 (emphasis
added). The Forest Service was directed to prepare a management plan for the
Monument in consultation with a Scientific Advisory Board appointed to provide
scientific guidance regarding the unique ecology of the area. Id. at 24,098. This
management plan was required to protect the objects of interest and “provides for
visitor enjoyment and understanding about the scientific and historic objects in the
monument.” Id.
The draft Giant Sequoia National Monument Plan fails to meet each of the
mandates listed in the Proclamation. See W. Watersheds Project v. BLM, 2009 WL
1651287, *7, *10 (D. Az. 2009) (courts may review agency compliance with
Presidential Proclamation directives).
1.

The Forest Service Should Have Empanelled a New Science
Advisory Board.

The Proclamation unquestionably requires the Forest Service to prepare its
initial Monument management plan in consultation with a Scientific Advisory
Board appointed to provide scientific guidance regarding the unique ecology of the
area. Proclamation No. 7295, 65 Fed. Reg. at 24098.
The Forest Service violated this mandate because it developed the draft plan
and DEIS without consulting with a Scientific Advisory Board. The agency claims
this is not unlawful because it used a Scientific Advisory Board when it issued the
management plan that the court invalidated, which the Forest Service claims was
its “initial plan” under the Proclamation. The Forest Supervisor also claims to fulfill
this obligation because it determined that a number of advisories from the earlier
Scientific Advisory Board were ―still relevant‖ and ―applicable‖ to the new
management plan. 74 Fed. Reg. at 11521.
First and foremost, an agency cannot meet a legal obligation with an illegal
action. It is analogous to writing a bad check to pay your taxes and then claiming
that your obligation to pay taxes has been met. Therefore, the issuance of a legally
deficient management plan cannot satisfy the Proclamation requirements. When
the court enjoined the management plan it effectively retroactively invalidated the
plan; so there never was an initial management plan.
Second, reliance on a few outdated advisories does not satisfy the agency‘s
obligation to empanel a Scientific Advisory Board for three reasons. The
management plan was not prepared in consultation with the board as the board was
only asked to review the agency‘s previously proposed plan. So the board never
reviewed all pertinent science, never undertook a holistic view of Monument lands,
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never gave general advice outside of the previous ―proposed action,‖ and never
retroactively questioned the management direction. The advisories were narrowly
tailored to address Alternative Six in the invalid plan. Thus, even when those
advisories were current (which was 6 years ago), the advisories contained no solid
composite of the appropriate scientific information upon which to base a
management direction and certainly do not provide such guidance today.
In addition, the SAB only made recommendations for unanimous decisions.
This meant that important issues under dispute were blocked from inclusion in the
advisories. For instance, if all but one member agreed on a point, that point was
precluded from inclusion in the advisories. The most egregious omission is an
Advisory on the Desired Future Conditions of the Monument. The Forest Service
relied on a paper regarding Desired Future Conditions that was penned by a
member of the SAB. However, all criticisms of his approach were blocked because it
was not unanimous (as the author was on the SAB). The SAB thus failed to provide
a comprehensive list of recommendations.
Finally, the advisories were written in the context of reflection and advice on
the Alternatives that were embodied in the plan invalidated by the Northern
District of California. Even if the process were not flawed, the Forest Service should
not rely on these advisories since they are part and parcel of plan that is
permanently enjoined.
The Forest Service must empanel a new SAB to develop the management
plan or the agency will violate the Administrative Procedure Act. See, e.g., W.
Watersheds Project v. BLM, 2009 WL 1651287, *7, *10 (D. Az. 2009) (courts may
review agency compliance with Presidential Proclamation directives).
2.

The Reliance on “Mechanical Treatment” and Sale of Timber
Products from the Monument Violates the Presidential
Proclamation’s Management Directives.

All action alternatives, except Alternative D, place heavy reliance on the use
of “mechanical treatment” (i.e., logging with the use of heavy machinery) to manage
the Monument. In addition, the DEIS specifically contemplates the sale of wood
products as a means of subsidizing this mechanical treatment. Such management
practices would be in direct violation of the Proclamation‘s clear directive against
the use of the Monument for commercial timber harvest.
One of the most significant directives in the Presidential Proclamation is its
proscription on commercial timber harvesting within the boundaries of the Sequoia
National Monument. The Proclamation states:
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No portion of the monument shall be considered to be suited for timber
production, and no part of the monument shall be used in a calculation
or provision of a sustained yield of timber from the Sequoia National
Forest. Removal of trees, except for personal use fuel wood, from
within the monument may take place only if clearly needed for
ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.
Proclamation No. 7295, 65 Fed. Reg. at 24097 (emphasis added).
Despite this clear and unambiguous directive, the action alternatives
described in the DEIS, with the exception of Alternative D, place heavy reliance on
“mechanical treatment,” i.e., the use of heavy machinery to cut down trees, as a
management strategy. The alternative identified in the DEIS as the “preferred
alternative,” for example, provides for mechanical thinning of 21,340 acres of Giant
Sequoia National Monument. DEIS, Vol. 1, Chap. 2, Table 47: Comparison of
Alternatives by Treatment Methods for the First Decade. In fact, all of the action
alternatives except for Alternative D allow an unlawful level of mechanical
treatment.
Furthermore, the draft Management Plan and action alternatives do not
establish adequate standards and guidelines for when the agency can remove trees.
The key to a legally authorized removal is the phrase “ecological restoration and
maintenance or public safety.” Despite the importance, the Forest Service does not
provide a clear definition of this phrase.
The draft Management Plan and DEIS state that they will use the following
criteria to determine when trees are allowed to be removed for ecological restoration
and maintenance or public safety:
1. If keeping a tree on site would cause unacceptable fuels accumulation,
because existing fuel loads are too great to use treatments that would
leave the biomass on site (such as chipping or mastication);
2. If keeping a tree on site would provide a vector for insect or disease
infestations at levels higher than currently known endemic levels; and/or
3. If keeping a tree on site would create a public safety hazard or attractive
nuisance (for example, down trees can be attractive to a child for climbing,
creating the potential for falls and injuries).

See Draft Management Plan at p. 58, table 11, Strategies for Biomass Removal.
The criteria provide absolutely no guidance on when a ―clear need‖ exists. For
instance, does the tree slated for removal need to be within a certain distance of an
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object or interest or structure; should the tree remain to protect an object of
interest, such as providing habitat for the pacific fisher, marten, or owls; are too
many ladder fuels present such that a prescribed fire would not work without
pretreatment; or is the tree of a certain size such that it presents fuel load issues.
The DEIS and management plan provide absolutely no metrics for determining
when there are ―unacceptable fuels accumulation,‖ ―attractive nuisance issues,‖ or
―insect infestation‖ issues. In fact, the decision-making criteria have no limitations
and are completely subjective such that every tree on the forest would fall under
these removal criteria.
The absurdity of these criteria can be demonstrated by simply looking at the
final criteria: If keeping a tree on site would create a public safety hazard or
attractive nuisance (for example, down trees can be attractive to a child for
climbing, creating the potential for falls and injuries). Under this criteria the entire
Monument would pose a public safety concern because trees are attractive to
children for climbing who could then fall from the tree and injury themselves.
Under such rationale, the Forest Service could justify logging the entire Monument
to get rid of these attractive nuisances – trees.
The Forest Service should correct this deficiency by unambiguously
articulating when a ―clear need‖ exists for tree removal. This definition should have
limitations that are not subjective (i.e., based on explicit metrics) and that are
capable of verification through monitoring. SFK believes that a clear need only
exists when the agency issues a site-specific finding that no other alternative is
available to meet the site specific restoration and safety goals and that this finding
is grounded in science such that removal is ecologically consequential.7
In addition, the draft plan illegally allows the agency to consider commercial
timber value in deciding whether to authorize logging and tree removal. One of the
most significant directives in the Proclamation is its proscription against
commercial timber harvesting within the boundaries of the Sequoia National
Monument. Proclamation No. 7295, 65 Fed. Reg. at 24097. Despite this limitation,
the draft plan actually includes cost minimization from timber sales as one of the
main criteria the agency should consider in biomass removal decisions. See Draft
Management Plan at p. 58, table 11 (―minimize the costs with the potential for cost
recovery.‖) The emphasis on economic recovery is evident throughout the planning

The Scientific Advisory Board found that the invalidated Monument Plan favored
logging over prescribed fire, even when the differences in reducing fire risk were
―ecologically inconsequential.‖ Scientific Advisory Board Final Report and
Advisories at C-54. The SAB thus recommended that the agency ―thoroughly
compare and contrast the ecological tradeoffs between prescribed fire and
mechanical thinning‖ in a stand-alone section of the final EIS. Id. at C-56.
7
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documents. For instance, over ten pages of the Silviculturist reports details how
commercial timber sale will offset projected costs. See Silviculturist Report at 54-68.
3.

The Management Plan Fails to Protect the Objects of Interest
and Instead Prioritizes Protection of Manmade Structures that
Exist in the Monument.

President Clinton established the Giant Sequoia National Monument by
Proclamation, citing the ―towering giant sequoias, the world‘s largest trees . . .
interspersed within a great belt of coniferous forest,‖ rare old forest wildlife such as
the Pacific fisher, American marten, Great gray owl, northern goshawk, peregrine
falcon and California spotted owl, and significant cultural and archaeological
resources. 65 Fed. Reg. at 24,095. The Proclamation ordered that the Forest Service
create a management plan for the purpose of protecting the objects of interest
included in the Monument. Id. at 24,098. Although this was the intended goal in
issuing the draft management plan, see DEIS, Vol. 1, Chap. 2, p. 42, printed copy,
the Forest Service failed to do so because it myopically focused on managing to
prevent fire and removing trees.
The preferred Alternative B, as do most of the alternatives, makes
mechanical fuel reduction the dominant management direction for approximately
75% of the Monument. This is because it establishes a Wildland Urban Intermix
(―WUI‖) zone and Tribal Fuels Emphasis Treatment Area (―TFETA‖) that cover 58%
and 17% of the Monument, respectively, and mechanical fuel reduction activities
are prioritized on these areas.8 DEIS, Vol. 1, 153. The DEIS and draft plan focus on
thinning projects because the agency essentially equates mechanical fuel reduction
treatments with ecological restoration. See, e.g., DEIS, Vol. 1 at p. 65, (―[e]cological
restoration in the Monument is likely to be related to, or dependent upon, fuel
treatments in the WUIs‖), pg. 111 (―[a]ccomplish ecological restoration, in part,
through the reduction of fuels‖), p. 430 (―[e]cological restoration may be
accomplished or partially accomplished through the reduction of fuels, and in some
cases restoration or resiliency treatments may be equal to the fuels treatment‖).
The agency‘s assumptions regarding ecological restoration through fuel
reduction are not grounded in science. First, the Forest Service never collected
baseline data with regard to current fuel loads that would justify this management
direction. See, e.g., also Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v. Carlucci,
857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988) (to compare alternative and analyze impacts
agency must gather baseline data of affected environment). The agency does not
have a map of fuel loadings or fire behavior. This is a glaring omission especially in
light of the fact that other agencies have implemented rigorous fire-related mapping
and analysis efforts. See Declaration of Dr. Carol Rice (attached hereto and
The WUI Defense and Treat Zone is 190,864 acres and the TFETA is 56,643 acres.
This is 75% of the 328,315 acre Monument.
8
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incorporated herein by reference) at 11. In addition, the Forest Service never
analyzes why such a large WUI and TFETA are required or how these areas will
accomplish the ecological restoration envisioned by the Proclamation.
The agency misses the mark because ecological restoration is not so one
sided; the agency must analyze the dynamic nature of the forest and prioritize
protection of the objects of interest. The Forest Service never overlays fuel reduction
with other elements of ecological restoration, such as protection of endangered
species and their habitat. For instance, the California spotted owl and Northern
goshawk are Proclamation ―objects of interest.‖9 The preferred alternative, as do
most of the alternatives, allows logging up to 20‖ diameter trees in all protected
activity centers (―PACs‖), and allows for a greater reduction in canopy cover within
Home Range Core Areas (―Home Range Core Areas‖) in the WUI and TFETA.10
DEIS, Vol. 1, pg. 83, Table 8, pg. 96 at Table 11, pg. 100 at Table 12. Despite the
fact that the Forest Service acknowledges that treating small diameter ladder fuels
achieves most of fuel reduction goals, the agency never balanced the needs of
restoring critical habitat for these ―objects of interest‖ with the assumed threat of
wildfire. For example, the agency never considered whether it could achieve its fuel
reduction goals with a smaller diameter limit in these core habitat areas. The draft
plan and DEIS are replete with these examples.
The management direction essentially places buildings and structures that
happen to exist within the boundary of the Monument above protection of the listed
―objects of interest‖ for which the Monument was created.
In fact, the draft management plan prioritizes protection of the WUI and
TFETA over the main object of interest – Giant Sequoias. For instance, the draft
Management Plan sets forth the following prioritization list for treatment: ―(1) WUI
defense zones; (2) TFETA areas of high and moderate fire susceptibility within 1/4mile of the reservation boundary …; (3) WUI threat zone; (4) Giant sequoia groves
(not previously treated in 1 through 3). See Draft Sequoia National Monument
Management Plan, pg. 61, Table 14, electronic version. The main objects of interest
in the Monument, the Giant Sequoias, are fourth on the prioritization list. Id. The
Forest Service has essentially elevated protection of structures within the
Monument and adjacent tribal lands over the objects of interest.
Finally, there is a complete lack of integration between the objects of interest
and the management plan. This lack of integration plays out in many ways. For
The Clinton Proclamation identifies ―objects of interest,‖ which are special
resources that the Monument was created to protect.
10 There is a diameter limit in name only because there is an exception for
―restoration activities,‖ which are of course not defined in the standards and
guidelines. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg. 84 fn. 7.
9
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instance, as noted above, the criteria for when the agency can remove a tree focus
solely on fire, insects and attractive nuisances. There is no metric or limitation that
links the tree removal decision to an object of interest. For instance, the agency does
consider whether the tree is ecologically consequential because it serves as habitat
for a sensitive species or its proximity to Sequoia grove. See discussion supra.
4.

The Forest Service Needs to Revise its Definition of Ecological
Restoration.

Although the Forest Service provides its own definition for ―Ecological
Restoration,‖ the agency must refine this definition for the monument. SFK urges
that the management plan establish clear standards and guidelines for ecological
restoration and maintenance, consistent with the intent of the tree removal
limitations in the Proclamation. As discussed above, there is too much reliance on
mechanical methods for ecological restoration and maintenance in the various
Alternatives and draft plan. Moreover, the draft plan overstates the need for
ecological restoration to create resiliency from drought, and native insects and
diseases, which are natural processes that should be preserved.
a.

Refining Ecological Restoration for the Monument, based
on the mandates in the Proclamation.

The Forest Service‘s definition for ecological restoration is only a start, and
the DEIS and Plan should further refine its application to the Monument with
specific standards and guidelines that conform to the Proclamation‘s intent.
As discussed further below, the thinning of trees over 20‖ in diameter should
not be permitted for the purpose of ecological restoration by preventing natural
stresses from competition. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, p. 431 (―Scientific Criteria for
Thinning‖). Tree competition, caused primarily by increases in stand density, is a
natural process which induces other natural process that deal with this density,
such as native insect and disease caused tree mortality. These processes, in turn,
produce structural forest elements that are vital for wildlife, snags.
The Forest Service should use the reintroduction of fire as the primary tool of
ecological restoration in the Monument and prohibit the thinning of larger trees to
reduce fire risk. The agency should limit manual or mechanical methods that
prepare the forest for the reintroduction of fire to the cutting and possible removal
of trees 8‖ dbh and smaller. As Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks (―SEKI‖)
has found, ―cutting trees up to and including 8‖ in diameter has proven effective in
fuels reduction in SEKI.‖ DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 90, Table 9, n. 1. After fire is
reintroduced into these stands, natural processes can perpetuate, making future
thinning applications for ecological maintenance unnecessary.
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Here, the Monument Proclamation provides the necessary guidance:
These giant sequoia groves and the surrounding forest provide an
excellent opportunity to understand the consequences of different
approaches to forest restoration. These forests need restoration to
counteract the effects of a century of fire suppression and logging. Fire
suppression has caused forests to become denser in many areas, with
increased dominance of shade-tolerant species. Woody debris has
accumulated, causing an unprecedented buildup of surface fuels. One
of the most immediate consequences of these changes is an increased
hazard of wildfires of a severity that was rarely encountered in preEuroamerican times. Outstanding opportunities exist for studying the
consequences of different approaches to mitigating these conditions
and restoring natural forest resilience.
***
Outstanding opportunities exist for studying forest resilience to largescale logging and the consequences of different approaches to forest
restoration.
***
Removal of trees, except for personal use fuel wood, from within the
monument area may take place only if clearly needed for ecological
restoration and maintenance or public safety.
Clinton Proclamation (emphasis added). Note that the proclamation suggests
―different approaches‖ to forest restoration and that these approaches are intended
to counteract the effects of a century of logging and fire suppression. ―Different
approaches‖ can only mean that the agency should consider more than one
approach, and that these approaches to restoration should include something other
than the current style of ecological restoration proposed.
The Proclamation identifies two specific primary past human activities which
have resulted in the need for restoration of some of the lands within the Monument:
(1) extensive land and ecosystem disruption from logging tens of thousands of forest
acres in various intensities – from clearcut logging to thinning of the largest trees,
and (2) decades of fire suppression that has disrupted the natural fire regime in
many of the Monument's vegetation strata.
The agency should emphasize restoring natural processes such as fire and
post fire natural succession in its management strategy. A restoration strategy
must:
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Develop long term objectives to restore the natural variability and
resilience of the landscape;



Restore periodic, low intensity fire to the landscape;



Include a ―Prescribed Natural Fire‖ policy based on clear and objective
criteria including weather conditions, slope, aspect, proximity to
structures and other elements;



Allow burned areas to go through the natural stages of succession, and
allow the dead and surviving burned trees to either survive or eventually
die, decay and be returned to the forest nutrient cycle (no salvage logging,
which is prohibited by the tree removal provision)—these trees, standing
and down are needed for soil stabilization, for forest structure for roosting
birds, for protection for wildlife, including fisher and marten, while they
forage and move through the forest, and for shade for natural seedling
establishment;



Prohibit wide scale replanting of seedlings in openings and prohibit the
use of toxic chemicals such as strychnine or herbicides to manipulate
natural responses to forest events;



Restore water quality and habitat quality in degraded aquatic habitats;



Restore the natural variability and heterogeneity of forest structure to
reflect the mix of species present prior to past logging particularly on
lands that are planted plantations;



Protect and restore habitat quality for sensitive species including fisher,
marten, and California spotted owl as well as for other species;



Emphasize the role of natural process including wildfire, rodent,
Snowshoe hare, and Porcupine populations and cyclical insect outbreaks;



In the event of uncertainty regarding impacts of potential restoration
projects, err on the side of caution by recognizing that full restoration of
ecosystems will take generations and often cannot be assisted by human
intervention.
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b.

Ecological Restoration for the Monument is not
Synonymous with the Forest Service‘s Definition of
Sustainability

The DEIS includes the following statement: ―The terms sustainable,
resilient, and healthy are often synonymous in managing for healthy forests and are
also the main focus of restoration.‖ DEIS, p. 431.
But the Forest Service defines both ―resilience‖ and ―sustainability‖ in its
manual to serve very different functions:
Resilience. The capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and
reorganize while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the
same function, structure, identity, and feedbacks.
Sustainability. Meeting needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Sustainability is composed of desirable social, economic, and ecological
conditions or trends interacting at varying spatial and temporal scales,
embodying the principles of multiple-use and sustained-yield (FSM
1905)
Forest Service Manual 2020.5. These terms are not interchangeable as they apply
to the Monument. Resilience is an ecological concept, not a human construct with
the types of values expressed in the term ―sustainability,‖ which also includes
―desirable . . . economic‖ conditions and the principles of ―sustained yield‖ timber
production. But timber economics and sustained yield are not allowed as factors in
management of Monument. The Proclamation expressly prohibits commercial
logging and states: ―No portion of the monument shall be considered to be suited for
timber production, and no part of the monument shall be used in a calculation or
provision of a sustained yield of timber from the Sequoia National Forest.‖
Monument Proclamation. Therefore the term sustainability, as defined by the
Forest Service, has no place in how ecological restoration should be defined for the
Monument.
c.

The DEIS overstates the need for ecological restoration to
create resiliency against drought, insects, and disease,
which are natural processes that must be preserved in the
Monument.

The DEIS discusses what ecological restoration means and includes a
―theme‖ from Region 5, which states the focus of restoration projects is to make
forest more able to withstand large scale disturbances, including, drought and
insect and disease attacks. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, p. 430. It then goes on to try and
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justify the thinning of larger trees (over 20 inches in diameter) to reduce density
and eliminate competition-induced mortality under the guise of restoration. DEIS,
Vol. 1, Ch. 4, p. 431.
But some of these large scale disturbances are natural processes that the
agency should preserve, such as fire, which provide structural habitat elements that
are essential for wildlife, soils and ecosystem function, including large snags and
large downed logs. Without occasional drought-induced stresses and native insect
and diseases, these forests would not contain all the necessary processes that make
them the forests and habitats that exist today. In fact, the Monument Proclamation
describes these ecosystem components: ―This spectrum of interconnected vegetation
types provides essential habitat for wildlife, ranging from large, charismatic
animals to less visible and less familiar forms of life, such as fungi and insects.‖
Clinton Proclamation (emphasis added).
One of the basic natural processes in a forest is that of competition for
light, water, and nutrients. Competition stresses can result in individual
tree or even stand susceptibility to native insects and diseases. This
competition produces winners and losers (the basic premise of natural
selection), which results in the death of many of the smaller and even some of
the larger trees, although many of the larger trees will survive.
While the removal of trees to reduce this natural competition may
prevent the death of a small number of large trees, it would also prevent the
creation of some of the most important elements in the forest ecosystem—
snags—for the perpetuation of certain wildlife species, including California
spotted owls, various woodpeckers, and countless other species. It is welldocumented that these species need abundant large snags at a certain
densities in order to thrive. And while the cutting or removal of trees to
prevent competition-induced stresses may be good for the remaining trees, it
prevents natural snag recruitment that helps perpetuate a number of key
wildlife species, which are also listed as objects of interest in the Monument
proclamation.
It is important to understand that resilience is not a process. Instead,
it is a characteristic, which results from the continued perpetuation of
natural processes, including competition. The perpetuation of the forest
ecosystem in the Monument is not the same as the perpetuation of the lives
of all of the larger trees in that ecosystem. This means that we need some of
these large trees to die at a rate that can sustain certain wildlife species.
Competition mortality will result in large snags recruitment beyond what
silviculturalists may want in a forest that is managed to produce the
maximum growth of timber. But that is not the objective of the Monument.
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Instead, the protection and restoration of wildlife habitats is one of the
Monument‘s goals.
The Monument‘s snag retention goal11 is not sufficient to ensure the
type of ecological restoration envisioned for the Monument. To ensure the
Monument has enough snags to benefit wildlife, the agency must allow
competition. Retaining tree densities will have the added effect of benefitting
species that prefer that density, such as the Pacific fisher and northern
goshawk.
Finally, the Monument was created to protect the forest and ecosystem
processes, not to perpetuate the timber-based management that previously
took place in other areas of the Sierra Nevada by the Forest Service. The
Monument was created to prevent the removal of trees, especially larger
trees (hence the prohibition on commercial logging), so that the ecosystem
and other objects of interest could be protected. The language that creates
the express limitation that trees can only be removed if ―clearly needed for
ecological restoration and maintenance‖ was surely never intended to be
turned into a management paradigm that uses tree cutting and removal as
the primary tool for ecological restoration.
d.

Ecological Restoration Should Retain Large Tree Boles as
Downed Logs in the Monument for Wildlife, Soils, and
Ecological Functions.

Even if the Monument Plan allows tree cutting of larger trees for ecological
restoration or to avert public safety problems, most of the tree boles should be
retained in the Monument as large down woody material. Ecological restoration
provides an opportunity to restore areas of the Monument with large down woody
material for wildlife, soils, and to maintain ecological functions.
Large down woody material is in short supply in most of the Sierra Nevada
national forests, including in most of the Monument. Moreover, the standards and
guidelines in the 2001 Framework require that the Forest Service retain large
woody material of a minimum size in treatment areas for wildlife. To meet the
minimum standard, at least 10-20 tons per acre of logs 12 inches (or larger) in

Snag retention is required in the Monument as a standard from the 2001
Framework, Appendix A, p. 28, but only at a rate of 4-6 snags per acre. However,
the California spotted owls depends upon having about 6-8 large snags per acre in
its suitable habitat in order to maintain an adequate population of its small
mammal prey, which live in the large snags. Verner et al. 1992. Moreover, Pacific
fishers need even more snags for resting habitat. Zielinski et al. (2006).
11
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diameter at midpoint must exist in a treatment area after project implementation.
2001 Framework, Appendix A, p. 28.
These requirements are minimums (“at least 10-20 tons per acre logs 12
inches (or larger) in diameter at midpoint”). But the more large logs left on the
forest floor, the better it will be for wildlife, soils, and ecological functions.12 So,
before any tree boles are removed from the Monument, there must be a clear need
for removal of these trees.
Tree boles alone are not a fire hazard after they have been felled. Any limbs
or tops of trees that may be considered hazardous fuels are easily removed, leaving
the fire-resistant larger tree boles to enhance ecosystem functions.
In fact, the Forest Service‘s own science clearly concludes that large logs
(defined by the 2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment as being over 12 inches
in diameter) are essentially irrelevant to fire behavior. The Forest Service‘s
primary study on this topic is by Brown et al. (2003) (exhibit attached), a U.S.
Forest Service General Technical Report. This study found that the woody material
relevant to fire hazard is primarily less than 3 inches in diameter, and secondarily
3-10 inches in diameter (Brown et al. (2003), pp. 4-5, 8). Specifically, these Forest
Service scientists concluded that the curves representing fire hazard ―flatten at a
diameter of about 5 inches or 8 inches, depending upon how it is measured (Brown
et al. (2003), p. 8 and Figure 3). In other words, the relevance to fire hazard
becomes insignificant when pieces of coarse woody debris are over 5-8 inches in
diameter. This is consistent with another seminal Forest Service study, Rothermel
(1991) (relevant excerpts in exhibit attached), which found that pieces of coarse
woody debris over 6 inches in diameter did not contribute to a significant increase
in fire intensity even where a large amount (30 tons per acre) of such material was
added.
The reason that large logs do not significantly affect fire hazard is that they
have an extremely low ratio of surface area to mass, while small woody material (03 inches, and 3-6 inches, in diameter) has a very high ratio of surface area to mass
(Brown et al. 2003, Fig. 3). A low ratio of surface area to mass means that there is
relatively little fuel available for combustion, while a high ratio means the opposite.
To illustrate this point, consider a solid block of wood one cubic foot in size. This
cubic foot of wood has a surface area of 6 square feet and, for fir and pine species, it
would weigh approximately 21 pounds—equating to a surface area to mass ratio of
0.29 square feet per pound. Now imagine that that same cubic foot of wood is an
equal mass (21 pounds, or, conservatively, 2000 sheets of 8.5‖ x 11‖ paper) of
If the Forest Service wants to remove this material as excess it must present a
clear justification that removal of these trees is clearly needed and that the do NOT
serve these important ecosystem functions by leaving them.
12
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writing paper, and that each page has been crumpled into loose balls and made into
a pile. Each of the 2000 sheets of paper has a surface area of 1.3 square feet (front
and back side included), for a total of about 2600 square feet of surface area. Thus,
the surface area to mass ratio of the 21 pounds of crumpled paper is 124 square feet
per pound—more than 400 times the surface area to mass ratio of the 21-pound
block of wood. Anyone who has ever built a fire in a woodstove, or in a campground
fire pit, will understand intuitively the significance of this. If you put a match to the
solid 21-pound block of wood, the match will likely burn out long before you achieve
ignition, as will the next match, and the next; whereas the 21 pounds of crumpled
paper will become a very intense fire within seconds of coming in contact with the
match flame.
For these reasons, tree boles over 10-12 inches in diameter that the agency
needs to fell for ecological restoration (or to avert a public safety hazard) would not
create any significant fire hazard. But they would clearly benefit wildlife, soils, and
ecosystem processes.
Moreover, operability for prescribed fire management should not be an issue
when leaving these large tree boles as down logs. In fact, the 2001 Framework
standards take large down logs into consideration if managed fire is considered. It
states: ―design prescribed burn prescriptions and techniques to minimize the loss of
. . . large down material.‖ 2001 Framework ROD, Appendix A, p. 28.
Finally, if other areas of the Monument need these tree boles to increase
large down woody material, the agency should move those boles to enhance
ecological functions as part of ecological restoration. In such a case, their removal
from the Monument cannot be justified because it would not be ―clearly needed for
ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.‖
5.

The Transportation Plan and Authorized Recreation Conflict
with the Proclamation.

The Proclamation states: “The management plan shall contain a
transportation plan for the monument that provides for visitor enjoyment and
understanding about the scientific and historic objects in the monument, consistent
with their protection.” It also proscribes where certain vehicles can go, restricting
motorized vehicles to open roads and non-motorized mechanized vehicles (mountain
bikes) to ―designated‖ trails.
But the Transportation Plan for the Monument contemplates something
more because it must both (1) provide for visitor enjoyment and understanding
about the objects of interest that is (2) consistent with their protection. We
interpret this to mean that while the plan may provide access to objects, certain
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objects may require different types of access, whether by road, trail, or perhaps no
access (some wildlife may not tolerate human or vehicular presence).
The Transportation Plan, attached as a six-page Appendix G to the Draft
Management Plan, is hardly adequate. There is hardly any detail, and it does not
discuss the findings and recommendations of the larger roads analysis process
(RAP) that was completed over seven years ago (2003). In fact, there are no
standards and guidelines provided in this plan for how to deal with specific
transportation or access issues, which should have been possible give that seven
years have passed since the RAP was completed. And unless the RAP went through
a formal NEPA analysis, the Forest Service cannot tier to it during this planning
process.13 Without having that document available during this process, it is
difficult to make that determination.
Moreover, the Transportation Plan is not informed by a Subpart A of the
Travel Management Rule, 36 C.F.R. § 212, to (a) identify the minimum road system
needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and
protection of National Forest System lands; (b) identify the roads under its
jurisdiction that are no longer needed to meet Forest resource management
objectives, and that, therefore, should be decommissioned or considered for other
uses, such as trails; and (c) complete a science-based Travel Analysis to inform
these decisions. Although one of the objectives states that this analysis should be
completed in 2 years, such an analysis should have informed this plan decision.
We applaud the goal that some roads should be converted to trails and that
some roads need to be decommissioned; however, there are no guidelines provided
in the plan for how to do this and what factors should be considered in the interim
while we are going through the Subpart A analysis. In the meantime, some of the
Monument‘s managers are approving actions that upgrade roads to higher
maintenance levels without the benefit of this analysis or a real Transportation
Plan to guide their decision. For example, we have commented and appealed the
proposed upgrade of the Deer Creek Mill Road on the Western Divide District
because we believed that it would be better informed by a Transportation Plan,
which should provide the necessary standards and guidelines for whether the road
should be converted to a trail, whether a trail-conversion alternative should be
considered, or whether it would be OK to upgrade the road to access the Deer Creek
13

See Or. Natural Res. Council v. U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 470 F.3d

818, 823 (9th Cir. 2006) (holding that tiering was impermissible because ―the
Watershed Analysis is not a NEPA document‖); Kern v. U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, 284 F.3d 1062, 1073 (9th Cir. 2002) (holding that ―tiering to a
document that has not itself been subject to NEPA review is not permitted‖);
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 810 (9th Cir.1999)
(―regulations [ ] allow tiering only to another environmental impact statement.‖).
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Giant Sequoia Grove and dispersed recreation sites beyond. But this
Transportation Plan does not provide any guidance. Therefore it is useless and is
insufficient to comply with the intent of the Monument Proclamation.
The plan also does not discuss user conflicts on trails, such as how to deal
with the dangers of mountain bikes to hikers and horses or snow mobiles to crosscountry skiers, snow shoe/hikers, or horses. It also does not discuss how it will deal
with the needs of wildlife, such as Pacific fishers, that may be adversely affected by
open roads or trails because of their sensitivity to noise or the presence of people.
User conflict and safety issues are significant. Mountain bike users generally
are seeking speed, thrills, and the challenges of negotiating obstacles at high speed.
They even construct their own obstacles for jumps and take the trails at speeds
higher than they can control their bikes, as evidenced by many trail curves being
marked by speeding bikes leaving tracks yards above the trail tread. See Mountain
Bike Photo Exhibit. These vehicles have caused serious damage, including death
and injury of hikers and horse riders in other locations, and are predictable impacts.
There is no mention of separating users, of criteria for which trails are appropriate
for mountain bikes and which are not, nor a criteria for either. The Forest Service
should designate some trails exclusively for non-mechanical use, particularly those
trails on which there is documented damage to Monument protected objects,
including sequoia trees and groves, roadless areas, and other primitive or semiprimitive ROS areas where visitors can have a primitive type of recreational
experience.
All current directions and authority for roads and trails on National Forest
lands are tiered from Executive Order (E.O.) 11644, signed by President Nixon in
1972, and modified by President Carter‘s E.O. 11989 in 1977.14 These executive
orders should be the guiding principles for the purpose and needs related to OHVs,
route designation, and the Transportation Plan. The Orders state that the route
designation procedures ―will ensure that the use of off-road vehicles on public lands
will be controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of those lands, to
promote the safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the
various uses of those lands.‖15 In accomplishing this broad goal, the executive
orders specifically require that the designation of motorized areas and trails shall
be in accordance with the following:

Route Designation Guidebook: National Forests in California, USDA Forest
Service, June 2004 (revised September 2006).
15 Executive Order 11644 § 1 (1972) as amended by Exec. Order 11989 (1977) – Use
of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands.
14
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1) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize damage to soil, watershed,
vegetation, or other resources of the public lands.
2) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize harassment of wildlife or
significant disruption of wildlife habitats.
3) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize conflicts between off-road
vehicle use and other existing or proposed recreational uses of the same or
neighboring public lands, and to ensure the compatibility of such uses
with existing conditions in populated areas, taking into account noise and
other factors.
4) Areas and trails shall not be located in officially designated Wilderness
Areas.
One of the problems with the use of mountain bikes on Monument trails is
that the Forest Service never designated trails open for bikes (counter to the
Monument Proclamation), it simply considers all trails as open to mountain bikes.
The Giant Sequoia National Monument website states: ―Mountain bikes are still
allowed on all the designated trails in the Monument.‖ See
http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/sequoia/gsnm.html. This has things backwards. Instead,
the Forest Service should have a standard in the plan that mountain bikes are only
allowed on trails that have been designated as open for mountain bikes in the
Monument. Until the public review process to designate these trails for mountain
bikes has occurred through a NEPA process and full public involvement, the
Transportation Plan requirement from the Proclamation should be interpreted to
mandate all trail closed to mountain bikes. Until such time, mountain biking can
continue in the Monument on the 822 miles of classified roads.
The Transportation Plan fails to discuss how it will deal with impacts to the
Pacific fisher, an object of interest and a candidate for listing under the Endangered
Species Act. In its recent EIS for the Sequoia NF Travel Management Plan south of
the Monument, the Forest Service conceded ―The effects of motorized routes on
fisher habitat are negative in both the short and long term by causing a reduction in
habitat quality due to disturbance and fragmentation.‖
A study by Freel (1991) about the national forest in California identifies road
densities of 0 to .5 miles of road per square mile of forest as ―high‖ capability to
support fishers, densities of .5 to 2.0 miles of road per square mile of forest as
―moderate‖ capability, and densities of 2.0 to 3.0 miles of road per square mile of
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forest as having a ―low‖ capability to support fishers.16 But there are no guidelines
in the Transportation Plan that suggest how to minimize transportation or
disturbance impacts on Pacific fishers.
Furthermore, there is little guidance about how the Transportation Plan
would inform decisions for access to the objects, consistent with their protection.
Such an inadequate plan violates the letter and intent of the Proclamation.
6.

The Forest Service Should Add Documents to the
Administrative Record.

The Monument Proclamation specifies that:
The Secretary of Agriculture shall manage the monument, along with
the underlying Forest, through the Forest Service, pursuant to
applicable legal authorities, to implement the purposes and provisions
of this proclamation.
...
No portion of the monument shall be considered to be suited for timber
production, and no part of the monument shall be used in a calculation
or provision of a sustained yield of timber from the Sequoia National
Forest. Removal of trees, except for personal use fuel wood, from
within the monument area may take place only if clearly needed for
ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.
...
The establishment of this monument is subject to valid existing rights.
65 Fed. Reg. at 24,095.
These provisions are further interpreted in the background document that
accompanied the Proclamation, which expands on some, but not all, of the
provisions in the Proclamation:
The Proclamation keeps the area under the existing Forest Service
management. This keeps the management of the federal land under
this agency‘s existing authorities, but subject to the overriding purpose
of protecting the scientific and historic objects described in the
Table 1. in Freel, M. 1991. A literature review for management of the marten and
fisher on National Forests in California. USDA Forest Service, Pacific-Southwest
Region, San Francisco, CA. 22pp.
16
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Proclamation. The establishment of the Monument thus constitutes
an overlay on the management regime otherwise applicable to lands
managed by the Forest Service: by eliminating commercial timber
harvesting within the area and mandating the protection of the
historic and scientific objects within the Monument, the Proclamation
limits the management discretion that the Forest Service might
otherwise have.
...
[T]he Proclamation is subject to valid existing rights. Thus, to the
extent a person or entity has valid existing rights in the federal lands
or resources within the area, the Proclamation respects their rights.
The exercise of such rights could however, be regulated in order to
protect the purposes of the Monument, but any regulation must
respect such rights.
...
The Monument area contains 32 grazing allotments for 23,000 head
months. The majority are annual grass allotments that, in some cases,
include grazing on mountain - meadows as well.
Currently authorized livestock grazing, recreation and non-recreation
special uses, recreation activities, hunting and other similar activities:
These uses generally are not be [sic] affected except where (1) the
Forest Service under applicable law identifies areas where such uses
are to be restricted or prohibited as necessary to protect the federal
lands and resources, including the objects protected by the Monument
designation: or (2) where the Forest Service finds a clear threat from
such a use to the federal lands and resources, including the objects
protected by the Monument designation and the circumstances call for
swift protective addition. Such uses, of course, remain subject to
applicable laws and regulations, and therefore remain subject to
regulation and limitation under such provisions for reasons other than
establishment of the Monument.
―Background Information on Giant Sequoia National Monument‖ (exhibit attached).
SFK urges that the Forest Service add this ―Background Information on
Giant Sequoia National Monument‖ document to the EIS, Appendix G and that the
management plan and EIS refer to the ―Background Information on Giant Sequoia
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National Monument‖ document as the primary interpretation of the intent of the
Monument Proclamation.
B.

Compliance with the Mediated Settlement Agreement is Not Optional.

In 1988, the Forest Service issued the Sequoia National Forest Plan. Cal. Ex
rel. Lockyer v. U.S. Forest Serv. 465 F.Supp.2d 917, 920 (N.D. Cal. 2006).
Numerous parties appealed the forest plan through administrative avenues. Id. As
a result, in 1990 a number of parties signed a Meditated Settlement Agreement
(―MSA‖) that sets out specific objectives for the National Forest and required the
Forest Service to incorporate its provisions with NEPA-compliant amendments to
the forest plan. Id. In other words, the MSA expressly operates to replace specific
provisions of the forest plan until the Forest Service adopts, through the proper
NEPA process, amendments to the forest plan that include the MSA terms. Id.
In 2004, the Forest Service amended the forest plan by publishing a
Monument management plan. Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer, 465 F.Supp.2d at 921. The
Sierra Club and the California Attorney General challenged the plan on several
grounds, including that it violated the MSA terms by (1) failing to require grovespecific plans prior to any logging within the groves, and (2) allowing mechanical
intrusions into designated sequoia groves. Sierra Club Complaint, Sierra Club v.
Bosworth, 465 F.Supp.2d 931 (N.D. Cal. 2006) at 15; Attorney General Complaint,
Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer, at 16. The Forest Service argued that the MSA did not apply
because President Clinton‘s Proclamation (Proclamation No. 7295, 65 Fed. Reg.
24095 (April 25, 200)) effectively superseded the MSA, rendering its provisions
inapplicable. Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer, 465 F.Supp.2d at 929. However, in 2006, the U.S
District Court Judge Charles Breyer held that the Proclamation did not supersede
the MSA because the Monument was expressly ―subject to valid existing rights.‖ Id.
at 931. Specifically, Justice Breyer found that the MSA is ―part and parcel of the
1988 LRMP [forest plan]‖ and remained in effect until the plan ―has been revised in
satisfaction of the terms of the MSA.‖ Id. Accordingly, the court found invalid those
parts of the 2004 LRMP [forest plan] that failed to account for relevant MSA
provisions, and directed: ―When the Forest Service establishes a new Monument
Plan in accordance with this opinion, it shall consider the remaining applicable
provisions of the MSA.‖ Id. at 931.
In March 2009, the Forest Service acknowledged that it must ―address‖ the
MSA provisions in its ―analysis‖ of the management plan. Notice of Intent, 74 Fed.
Reg. 11520, 11521 (March 18, 2009). However, the Forest Service made it clear that
while the management plan and environmental impact statement must consider the
MSA ―the plan is not constrained by the requirements prescribed in these
documents.‖ Id. at 11522. Similarly, the draft environmental impact statement
(―DEIS‖) states that the alternatives ―include guidance and direction‖ from the
MSA. DEIS, Vol. 1 Ch. 2, pg. 22. Thus, the Forest Service incorrectly characterizes
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the MSA as a guidance document that it need only consider when developing the
Monument Plan.
The Forest Service‘s interpretation misreads both the language of the MSA
and the court‘s holding in Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer. The MSA expressly states that ―[t]he
Plan shall be amended to reflect this agreement.‖ MSA II.Y.1 (emphasis added).
Accordingly, MSA parties agreed not to appeal any amendment that implements
the MSA ―without material change.‖ MSA III.A.2. While the MSA agreement
acknowledges that the NEPA process may result in amendments which do not
conform to the MSA terms ―verbatim,‖ it explicitly gives the parties the right to void
the MSA if the plan ―is not amended substantially in conformity with this
Agreement.‖ MSA II. Y (emphasis added). The provisions make it clear that the
plan amendments should ―reflect‖ the MSA, while acknowledging that the NEPA
process may modify the final language; however, any substantial departure from
the MSA terms give the aggrieved party recourse.
The Forest Service has failed to incorporate relevant MSA‘s provisions into
the management plan as it was legally required to do. In fact, the management plan
and DEIS fail to take into account and incorporate some of the most important
provisions of the MSA, which are discussed in detail below. As such, the
management plan and the DEIS are legally deficient and fail to address the court‘s
concerns in Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer and the MSA.
Wilderness
The MSA stipulated that the Forest Service would recommend a portion of
the Moses Inventoried Roadless Area for inclusion in the Wilderness System. MSA
at 70 (―The Regional Forester shall recommend that the mapped portions of the
Moses Roadless Area . . . be included in the Wilderness System as provided under
the Wilderness Act of 1964. Pending final disposition by the executive and/or
legislative branches, the mapped portions of the Moses Roadless Area . . . will be
managed to preserve its wilderness character..‖) Despite its obligation under the
MSA, the Forest Service does not recommend wilderness designation for the Moses
Inventoried Roadless Area. See Draft Management Plan.
Giant Sequoia Groves
The MSA only allows logging ―conducted for the limited and specific purpose
of reducing the fuel load in the Groves pursuant to a Grove specific fuel reduction
plan and Grove specific EIS.‖ MSA II.B.2.b.(3). To achieve this end, the MSA
included grove specific provisions that identify which groves the agency is to treat
as one large grove, prohibit logging and restrict mechanical entry. MSA
II.B.2.c.(2).(j).i-xiii. For example, the MSA provides that the Forest Service should
treat Belknap/McIntyre/Wheel Meadow Grove complex ―as one large grove‖ with a
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―500-foot no logging, restricted mechanical entry outside of the hypothetical
perimeter line of the outermost giant sequoias of the grove within the final grove
boundary line and an additional 500-foot grove zone of influence.‖ MSA
II.B.2.c.(2).(j).ii. This grove specific approach contained in the MSA ensures that
each grove is properly accounted for and that any management practices reflected
the specific needs of each grove. The MSA provided similar restrictions for other
identified giant sequoia groves. See MSA II.B.2.c.(2).(j).i-xiii. Once again, the draft
plan does not incorporate these MSA provisions.
Grove Boundaries
The MSA provides a detailed process by which the signatory parties, as part
of a ―Grove Boundary Team,‖ would establish and adjust ―final administrative
Grove and Grove Influence Zone boundary lines.‖ MSA II.B.2.c.(1)-(5). Moreover, the
MSA also foresaw an ongoing role for the Grove Boundary Team in adjusting or
expanding ―final boundaries of Groves and/or Grove influence zones.‖ MSA
II.B.2.c.(2).(k). However, in 2009, the Forest Service stated that it intends to
abandon these MSA provisions, and instead allow the Forest Supervisor to make
these changes with public input, but without the boundary team. See MSA Items
Completed or No Longer Applicable at 1-2 (―If a new grove is located or an existing
grove boundary needs modification, the Forest Supervisor will partner with the
public to identify and adjust a grove boundary.‖), available at
http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/sequoia/gsnm/msa_provisions_completed_na.pdf. The draft
plan failed to include the Grove Boundary Team or identify a process by which the
agency would recognize new groves or expand old groves.
Additionally, the MSA requires that the Forest Service protect all naturally
occurring giant sequoias under 3 feet dbh within the grove, and also make ―[e]very
reasonable effort‖ to protect those outside of the grove boundaries. MSA
II.B.2.c.(2)(j)(xi). While Alternatives B, C, D, and F do incorporate ―naturallyoccurring giant sequoia (1 foot or larger dbh) that is located within 500 feet of at
least 3 other giant sequoias (each 1 foot or larger dbh) within a grove boundary,‖
they fail to address what measures the agency will take to protect isolated sequoia
trees and those outside of the 500 foot zone. See DEIS, Volume 2 Appendix AStandards and Guidelines by Alternative (B)-(F).
Special Written Notice
The MSA requires the Forest Service provide special notification to all MSA
signatories if it plans any logging within 1,000 feet of any final grove boundary, or
any logging or road construction upslope of a grove. MSA II.B.2.c.(3).; II.B.2.d.(2).
The Forest Service identified these special notice provisions as ―no longer
applicable‖ because under NEPA ―[p]ublic notification is part of the project planning
process.‖ See MSA Items Completed or No Longer Applicable at 2, available at
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http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/sequoia/gsnm/msa_provisions_completed_na.pdf. However,
the MSA provisions went further than usual NEPA notice provisions by allowing
interested parties to accompany agency officials into the field, with ―the objective to
resolve differences prior to preparation of an EA or EIS.‖ MSA II.B.2.c(3);
II.B.2.d.(2). The MSA notice provision would ensure that all interested parties are
involved in any logging or road construction decisions taking place around sequoia
groves. Thus, failure to include such an amendment into draft plan may result in
the lack of input from interested parties.
Although the Forest Service was contractually bound to implement these and
other provisions of the MSA, it has failed to do so with the draft plan. This violates
the law. Cal. Ex rel. Lockyer, 465 F.Supp.2d at 929-931
The Forest Service erroneously believes that it only has to consider whether
to incorporate these provisions. However, this supposed consideration was not done
in good faith. The Forest Service simply created one alternative, Alternative E, that
adopted all of the MSA provisions, and didn‘t incorporate any of the MSA provisions
into the other alternatives including the preferred alternative. Alternative E is not
a viable alternative because it conflicts with the Proclamation in key ways.17
Therefore, the agency never considered incorporating the MSA provisions into the
management plan in good faith.
C.

The Forest Service Failed to Comply with the Best Available Science
Requirement

National Forest Management Act (―NFMA‖) regulations require that agency
officials ―consider the best available science in implementing and, if appropriate,
amending the current plan.‖ 36 C.F.R. § 219.35(a), (d) (2000). In its consideration of
the best available science, the Forest Service must: (1) seek out and consider all
existing scientific evidence relevant to its decision, (2) not ignore existing data, and
(3) determine which scientific data are the most accurate, reliable, and relevant.
See, e.g., Ecology Center v. U.S. Forest Service, 451 F.3d 1183 (10th Cir. 2006).
The agency ignored the best available science throughout the DEIS including,
but not limited to, its analysis of fire and fuel issues, wildlife, climate change, and
carbon sequestration. Each of these deficiencies is discussed in great detail below
but here is a summary of how the agency ignored the best available science for each
of these sections.

Alternative E allows for the removal of 36-inch Giant sequoias inside the WUI,
which is clearly at odds with the Proclamations prohibition against tree removal.
See DEIS, Vol. 1, pg. 96.
17
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The agency ignored the best available science in its fire and fuels analysis.
For instance, the Forest Service did not actually evaluate what size treatment zone
is effective at reducing wildfire threats to communities. If it had looked into this
issue, it would have found that the current science endorses a much smaller
treatment area than authorized by the plan. (The draft plan establishes a 1.5 mile
WUI for prioritized fuel treatments.) The home ignition zone principally determines
a structure‘s ignition potential. The zone includes the structure in relation to its
surroundings within100–200 feet of the home. Rice Decl. at 18-20. The effectiveness
of treatments is based on changed fire behavior characteristics and crown fire
behavior changes to surface fire within 50 meters of encountering a fuel treatment.
This and other examples of where the agency failed to consider the best available
science with regard to fire and fuels are discussed in Section IV.A infra.
Second, best available science indicates that climate change is upon us and
that federal land managers need to develop effective, science-based, climate-driven
management strategies. Unfortunately, the DEIS and draft management plan
ignore important climate science and policy and present a suite of alternatives that
fail to adequately prioritize adaptation concerns or include management direction
that effectively protects Monument resources. For instance, vulnerability
assessments are fundamental to the climate change forest planning because they
determine which forest resources are sensitive, which have the ability to adapt, and
the likely consequences to those resources.18 Management informed by
vulnerability assessments would prioritize project-level actions designed to reduce
vulnerability of key local resource values through such strategies as reduction of
anthropogenic stressors, establishment of reserves, regulation of recreational use,
and habitat restoration. Id. This vulnerability assessment is so important to
management in the age of climate change, that a Forest Service guidance document
states that this should be the first step in an agency climate change analysis.
United States Forest Service. 2010. National Roadmap for Responding to Climate
Change, July 2010, p. 5, available at http://www.fs.fed.us/climatechange/climateupdate.shtml. The Forest Service ignored this scientific information and guidance
direction by failing to conduct a vulnerability assessment. This and other examples
of where the agency failed to consider the best available science with regard to
climate change are discussed in Section IV.C infra.
Third, according to best available science, in order to determine an
ecosystem‘s capacity to sequester carbon, the agency must gather relevant data and
do a carbon accounting. See, e.g., Resources on Carbon Inventories, U.S. Forest
Service available at http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/carbon/literature/ (discussed in detail
in Section IV.D.). Rather than doing this, the Forest Service simply makes
Aplet, Gregory H., H. Michael Anderson, and Bo Wilmer. 2010. Managing the
Risk of Climate Change to Wildlands of the Sierra Nevada: Research Paper. The
18

Wilderness Society, Washington, D.C.
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unsupported assertions and conclusions comparing each of the different alternatives
ability to sequester carbon. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pp 41-47, printed copy; GSNM
Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at pp. 46-52. These assumptions are belied by
known scientific principles. For instance, the agency states ―The general
accumulation of biomass may or may not indicate a certain quantity of
sequestration.‖ Id. at p. 52. This is false and ignores a basic ecological principle that
50% of all biomass is carbon. See, e.g., John Campbell, et al., Pyrogenic Carbon
Emission from a Large Wildfire in Oregon, United States, JOURNAL OF
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 112, G04014, pg. 5 at Table 2 (attached as
exhibit). These and other instances were the Forest Service has ignored existing
scientific evidence relevant to carbon sequestration, ignored or failed to gather
needed data to evaluate carbon sequestration are discussed in Section IV.D. infra.
Finally, the agency disregarded the best available science in evaluating
impacts in the DEIS with regard to wildlife. For example, recent research,
conducted in the Sequoia National Forest, found that California spotted owls
preferentially select unlogged high-intensity fire patches for foraging, while
selecting unburned or low-intensity areas for roosting.19 This is because highintensity patches enhance habitat (e.g., montane chaparral, large downed logs,
snags) for the Spotted Owl‘s small mammal prey species. Id. The most recent
scientific evidence makes clear unlogged patches of high-intensity fire comprise a
newly discovered category of suitable habitat for California spotted owls, and they
specifically recommend against post-fire logging within pre-fire spotted owl home
ranges. The Forest Service never considered this available science and the
management direction in the Preferred Alternative is inconsistent with this science.
These and other examples where the Forest Service has ignored existing scientific
evidence relevant to California spotted owl and other wildlife or instances were the
agency has failed to gather relevant data to evaluate impacts to wildlife are
discussed in Section IV.E. infra.
Without considering best available science, the Forest Service has violated
NFMA. Moreover, the agency cannot adequately determine whether its proposed
action will significantly impact the environment without consideration of existing
scientific evidence and scientific data that are accurate, reliable, and relevant.
D.

The 2007 MIS Amendment Cannot Apply to the Monument Plan

The Current Management Direction section of the DEIS starts off by
correctly stating the authorities for managing the Monument, as reflected by Judge
Breyer‘s decision:
Bond, M. L., D. E. Lee, R. B. Siegel, & J. P. Ward, Jr., 2009b. Habitat use and
selection by California Spotted Owls in a postfire landscape. Journal of Wildlife
Management 73: 1116- 1124.
19
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In the interim, and until the Forest Service issues a new Management
Plan, the Monument shall be managed consistent with the Monument
[Clinton] Proclamation of April 15, 2000, and in accordance with
direction from the 1988 Sequoia National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan, as amended by the 1990 Mediated Settlement
Agreement and the 2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment
[―2001 Framework‖].
DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 1, at pg. 41 (quoting People of the State of California v. U.S.
Department of Agric., No. 05-00898, Slip Op. at 1 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 11, 2006)).
This direction is also consistent with what the Forest Service told the public
it planned to do in its original Notice of Intent in the Federal Register to prepare
the EIS for the Monument Plan:
The Presidential Proclamation establishing the Giant Sequoia
National Monument (Monument) required preparation of a
management plan. The required plan will amend the existing 1988
Sequoia National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (1988
Forest Plan) as amended by the 1991 Kings River Wild and Scenic
River, and Special Management Area Implementation Plan and the
2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment (2001 SNFPA).
74 Fed. Reg. 11,521, 11,529, (Mar. 18, 2009).
There is no mention of the 2007 MIS Amendment in that notice. Now
for the first time, the 2007 MIS Amendment appears in the list of authorities
in the DEIS.20 The Forest Service explains that it has already applied the
2007 MIS Amendment to the management of the Monument:
Subsequent to this judgment, the Record of Decision, June 2007, for
the Sierra Nevada Forests Management Indicator Species Amendment
further amended the Sequoia Forest Plan, and this direction has been
incorporated into the current management of the Monument.
DEIS at 41. This, however, is contrary to the court‘s judgment, which limits interim
(or current) management direction for the Monument to the Proclamation‘s
provisions, the 1988 Forest Plan as amended by MSA and the 2001 Framework.
The Forest Service therefore lacks the authority to apply the 2007 MIS Amendment
There is also NO mention of the 2007 MIS Amendment in the 2008 version of the
Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS for the Monument Plan. See 73 Fed. Reg. 6691
(Feb. 5, 2008).
20
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as current management direction for the Monument, just as it lacks the authority to
apply the standards and guidelines of the 2004 Framework as current management
direction to Monument,21 which both fundamentally alter important requirements
established in the 2001 Framework.
It makes sense that the Monument Plan would apply only the 2001
Framework standards and guidelines because this was under development during
the time the President Clinton issued his proclamation on April 15, 2000. In fact,
the 2004 Framework ROD (Jan. 21, 2004) followed shortly after the first version of
the Monument Plan was issued (Jan. 12, 2004), and the 2004 Framework continued
to apply the standard and guidelines from the 2001 Framework to the Monument
Plan.22
The only provisions that apply to the Monument, therefore, are those
contained in the 2001 Framework. In fact, the 2001 Framework provides a
standard for amendments to the Monument Plan. It states that ―Lands within the
monument are subject to the decisions made through this ROD. However, the
monument management plan, and subsequent plan amendment, may modify this
direction to protect the values for which the monument was created.‖ 2001
Framework ROD at 18.
But because the 2007 MIS Amendment fundamentally changes the
monitoring and inventory provisions of the 2001 Framework, which arguably only
weaken protections for Monument values, this modification cannot be applied to the
direction provided in the 2001 Framework.
More specifically, the 2007 MIS Amendment changes the 2001 Framework‘s
requirement to gather the necessary data so the Forest Service can determine
whether it will maintain viable populations of wildlife species. It does this by
eliminating the monitoring requirements for most MIS and ―Species at Risk,‖
thereby eliminating population monitoring altogether:
This decision modifies Appendix E of the of the 2001 SNFPA FEIS . . .
in the following manner: this decision removes the ―X‖ in the MIS
column in Tables E-9, E-10, and E-11 of Appendix E. This decision
drops these species as MIS.
The 2004 Framework ROD states at p. 15: ―The existing land and resource
management plans contain many standards and guidelines that are not amended by
this decision. All standards and guidelines from the 2001 SNFPA ROD are replaced
by the standards and guidelines in Appendix A. This decision does not affect the
direction in the following plans and projects: [ ] Giant Sequoia National Monument
Plan . . . ‖ (emphasis added)
21
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Id.
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2007 MIS Amendment ROD at 5. Moreover, the ROD makes the bold (and false)
assertion that Appendix E does not mean what it says when it mandates population
monitoring of MIS and species at risk, listed and checked in these tables. Id.23
What it does say is: ―Species and their associated population monitoring levels are
shown in Table E-9. Population and/or habitat monitoring will be conducted for all
MIS and species at risk. . . . It is possible that, after a period of annual population
monitoring (distribution and abundance), we will have sufficient understanding of
important habitat characteristics that we can confidently monitor habitat without
annual monitoring of species‘ distribution and abundance.‖ 2001 Framework FEIS,
Appendix E at E-62.
In fact, some of these species listed in Tables E-9, E-10, and E-11 are Objects
of Interest or ―values for which the monument was created,‖ including the great
gray owl, peregrine falcon, and several rare amphibians and the western pond
turtle.
The 2007 MIS Amendment changes Appendix E monitoring and inventory
requirements that explicitly mandate that population data must be collected for
MIS. And therefore this amendment, which alters the monitoring and inventory
requirements of the 2001 Framework, does not modify the directives in the 2001
Framework ―to protect the values for which the monument was created.‖
For that reason, the Forest Service must eliminate reference to the 2007 MIS
Amendment, which may not be applied to the Monument Plan, from the current
(and future) management direction.
E.

The Plan Should Apply the 2001 Framework Standards and
Guidelines and Not the 2004 Framework Standards and Only if they
Advance the Protection of Monument Values and Objects of Interest

As discussed in the previous section, current management direction and
future management direction for the Monument plan must, at least, comply with
the 2001 Framework‘s standards and guidelines and cannot use the standards and
Contrary to these assertions, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals concluded
otherwise: ―[T]he 2001 Framework notes that in an area as large as the Sierra
Nevadas, ‗changes in the distribution of species represent ecologically significant
information on the status and change of populations.‘ Appendix E of the 2001
Framework makes explicit that population data must be collected for the [MIS]. . . .
[W]e conclude that NFMA regulations promulgated in 1982 apply to the 2001
Framework and 2004 Supplement. These regulations require population
monitoring. See 36 C.F.R. § 219.‖ Earth Island Institute v. U.S. Forest Service,
442 F.3d 1147, 1173-74 (9th Cir. 2006).
23
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guidelines from the 2004 Framework decision if they reduce protections for
Monument values. Moreover, the 2001 Framework standards and guidelines can
only apply as management direction if they advance the protection of Monument
values and Objects of Interest.
The 2004 Framework ROD states at p. 15: ―The existing land and resource
management plans contain many standards and guidelines that are not amended by
this decision. All standards and guidelines from the 2001 SNFPA ROD are replaced
by the standards and guidelines in Appendix A. This decision does not affect the
direction in the following plans and projects: . . . Giant Sequoia National Monument
Plan . . . .‖ Moreover, the 2001 Framework states that ―Lands within the
monument are subject to the decisions made through this ROD. However, the
monument management plan, and subsequent plan amendment, may modify this
direction to protect the values for which the monument was created.‖ 2001
Framework ROD at 18. In other words, to meet the requirements of the
Proclamation, the Forest Service can only rely on management prescriptions set out
in the 2001 Framework if further analysis justifies and supports those management
directives.
So, if the Monument Plan does not ―protect the values for which the
monument was created,‖ it violates the Sierra Nevada-wide forest plan. The Forest
Service therefore lacks the authority to apply 2004 Framework standards and
guidelines as current management direction for the Monument if they decrease
protection for Monument values. Where, however, the 2004 Framework standards
and guidelines offer greater protection of Monument values, the Forest Service can
incorporate them into the plan.
There are likely to be others, but the following are specific examples of
standards and guidelines the Forest Service wants to apply to the new plan from
the 2004 framework that would decrease Monument values.
1.

Decreased Protection for Great Gray Owl, a Protected Object of
Interest for the Monument

The great gray owl is included in the Monument Proclamation as an object of
interest and is also listed by the State of California as endangered. There is at least
one owl site that was detected and observed on the Sequoia National Forest. Sears
(2006, pp. 10-11). Sears reported that ―a large herd of cattle (over 100 head) grazed
this site in April, which quickly degraded meadow structure and made it unsuitable
for both owls and prey.‖ Id. Grazing can remove cover necessary for prey species
and degrade meadows, thereby lowering water tables and reducing productivity of
grasses and forbs that are food sources for prey. In addition, prescribed burning can
remove potential nest snags and downed woody material that provides small
mammal habitat.
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But the proposed action (Alt. B), and Alts. C, D, & F replace the 2001
Framework‘s objectives with the 2004 Framework‘s Riparian Conservation
Objectives. DEIS, pp. 19, 93, 522 (for C). These newer objectives make it easier to
allow grazing in great gray owl habitats. In fact, the DEIS admits that ―Alternative
B would remove the 2001 SNFPA standards and guidelines for the great gray owl
and the willow flycatcher and replace them with ones based, in part, on the 2004
SNFPA.‖ DEIS, p. 34). Moreover, ―Grazing allotments in the southern portion of
Sequoia National Forest include some meadows with historic great gray owl
detections. These include Dry Meadow, Troy Meadow, and Paloma Meadow. Should
nesting be confirmed in any of these areas, management would follow the 2004
SNFPA guidelines for maintaining habitat.‖ DEIS, p. 498. But this is not
permitted.
2.

Decreased Protection for Willow Flycatchers

The Willow flycatcher, an endangered species, continue to decline in numbers
in the Sierra Nevadas. Activities that reduce habitat quality and reduce the
wetness of meadows, including grazing, are considered among the greatest stressors
on this species. There are five willow flycatcher sites within the GSNM. The 2001
Framework defines these sites as ―known willow flycatcher sites‖ (2001 Framework,
p. 62) while the 2004 Framework revises the terminology and calls ―known‖ sites
―occupied‖ sites. (2004 SNFPA, p. 56). The differing practices in these sites are
illustrated in the following table.
Table 1. Selected standards for 2001 and 2004 SNFPAs.
Practice
Grazing in sites were
flycatcher is detected
Grazing in ―known‖ or
―occupied‖ sites
Date of onset of grazing
Surveys not completed as
directed

2001 SNFPA
Eliminate grazing
Late season grazing
allowed
September 1
Prohibit grazing

2004 SNFPA
Late season grazing
allowed
Late season grazing
allowed
August 15
No change to grazing

The direction under 2001 SNFPA is more protective of willow flycatcher for
several reasons. Eliminating grazing from a meadow where the birds have been
detected ensures that direct disturbance to nests and reduction in habitat quality
due to grazing (ground disturbance or reduction in shrub quality) does not occur.
Further, the date of onset for grazing of September 1 ensures that disturbance
occurs after the time of nesting. It is estimated that the earlier date of August 15
effects as many as 10 percent of the nesting birds. (Wildlife BE, p. 28). Lastly,
there are no consequences under the 2004 SNFPA for failing to conduct the required
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surveys. These differences between approaches result in significant differences in
conservation benefit to the species and are not simply a reduction in redundancy or
an improvement in consistency as suggested in the DEIS at p. 34.
Furthermore, the DEIS at p. 22 claims that ―current management direction
for grazing will not be changing in any alternative‖ and then goes on to admit that
―Alternative B would remove the 2001 SNFPA standards and guidelines for the
great gray owl and the willow flycatcher and replace them with ones based, in part,
on the 2004 SNFPA.‖ DEIS, p. 34. Again, this is not permitted.
Moreover, the 2001 SNFPA indirectly addresses the objective for achieving
meadow conditions with increased wetness by requiring forage heights of 12 inches
or greater and covering 90 percent of the meadow or more be maintained in
meadows utilized by great gray owl. 2001 Framework ROD, p. A-38.
3.

Other References to 2004 Framework Standards and Guidelines

In another section of the standards and guidelines for the proposed action
alternatives, DEIS, Vol. 2, p. 138, it states ―Allow hazard tree removal within RCAs
or CARs. Allow mechanical ground disturbing fuels treatments, salvage harvest, or
commercial fuelwood cutting within RCAs,‖ referring to the 2004 Framework RCOs.
However, as discussed in other parts of these comments ―salvage harvest‖ is
prohibited by the Monument Proclamation.
For these reason, the current (and future) management direction must
eliminate reference to the 2004 Framework‘s standards and guidelines if they
reduce protection of Monument values.
F.

The Forest Service Failed to Comply with Obama‘s Executive Order
Regarding Transparency.

On January 21, 2010, President Barack Obama issued an Executive Order
regarding transparency and the federal government. President Obama stated that
his ―Administration is committed to creating an unprecedented level of openness in
Government. We will work together to . . . establish a system of transparency,
public participation, and collaboration. Openness will strengthen our democracy
and promote efficiency and effectiveness in Government.‖ 74 Fed. Reg. 4,685 (Jan.
21, 2009).
To meet these transparency goals, President Obama stated ―my
Administration will take appropriate action, consistent with law and policy, to
disclose information rapidly in forms that the public can readily find and use.
Executive departments and agencies should harness new technologies to put
information about their operations and decisions online and readily available to the
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public. Executive departments and agencies should also solicit public feedback to
identify information of greatest use to the public.‖ Id.
President Obama mandated this because ―[t]ransparency promotes
accountability and provides information for citizens about what their Government is
doing. Information maintained by the Federal Government is a national asset.‖ Id.
The Forest Service has failed to comply with the President‘s transparency
mandate because the DEIS and accompanying appendices and are deficient in a
number of ways that severely impact the public‘s ability to read and understand the
documents and, thus, provide a full and fair discussion of the environmental
impacts.
Most importantly, the Science Consistency Review (―SCR‖) panel reviewed
and commented on an older version of the DEIS, which had Alternative F as the
preferred alternative rather than Alternative B, the current preferred alternative.
Since the older version of the DEIS that the scientists reviewed was not made
publicly available, it is impossible to compare the alternative that they commented
on with the Preferred Alternative in the published DEIS. The public thus cannot
ascertain which sections of the DEIS individual scientists were critiquing.
Here are a few examples of the lack of consistency between the May 13, 2010
SCR and the published DEIS:
o A panelist (Zielinski) questioned the need for maximum flexibility in
Alternative F given a reference on ―pg. 22 Specialist‘s Report‖ where
4% of the Monument is predicted to be affected by wildfire per decade.
SCR at II-47. However neither the Fire and Fuels Report nor the
Wildlife Report contains this statement at pg. 22.
o A panelist (Zielinski) references the Proclamation language regarding
scientific study at pg.13, Vol.2 of the DEIS. SCR II-45. There is no
reference to ―scientific study‖ on pg. 13, Vol. 2 of the DEIS.
o A panelist (Zielinski) references a comment on logging and ―cost
offsets‖ on pg. 400 Vol.1 of the DEIS. SCR II-48. However, page 400,
Vol. 1 is the beginning of the Transportation Section, Road System
Background with no mention of logging and cost offsets.
o A panelist (Zielinski) mentions WUI effects on marten habitat
referencing pg. 481, Vol. 1 of the DEIS. SCR II-50. However, page 481,
Vol. 1 is in the DEIS‘ Air Quality Emissions Section, not the wildlife
effects section.
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o A panelist (Zielinski) is critical of the unsubstantiated indirect effects
comments in the DEIS at pages 395-411, Vol. 1. SCR II-50. However,
pages 395-411 are the Recreation and Tourism and Transportation
chapters of the DIES.
These inconsistencies severely limit the public‘s ability to understand the
context of the scientists‘ comments in the SCR. Ultimately, inconsistencies hinder
the public‘s ability to make contextual comparisons, read and understand the
documents and provide a full and fair discussion of the environmental impacts. As
of December 2, 2010, the Forest Service has not responded to this request and, thus,
violated the Obama Executive Order on transparency.
G.

The Final Decision to Issue the Plan Rests with the Secretary of
Agriculture

Most of the Proclamation allows delegation of planning and implementation
of its provision to the Forest Service, but ―The final decision to issue any
management plans and any management rules and regulations rests with the
Secretary of Agriculture.‖ 65 Fed. Reg. at 24098. Because of this explicit
reservation, this duty cannot be delegated, and the Forest Service cannot use
existing authorities to assume the delegation of the final decision to issue the
Monument Plan. See, e.g., 7 C.F.R. § 2.7; FSM 1232, 1920, 1926.04a.
When viewed in context of other duties of the Secretary, the ―final decision‖
language stands out as different from these other provisions, assigning duties to the
Forest Service or remaining silent about the Forest Service. For example, the
Proclamation states:
The Secretary of Agriculture shall manage the monument, along with
the underlying Forest, through the Forest Service, pursuant to
applicable legal authorities, to implement the purposes and provisions
of this proclamation. The Secretary of Agriculture shall prepare,
within 3 years of this date, a management plan for this monument,
and shall promulgate such regulations for its management as deemed
appropriate.
...
The Secretary, in consultation with the National Academy of Sciences,
shall appoint a Scientific Advisory Board to provide scientific guidance
during the development of the initial management plan.
...
The Secretary, through the Forest Service, shall, in developing any
management plans and any management rules and regulations
governing the monument, consult with the Secretary of the Interior,
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through the Bureau of Land Management and the National Park
Service.

Id. at 24097-98. Here, there are specific delegations to the Forest Service
(management of the Monument and development of the management plans or rules
and regulations). But the Proclamation does not specifically assign some of these
duties to the Forest Service, including the appointment of the Science Advisory
Board and the responsibility to prepare, within 3 years, a management plan and
regulations for managing the Monument. But none of these duties are phrased like
the final obligation that ―the final decision . . . rests with the Secretary of
Agriculture.‖ This is language that must be distinguished from the previous
assignments of duties. Here, the Secretary must make the final decision and not
the Forest Service.
IV.

SUBSTANTIVE CONCERNS BY ISSUE
A.

The Vegetation Management Direction in the DEIS and Draft Plan
with Regard to Fire and Fuel Reduction is Unjustified.24
1.

The Forest Service Never Collected Baseline Data on Current
Fuel Loads that Would Justify this Level of Treatment on the
Monument.

NEPA requires that the agency analyze impacts in comparison to an accurate
determination of baseline data, such that the Forest Service adequately and
accurately describes the ―affected environment.‖ 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15; see also Half
Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir.
1988). Finally, under NEPA‘s implementing regulations: ―If the incomplete
information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts is
essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives and the overall costs of obtaining
it are not exorbitant, the agency shall include the information in the environmental
impact statement.‖ 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22.
The Forest Service never collected baseline data with regard to current fuel
loads that would justify the management direction for almost all of the Alternatives.
The agency does not have a map of fuel loadings or fire behavior. This is a glaring
omission especially in light of the fact that other agencies have implemented
rigorous fire-relating mapping and analysis efforts. For example, CalFire‘s Very
The majority of SFK‘s critique of how the DEIS and Management Plan address
vegetation management is based on the expert declaration prepared by Dr. Carol
Rice. While these comments reproduce some issues raised by Dr. Rice in this
comment letter, SFK also incorporates by reference Dr. Carol Rice‘s Declaration in
its entirety.
24
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High Fire Hazard Severity Zone mapping process is a standard to which this
planning effort should strive (http://frap.fire.ca.gov/projects/hazard/fhz.html). See
Rice Decl. at 14.
If you don‘t know the current status and how far away the environment is
from desired conditions, it is impossible to compare management direction in
different alternatives. Van Wagtendonk and Lutz (2007) report, ―Because one of the
goals for managing parks and wilderness areas is to restore natural fire regimes
and characteristic vegetation structure and compositions, it is important to know
the extent to which prescribed fires and wildfires deviate from those regimes.‖ Only
if a map of the vegetation types or fuel types or fire regimes were included in the
plan could a commenter offer input regarding the compatibility of different fire
regimes. Rice Decl. at 14.
Finally, the Forest Service did not claim that it could not assess current fuel
loads because of financial hardship. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22. Therefore, without this
baseline data the entire analysis of fire and fuels is legally inadequate. See Half
Moon Bay, 857 F.2d at 510.
2.

The Entire Fire and Fuels Treatment Strategy is Based on
Undefined Term, Susceptibility, that is not Prevalent in Fire
Management.

The draft management plan prioritizes fuel treatments based on the
landscapes supposed ―susceptibility‖ to fire. The Forest Service, however, never
defines this term and it is not a standard industry term.
The agency uses ―susceptibility‖ as the gauge for when it should do
vegetation management activities. For instance, the draft management plan states:
―Prioritization of fuel treatments (which may include an ecological restoration
component) by land allocations/management areas will be: (1) WUI defense zones;
(2) TFETA areas of high and moderate fire susceptibility within 1/4-mile of the
reservation boundary (see map below) . . . . (5) TFETA areas of high fire
susceptibility (not previously treated in 2).‖ Draft Management pg. 61; see, e.g.,
DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p 25, electronic version (―The identification and prioritization of
groves or parts of groves for fuel reduction treatments will be based on the fire
susceptibility in each grove and its surrounding watershed(s).‖), p. 154, printed copy
(―Fuel reduction activities in 11,966 acres of high fire susceptibility and 32,291
acres of moderate fire susceptibility.‖); Fire and Fuels Report, pg 23 (discusses
SPECTRUM and compares alternatives in terms of ―susceptibility‖).
The Forest Service never defines this term. Moreover, it is not an industry
standard term, such as hazard, intensity, risk, and severity. The Fire and Fuels
Report does state that susceptibility ―is an indicator of the possibility of large severe
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fires. Areas of high and moderate fire susceptibility have higher potential under
high fire danger weather conditions to result in large severe fires than areas of low
susceptibility.‖ Fuels Report at 5. However, this definition means nothing because
it provides no quantifiable inputs or metrics. The agency probably used some
factors,25 the DEIS and supporting documents never disclose them. Without
disclosing the metrics, the public cannot determine if the agency is determining the
fire risk based on the best available science and other relevant factors. Since this
metric is being used to justify logging and other vegetation management projects on
over half of the Monument, this is simply inadequate disclosure. Rice Decl. at 14-15.
Moreover, the agency does not provide a map of the Monument indicating the
distribution of high, medium and low susceptibility. The lack of spatially explicit
information prevents the public from identifying potential treatment areas, and
thus making conclusions of the viability, and value of the treatments in any of the
Alternatives.
3.

The DEIS‘ Analysis Regarding the Wild Urban Intermix is
Flawed in Several Key Areas.
a.

The Size of the Wild Urban Intermix is Not Scientifically
Defensible.

The draft Management Plan has an extremely large Wild Urban Intermix
Zone. It includes a WUI defense zone of ¼ mile and a WUI threat zone of 1 ¼ miles.
The WUI accounts for 58% of the Monument. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg 153, printed
copy. Alternatives E and F have the same size WUI. The size of the WUI is not
scientifically defensible.
In the paper Wildland Urban Interface Problem: A consequence of the fire
exclusion paradigm (Forest History Today, Fall 2008), Jack Cohen states,
We cannot assume a direct causal linkage between extreme wildfires
and WUI fire disasters. An examination is required as to how homes
ignite and cause WUI fire disasters . . . WUI fire disasters principally
depend on home ignition potential. . . . Research shows that a home‘s
ignition potential during extreme wildfires is determined by the
characteristics of its exterior materials and design and their response
to burning objects within one hundred feet (thirty meters) and
firebrands (burning embers). . . . Computational modeling and
laboratory and field experiments that describe the heat transfer
Table 8 in the Fuels Report (p. 24) lists acreage of different susceptibility levels
for each of the alternatives. This means that the agency probably used some
quantifiable criteria to determine susceptibility.
25
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required for ignition have shown that the large flames of burning
shrubs and tree canopies (crown fires) must be within one hundred feet
to ignite a home‘s wood exterior. Actual case examinations find that
extreme wildfire behavior does not occur within most residential areas;
rather, most destroyed homes ignite from smaller flames and directly
from firebrands. . . . Thus, given an extreme wildfire, the home ignition
zone principally determines the potential for a WUI fire disaster. . . .
Vegetation fuel reduction treatments, as reported in the Healthy
Forests Report of May 2007, also indicate a wildfire modification and
control approach that does not address a home‘s ignition potential.
Agency WUI fuel treatments largely do not address home ignitability
but rather areas outside the home ignition zone. Fuel treatments in
the vicinity are expected to protect homes by creating conditions that
enable successful fire suppression.
Rice Decl. at 21. Other organizations and research facilities have come to similar
conclusions. Id.

―The home ignition zone principally determines a home‘s ignition potential. The
zone includes the home in relation to its surroundings within100–200 feet of the
home.‖
The emphasis on the ignition zone has also been adopted by the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA). NFPA is sponsoring courses nation-wide as a means
to effectively prevent structure loss from wildfire. CalFire has endorsed this
concept.26 CalFire limits the distance required for defensible space to 100 feet and
Los Angeles County requires 200 feet. San Diego County is being sued for requiring

26

http://www.firepreventionofficers.org/north/wui
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500-feet of fuel management as measured from the structure because it is
considered excessive.27
CalFire went through a detailed process of mapping Very High Hazard
Severity zones in 2007. These areas considered vegetation type, structure density,
ember distribution, and potential fire behavior. The approved maps also
incorporated the comments of local jurisdictions and stakeholders. The maps below
indicate in red as the areas of Very High Fire Hazard Severity (VHFHS), in orange
as High Fire Hazard Severity, and in yellow as Moderate Fire Hazard Severity. A
small proportion of the WUI inside the Monument is mapped as VHFHS. The
management plan identifies the WUI irrespective of the mapping effort performed
by Cal Fire. Rice Decl. at 22-23.

Area inside
WUI in
GSNM

Area inside
WUI in
GSNM

(http://www.californiachaparral.com/images/Brushclearing_for_fire_safety_faces_a_battle_FINAL_with_Comments.pdf
27
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Real life experience has actually demonstrated that this more limited fuel
treatment zone produces desired results. During the Angora Fire in the Lake Tahoe
area, the areas treated were not large (and certainly not even close the 7920 ft. area
endorsed under the Management Plan) yet the fuel treatments were effective. See
http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/angorafuelsassessment/feoaft.php. Schmidt et al (2010)
reported that, ―In most cases, crown fire behavior changed to surface fire within 50
meters of encountering a fuel treatment.‖28 The effectiveness of treatments is based
on changed fire behavior characteristics. See Rice Decl. at 23.
Similarly, Schroeder and Walkinshaw (2006) made a presentation in the
2006 Fire Behavior and Fuels Conference reporting that a crown fire in a jack pine
stand ―settled down‖ within 4 minutes of crossing into treated stands to become a
surface fire, with a distance of less than 50 meters. See Rice Decl. at 23.
Treatments not only lower fire severity in the area treated but there is also a
―halo‖ or shadow of lower severity due to treatments. However, the halo is not wide,
and the effect does not extend 1.5 miles wide. The ameliorated fire behavior effect
spans as much as a several hundred feet from the treatment areas; the intervening
space burns as if treatment never took place as shown in the figure below (Finney
2010). Rice Decl. at 23.

The following picture (Schroeder 2003) indicates the narrow shadow of treatments.
The dark brown color indicates where fire consumed the tree crowns. Lighter color
David Schmidt, The Nature Conservancy and USDA Forest Service; Hugh
Safford, USDA Forest Service and University of California, Davis; Chris Carlson,
University of Montana. Effects of Fuel Treatments on Fire Severity During the 2007
Angora Fire. Pre-and Post Wildfire Conference, University of California Cooperative
Extension, February 10, 2010. http://groups.ucanr.org/wildfire20/Poster_Session/
28
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crowns is where fire scorched but did not consume the crowns (with a lower fire
intensity). Rice Decl. at 23.

Shadow
width is a
few hundred
feet wide

Rice Decl. 24.
Insurance companies have been taken to task for requiring excessive fuel
treatments on those properties insured. If an insurance company wants to have a
fuel treatment zone that is over 100 feet, it is required that a fire department
confirms the need for this excessive treatment. Rice Decl. at 24.
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This photo indicates that a treatment that is a few hundred feet wide is
sufficient to adequately modify fire behavior near structures.
All of this evidence undermines the Forest Service‘s designation of a WUI
that is 7920 feet wide (1.5 miles). The Forest Service needs to reexamine the size of
the WUI in light of this scientific research.
b.

The Forest Service Should Measure Treatments from
Structures, not Private Property Boundaries.

The Forest Service should focus fuel reduction treatments in developed areas
within the WUI zones. Instead, the Plan ignores the location of structures; for
instance, if a structure is placed well inside the private property boundary. The
desired fire and fuels condition states treatments will be focused on ―developed
areas within these zones.‖ Management Plan at 31. However, the standards and
guidelines do not mention developed areas, so it is a nonbinding goal. There are
also no criteria in the guidelines for how to handle developed areas (what
constitutes a developed area, what percentage of area should be treated, where
these treatments should be located in relation to area). This leaves the possibility
that the agency would treat the entire area, or a smaller proportion than effective.
Without standards and guidelines placing restrictions on management activities,
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roadless areas (which are located in the TFETA and certainly not a ―developed
area‖) are also open for potential treatment. Rice Decl. at 26.
The placement of treatments well away from structures makes them less
effective. Page 16 of the Fuels Report states that, ―The actual boundaries of the
WUI are determined locally, based on the distribution of structures and
communities adjacent to or intermixed with national forest lands. Strategic
landscape features such as roads, changes in fuel types, and topography are used in
delineating the physical boundary of the WUI (2001 SNFPA).‖ The agency should
revise how the WUI is delineated to include the distance from a building as a
criterion.
It is a well-known fact that protection of structures is largely the
responsibility of the landowner with the structure. Cohen (2008) comments,
―Because this principally involves the home ignition zone, and the home ignition
zone primarily falls within private ownership, the responsibility for preventing
home ignitions largely falls within the authority of the property owner. Preventing
wildfire disasters thus means fire agencies helping property owners mitigate the
vulnerability of their structures.‖ Rice Dec. at 26.
Tom Harbour, director of fire and aviation management for the U.S. Forest
Service, said in a speech on March 26, 2009, ―It‘s time to encourage communities
and property owners to take responsibility and become active participants. They are
an integral part of the solution,‖ The new fire strategy, Harbour said, focuses on a
bigger picture: achieving ―fire-adaptive communities.‖29 Rice Decl. at 26.
Stephens and Collins (2006) state:
With the financial resources and emphasis on treating lands in the
UWI provided in the National Fire Plan and Health Forests
Restoration Act, many areas of federal lands that are adjacent to
homes are being treated to reduce hazards. However, as the UWI
continues to expand in the many areas throughout the U.S., costs of
providing pre-fire protection (fuel reduction activities) and protection
from encroaching wildfires are exacerbating already increased wildfirerelated expenditures. As budgets at the federal and state level are
unable to keep up with these increasing costs, more responsibility is
being placed on local governments and fire services to provide wildfire
protection. . . . While the federal wildland side of the UWI has begun to
take steps to reduce fire hazards, the private side has not kept up. Fuel
treatments along the UWI will be effective in reducing structural
http://www.lcni5.com/cgibin/c2.cgi?036+article+News+20100914150119036036009 Accessed Sept 16, 2010.
29
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losses only if they are used in combination with combustion-resistant
homes that have defensible space from wildland and domestic
vegetation
Rice Decl. at 26-27.
If the immediate area around the structure (the ignition zone, or defensible
space zone) is not created and maintained, and if the structure itself is ignitionprone, treatments further away are not effective. Rice Decl. at 27. Additionally,
treatments to reduce damage from wildfire are ineffective if there is intervening
land that is untreated. Id. In the following figures, treatments are effective only if
the Forest Service treatments adjoin treated areas that are immediately
surrounding the structure. Id.

Figure 1. Effective treatment placement for both structure ignition and fire
containment

Figure 2. Treatments on Forest Service land would be ineffective for structure
ignition. It is only effective for fire containment on Forest Service land. If fire were
to spread to the left side of the treatment area the intervening land would burn as if
treatment did not occur.

Figure 3. Treatments on Forest Service land would be ineffective for structure
ignition. It is only effective for fire containment on Forest Service land. If fire were
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to spread to the left side of the treatment area the intervening land would burn as if
treatment did not occur.

Figure 4. Treatments on Forest Service land would be ineffective for structure
ignition. It is only effective for fire containment on Forest Service land. If fire were
to spread to the left side of the treatment area the intervening land would burn as if
treatment did not occur.

Figure 5. Treatments on Forest Service land would be ineffective for structure
ignition. It is only effective for fire containment on Forest Service land. If fire were
to spread to the left side of the treatment area the intervening land would burn as if
treatment did not occur.

Rice Decl. at 27-28.
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c.

Forest Service Unlawfully Places Protection of WUI
Above Objects of Interest.

As previously noted, the WUI comprises over 58% of the Monument. Within
the WUI, the Forest Service has prioritized implementing fuel reduction activities.
This essentially places buildings and structures that happen to exist within the
boundary of the Monument above protection of the listed ―objects of interest‖ for
which the Monument was created. The Forest Service should realign its priorities so
that the management plan is consistent with the Proclamation and manages to
restore and protect the objects of interest and not some random building inside the
Monument.
4.

The DEIS Contains no Scientific Justification for a Tribal Fuels
Emphasis Treatment Area.

Three of the Alternatives, including the preferred alternative, include a
Tribal Fuels Emphasis Treatment Area (―TFETA‖), which consists of 56,643 acres of
the Monument. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg. 153. The TFETA is an additional area for
fuels reduction emphasis adjacent to the Tule River Indian Reservation and covers
17% of the Monument. DEIS, Vo. 1, Ch. 2, pg. 90. When you combine the WUI and
TFETA, 75% of the Monument is managed for the primary purpose of reducing fuel
loads.30
The Forest Service never justifies this additional treatment area. For
instance, The Fuels report does not offer an assessment of the current condition of
the Tule River Indian Reservation or adjacent Monument lands. The agency does
not have a map of fuel loadings or fire behavior. Only if a map of the vegetation
types or fuel types or fire regimes were included in the plan could a commenter offer
input regarding the compatibility of fire regimes in the TFETA for protection of
human life and property. No such maps were provided in the plan (or specialist
report). Rice Decl. at 14.
NEPA requires that the agency analyze impacts in comparison to an accurate
determination of baseline data, such that the Forest Service adequately and
accurately describes the ―affected environment.‖ 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15; see also Half
Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir.
1988). Finally, under NEPA‘s implementing regulations: ―If the incomplete
information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts is
essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives and the overall costs of obtaining
it are not exorbitant, the agency shall include the information in the environmental
impact statement.‖ 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22.
The WUI Defense and Treat Zone is 190,864 acres and the TFETA is 56,643
acres. This is 75% of the 328,315 acre Monument.
30
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Without a description of the existing conditions, the reader of the EIS cannot
discern how far they are from desired conditions. The DEIS does not provide a
baseline of fuel loading for this area, which makes it impossible to determine how
far it is from desired conditions and to compare between alternatives. The Forest
Service did not claim that the information was not obtained due to financial
reasons. Instead the DEIS just makes conclusions about fuel loads, impacts, and
alternatives based on this inadequate information.
Moreover, the need for the TFETA is undermined by the fact that according
to CalFire‘s VHFHSZ map
(http://www.fire.ca.gov/fire_prevention/fhsz_maps/fhsz_maps_tulare.php) the extent
and location of Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones in state-responsibility lands
is limited and localized. Rice Dec. at 15.
In addition, the Forest Service does not describe what efforts the Tule River
Indian Reservation is undertaking to address fuel loads. Stephens and Collins
(2006) state: ―With the financial resources and emphasis on treating lands in the
UWI provided in the National Fire Plan and Health Forests Restoration Act, many
areas of federal lands that are adjacent to homes are being treated to reduce
hazards. However, . . . costs of providing pre-fire protection (fuel reduction
activities) and protection from encroaching wildfires are exacerbating already
increased wildfire-related expenditures. . . . While the federal wildland side of the
UWI has begun to take steps to reduce fire hazards, the private side has not kept
up. Fuel treatments along the UWI will be effective in reducing structural losses
only if they are used in combination with combustion-resistant homes that have
defensible space from wildland and domestic vegetation.‖ Rice Decl. at 26; see also
National Wildland Fire Policy (―Structural fire protection in the wildland/urban
interface is the responsibility of tribal [] governments.‖)31. The TFETA will be
ineffective if the Indian Reservation isn‘t also taking fuel reduction steps. There is
no need to burden the federal tax payer with this cost if it will not be effective.
Structural fire protection in the wildland/urban interface is the responsibility of
tribal, state, and local governments.
There is also an inconsistency between the objective (reduce threat of severe
fire on reservation) with the management activities authorized on the TFETA. The
diameter limit in the TFETA does not reflect current science. Alternatives B32 and
C have a 20‖ diameter limit and Alternative F has no diameter limit in the TFETA.
http://www.fs.fed.us/fire/management/policy.html
There is a large exception to this diameter limit. It allows the agency to remove
trees larger than 20‖ for restoration activities, which are of course not defined in the
standards and guidelines. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg. 84 fn. 7.
31
32
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DEIS, Vol. 2, Ch. 2, pp. 83-84, 90, 100. However, 20‖ diameter trees and larger do
not pose fire hazards. See discussion infra and Rice Decl. at 10-13. Given that many
other sensitive resources, such as protected activity centers and fisher den sites, are
located with the TFETA this scientifically indefensible treatment is especially
problematic.
In addition, the Standards and Guidelines for the TFETA are inadequate.
Specifically, the draft Management Plan does not contain any restrictions for the
TFETA. See Draft Management Plan, App. F. The Forest Service should modify the
standards and guidelines to impose restrictions on management activities within
the TFETA (if the agency can actually justify the need for this area in the DEIS).
For instance, the agency should require that surface fuels are treated first and then
ladder fuels. The guidelines should only allow the removal of larger diameter timber
if scientifically justified. The agency should be required to spatially assess fuel loads
and determine if desired objectives (6-ft flame length) can be achieved with a
smaller diameter limit, such as a 8‖ diameter limit. The guidelines should only
allow the removal of large timber if the agency can justify the need in relation to the
fuel objective. Rice Decl. at 10-11.
5.

The Forest Service Unreasonably Focuses on Low Intensity
Forest Fires in Its Desired Conditions.

The draft management plan has the following desired condition for fire and
fuels: ―Fuel reduction treatments in the wildland urban intermix (―WUI‖) zones are
focused on developed areas within these zones. The need to maintain fuel conditions
that support fires characteristic of complex ecosystems is emphasized, and allows
for a natural range of fire to lower fire intensity and protect human life and
property on lands in and adjacent to the Monument.‖ Management Plan at 31.
This desired condition is flawed on the most basic level. This purpose
artificially limits the natural range of fire to low intensity fires. However, the lands
designated as WUI may include ecosystems that would naturally experience high
intensity and/or large fires. The Forest Service should modify this desired condition
to recognize that fire regime should be mimicked, regardless of whether it is low,
mixed, or high severity.
Artificially restricting the use of high intensity fire is not consistent with the
best available science. Van Wagtendonk and Lutz (2007) note, ―There is some
concern that prescribed fires are not sufficiently intense to mimic naturally
occurring fires (Miller and Urban 2000).‖ They discovered that even though the fire
program is one of the most active in the nation, the rotation is still 213 years. They
conclude, ―…attempts should be made to burn with higher intensities. This will
result in a greater proportion of the area being burned with moderate and high
severity, better mimicking the natural fire regime.‖ Rice Decl. 10.
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Finally, using prescribed fire alone cannot provide the diversity in fire
severity that is necessary to restore the forest. Van Wagtendonk and Lutz found,
―Because the objective of prescribed fires is to reduce fuels safely and effectively, it
was expected that severity would remain low to unchanged. Wildfires and wildland
fires use fires burned under hotter and drier conditions that produced large high
severity patches. The percent moderate severity burned area for wildfires was twice
that of prescribed fires and half again as much as wildland fire use. Wildfires had
10 times as much high severity burned percentage as prescribed fires and nearly
three times as much as wildland fire use.‖ Rice Decl. 10.
There is a faulty vision that all fires that reduce hazards posed to structures
will always restore fire to its natural role. Van Wagtendonk and Lutz disagree,
saying, ―Because the objective for these burns was to incrementally reduce heavy
accumulations of fuels, the prescriptions were more conservative than conditions for
naturally occurring fires. The use of prescribed fire alone could not restore the
forest to its historic structure and condition.‖ Rice Decl. 10.
6.

The Standards and Guidelines Contained in the Management
Plan are Inadequate.

The management plan contains standards and guidelines, located in
Appendix F, which act as thresholds or constraints for management activities to
ensure the protection of resources and are designed to supposedly be consistent with
the objectives and desired conditions. Management Plan at 99. The standards and
guidelines contained in the draft management plan are riddled with problems, as
detailed below.
Standard and Guidelines for Vegetation
The standards and guidelines for vegetation state, ―For all projects that
include a proposal for tree removal from within the Monument area, except for
personal use fuelwood, conduct an evaluation to document the clear need for
removing trees for ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.‖
Management Plan at 130. The guidelines do not specify what constitutes a ―clear
need for removing trees for ecological restoration and maintenance of public safety.‖
Id.
Although not defined in the guidelines, the draft Management Plan and
DEIS states that it will use the following criteria to determine when trees are
allowed to be removed for ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety:
1. If keeping a tree on site would cause unacceptable fuels accumulation,
because existing fuel loads are too great to use treatments that would
leave the biomass on site (such as chipping or mastication);
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2. If keeping a tree on site would provide a vector for insect or disease
infestations at levels higher than currently known endemic levels; and/or
3. If keeping a tree on site would create a public safety hazard or attractive
nuisance (for example, down trees can be attractive to a child for climbing,
creating the potential for falls and injuries).

See Draft Management Plan at p. 58, table 11, Strategies for Biomass Removal.
As discussed in detail above, the only definition of ecological restoration is so
subjective that it places no limitations on the agency so it does not ensure the
protection of resources or that actions are consistent with desired objectives. See
Rice Decl. at 4.
Standard and Guidelines for Fire and Fuels
The standards and guidelines for treatments required prior to burning state:
―The structural change to treatment acres by mechanical methods is limited to one
per decade. Treatments should be designed to be effective for at least 10 years.
When subsequent entries within 10 years are needed to reduce surface fuels,
prescribed fire is the preferred method. When burning opportunities are limited,
mechanical treatments, such as mastication and piling, are allowed.‖ Management
Plan at p. 132.
This is not the appropriate limitation. The Plan should state that in those
locations where mechanical treatments are necessary to prepare a site for
prescribed burning, that type of treatment is to be allowed only once. Rice Decl. at
6. If the thinning through mechanical treatments reach the objective of modifying
fuels so that prescribed fire or wildland fire use is applicable from then on, a second
thinning treatment should not be necessary. This revision to the guidelines is
needed so that the management plan is consistent with the Proclamation‘s
prescription on tree removal.33
In addition, the standards and guidelines are weakened in several locations.
For instance, the draft management plan and Alternative B, the preferred
alternative, establish a Monument-wide 20‖ inch diameter limit for cutting.
However, there are ―[e]xceptions to vegetation management standards and
guidelines . . . for restoration activities to improve species composition and stand
The standards and guidelines are also weakened in several locations throughout
the silvicultural report. For example, this document notes that the current
management direction ―may require cutting trees larger than those deemed
necessary for fuels reduction.‖ Silviculture Report at pg. 74.
33
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structure and reduce species competition for resources.‖ DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pg 84,
printed copy; Management Plan at pg. 130.
Standards and Guidelines for Defense Zone of the WUI
The Standard and Guidelines for the defense zone of the WUI states: ―To
enhance stand heterogeneity, do not mechanically treat the remaining 10 percent of
the stand area.‖ Management Plan at 133. This is inadequate because not treating
10 percent of the Defense Zone will not make the stand heterogeneous. Rice Decl.
at 6. The Forest Service must either require a larger percentage or specify a
different prescription.
Specifically, the agency should modify this standard so that it is not based
merely on acreage but rather includes issues describing complexity. See Rice Decl.
at 6. VanWagtendonk and Lutz stated that ―Sugihara et al (2006) classified fire
regimes attributes are time, space and magnitude. Spatial attributes include fire
size and spatial complexity of the fires . . . Spatial complexity is defined as the
variability in the patchiness and gradient structure of the burned area.‖ The study
examined three fires that were the same size but had significantly different
outcomes. Van Wagtendonk and Lutz conclude, ―Fire regime attributes cannot be
considered in isolation from each other, as it is the combination of attributes that
defines the ecological effect of a given fire. Fires of comparable size but typical of
each of the three different management types yielded strikingly different landscape
patterns.‖ Rice Decl. at 6.
Standards and Guidelines Allowing for the Removal of Large Trees are
Inconsistent with Science
The Standard and Guidelines anticipate the removal of dominant and codominant trees through mechanical treatment to supposedly meet fuel objectives.
See Management Plan at pg. 133 (―Canopy cover reductions may be needed to meet
fuels objectives, but do not exceed a 20 percent reduction in the dominant and codominate trees.‖) However, the linkage in the standards and guidelines between
large trees and fire hazard reduction is not based on science. If forested stands of
large trees with moderate to dense canopy cover can achieve the same outcome (6-ft
flame length) by thinning trees up to 12 inches in diameter, why must the agency
log larger trees in The General Monument and WUI. Without information on the
spatially specific assessment of fuels, the reader must question why this treatment
is justified. This is especially true because flame lengths are predicted using
surface fuels models, but no surface fuel model includes in its inventory material
larger than three inches in diameter. See Rice Decl. at 10-11.
Moreover, the Forest Service will not meet specified fuel objectives by
removing these larger trees because rarely do dominant and co-dominant trees
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comprise the ladder fuels targeted for removal. Rice Decl. at 11. Several case
studies and research projects have documented the utility of removing surface fuels,
and then ladder fuels. Id. The Forest Service should revise the guidelines so that
they mirror science.
The Forest Service should focus treatment on surface fuel rather than crown
fuels. Agee and Skinner (2005) present the priorities of fuel treatments:
First, surface fire behavior must be controlled, so that treatments
should either reduce such potential behavior or at least not contribute
to increased fire behavior. Because such treatments often open the
understory so that midflame windspeed will increase and fine fuel
moisture will decline (van Wagtendonk 1996, Weatherspoon 1996),
maintaining no change in surface fire behavior generally requires a
reduction in surface fuels or significant greenup of grasses and low
shrubs (Agee et al., 2002). Second, a reduction in torching potential
requires a comparison of potential surface fire flame length with a
critical flame length, which is a function of canopy base height. At best,
a reduction in potential surface fire behavior plus an increase in
canopy base height will minimize torching potential. Third, reduction
in potential active crown fire spread can be accomplished by a
reduction in canopy bulk density. Where thinning is followed by
sufficient treatment of surface fuels, the overall reduction in expected
fire behavior and fire severity usually outweigh the changes in fire
weather factors such as wind speed and fuel moisture (Weatherspoon,
1996).
Rice Decl. at 11.
Similarly, Stephens and Moghaddas (2005) note ―Fundamentals to any fuel
treatment include a) reducing surface fuel loads (particularly in areas where
existing surface fuels are at high level) to decrease fire intensity, b) not
substantially increasing surface fuel loads by adding activity fuels (Stephens 1998),
and c) adequately raising height to crown base to reduce passive crown fire (Keyes
and O‘Hara, 2002; Peterson et al, 2003); Graham et al, 2004). Reducing crown bulk
density in these stands with crown thinning alone did not substantially change
potential fire behavior or effects.‖ Rice Decl. at 11.
Van Wagtendonk (1996) also emphasizes the importance of surface fires. He
offers, ―The key mechanisms that affect simulation results were the amount of
surface fuels and the presence of low crowns or ladder fuels. If there is insufficient
fuel on the ground to cause a fast rate of spread or to generate enough heat to move
it into the crowns, sufficient time will be available to either suppress the fire or use
the fuel break ahead of the fire.‖ Rice Decl. at 11.
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An emphasis on reducing canopy cover and crown bulk density relegates
surface fires to a secondary consideration, when in fact, intense surface fires are
necessary to maintain a crown fire in the forest canopy. Active crown fires still
require a surface fire to support it. VanWagner (1977) defines active crown fires as
―those in which a solid flame developed in the crowns, but the surface and crown
phases advance as a linked unit dependent on each other.‖ Rice Decl. at 12. Van
Wagtendonk (1996) reinforces this by stating, ―The key mechanisms that affect
simulation results were the amount of surface fuels and the presence of low crowns
or ladder fuels. If there is insufficient fuel on the ground to cause a fast rate of
spread or to generate enough heat to move it into the crowns, sufficient time will be
available to either suppress the fire or use the fuel break ahead of the fire.‖
Further, MacKenzie (Stine 2005) notes that, ―Surface fuels are key to
understanding fire hazard potential. Alexander (1988) questions, What kind of
forest is most likely then to support an active crown fire? Presumably there must be
sufficient surface fuel to support a substantial surface fire in order to include crown
combustion.‖ In addition, every crown fire will start as a surface fire. Rice Decl. at
12.
While few can argue the magnitude of impacts from crown fires, reducing
fire-related impacts by managing for lower surface fire intensities would have
greater benefits because a greater proportion of the forest would experience a
changed fire behavior. Discussion of crown fuels, along with removal of dominant
and co-dominant trees rather than surface fuels is a faulty direction and target.
Rice Decl. at 12.
There is little justification for targeting larger trees that are present in the
stand. Page II-4 of the Scientific Review Panel offered, ―in most cases [thinning
large trees] will have little impact on fire severity.‖ Larger trees offer greater fire
resiliency as they have more adaptations to survive a fire, such as thicker bark,
higher crown heights and elevated growing tips. Rice Decl. at 12. Keeping the
largest trees is often an important component of restoration goals. Rice Decl. at 10.
There is little justification in terms of fire behavior for increasing diameter
limits to reduce the chance of crown fire behavior. Rothermel (1991) states that
crown fuel load for average maximum stocking density does not change much with
diameter. The crown fuel load (ton/acre) of a stand with an average 20-inch
diameter ponderosa pine is not much different from a stand with an average of 4inch diameter. Rice Decl. at 12.
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dbh (inches)
4 inches
Ponderosa Pine
Average max trees/acre
Tree spacing, feet
Crown fuel load, ton/acre

2,000
5
10

8 inches
340
11
12

20 inches
150
17
11

Rice Decl. at 12.
Rothermel (1991) further notes, ―The contribution of crown fuel to the total
energy release is assumed to be produced by consumption of the conifer needles. In
some fires more than the needles will be consumed; certainly this is true if there is
standing dead material. For this analysis, the heat from the crown is assumed to
come from the contribution of the needles alone….Fortunately the needle load is not
very sensitive to dbh.‖ Rice Decl. at 12-13.
Raising crown base height, another key factor in crown fire initiation, is more
effectively done by removing smaller trees as larger trees usually have the highest
crown base height of the stand. Big trees generally have the highest height to live
crown levels, so removing those will not raise the average height to live crown levels
Finally, the proposed standards are inconsistent with their strategies and
objectives. First, there is no fuel objective stated regarding canopy cover, so the
agency has no need to design treatments to reduce canopy cover. See Management
Plan at pg. 133 (―Canopy cover reductions may be needed to meet fuels objectives.‖)
Second, the strategies, desired conditions and objectives do not address fire
behavior nor canopy cover; therefore, the standards and guidelines should not
address canopy cover reduction. See Rice Decl. at 4.
Standards and Guidelines Unreasonably Focus Only on Thinning
The Forest Service should include in its Standard and Guidelines for Threat
Zone of the WUI that it will treat surface fuels other than through thinning.
Thinning operations are notorious for increasing surface fuels rather than for
removing them. Actions that are additional to cutting and removing trees are
required to reduce surface fuels that may encompass seedlings, saplings, shrubs,
litter, and upper layers of duff. If surface fuels were the true focus, the Forest
Service would have provided direction on how to remove understory shrubs and
dead and downed material. Rice Declaration at 7.
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Internal Inconsistencies: Standards and Guidelines Regarding Revegetation
The standard and guidelines regarding revegetation is inconsistent with the
desired condition for species composition. The standard and guideline states, ―In
order to maintain forest diversity, particularly within the mixed conifer forest type,
reforestation and timber stand improvement prescriptions shall generally emulate
existing species composition.‖ Areas where firs comprise a new, thick understory
should not be planted with the existing species composition since it conflicts with
the desired condition for fire and fuels, which is to experience frequent fire and to
promote diverse species composition. See Rice Decl. at 3.
The Standards and Guidelines Are so Vague that they Would Hinder
Implementation
In places, the standards and guidelines are so vague that they are essentially
useless. Here is a list of vague standards the agency should define more specifically:
o The strategies, and standards and guidelines are inconsistent with the
Fuels Report. The Draft Plan, p.61, prioritizes treatments based on
susceptibility. However, neither the strategies, nor standards and
guidelines mention susceptibility. For example, the second standard
and guideline (page 120 of the Draft Plan) states, ―Ensure that tree
stocking levels and silvicultural goals are consistent with fuel
reduction objectives in plantations located in high and moderate fire
hazard and risk areas.‖ The concept is laudable, but the relationship
between ―fire hazard and risk‖ as appears in the standard and
guideline and the term ―susceptibility‖ used in the Fuels Report and
used in the Draft Plan for prioritizing treatments should be
established. The linkage between the ―susceptibility‖ and ―fire hazard
and risk‖ should be established, or the standard and guideline rewritten to be consistent throughout. Rice Decl. at 4.
o A Fire and Fuels standard and guideline states, ―The structural
change to treatment acres by mechanical methods is limited to one per
decade.‖ However, the guidelines do not specify what structural
change means or what is the spatial extent of a treatment. Rice Decl.
at 19.
o A Fire and Fuels standard and guideline states, ―Strategically place
fuel treatments across the landscape to achieve fuel conditions that
reduce the size and severity of wildland fires. Maintain 30 to 40
percent of each landscape (outside the defense zone of the Wildland
urban intermix zone) in a condition that meets fuel management
objectives.‖ This guideline is vague because it does not define what
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constitutes reducing the size and severity. Moreover, there are no fuel
management objectives listed in Table 15 Strategies for Fuels
Reduction. Therefore, it is impossible to determine what condition
would meet fuel management objectives. Rice Decl. at 20.
o The plan notes that the use of fire is not appropriate if air quality is
poor. However, the plan never defines what constitutes poor air
quality. Rice Decl. at 20.
o A Fire and Fuels standard and guideline states, ―Allow more low to
moderate intensity fires to burn in the Monument, including with
giant sequoia groves.‖ The plan should define more because it could
mean because it could mean one acre more or one fire more. Rice Decl.
at 19.
7.

The Monitoring Plan is Inadequate

Monitoring is an essential element of any management plan because it
provides feedback on how effectively implementation is at reaching desired goals.
The monitoring required for fire and fuels under the draft management plan is
severely deficient in a number of critical areas.
Monitoring needs to address two questions: (1) Did the agency do what was
planned; and (2) was the plan successful. The first question is essentially a
comparison between what was planned and what was accomplished. The
monitoring required to address the first question would consist of measuring the
work planned versus the work accomplished. For example, was the location,
amount, and character of fuel treatment treated planned for an area completed,
including total acres and fuel characteristics. The Forest Service should include
metrics in its monitoring plan to capture this first question.
In order to determine if the plan is successful (the second question), the
monitoring plan should relate directly back to the desired conditions. Rice Decl. at
29. The draft management plan does not currently do this. Below is a list of
monitoring that the Forest Service should incorporate into its management plan.
The first table was derived exclusively from the ―desired conditions listed in the
plan, which is replete with appropriate metrics to capture progress towards agency
goals. The second table contains additional monitoring metrics that the plan would
need for consistency. Rice Decl. at 29.
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Table A – Suggested Measurements to Monitor
Desired Condition
Fire occurrence in characteristic
pattern
Assumes ecological role
Frequent fire

Measurement to Monitor
Area complexity

Lower, manageable levels of
flammable materials
Diverse vegetation mosaic
Diverse age class
Diverse tree sizes
Diverse species composition
Low risk of large fires
Objects of Interest are protected
Sustainable economic benefits are
maintained
Sustainable social benefits are
maintained
Sustainable environmental benefits
are maintained
Carbon sequestered in large trees are
stabilized.

Fire regime attributes
Interval between fires on any
one place
Fuel inventories (volume, size
class distribution, structure,
height to live branch, crown
bulk density)
Vegetation type inventories
(spatially)
Age class inventories
(spatially)
Size class inventories
(spatially)
Species inventories (sampling)
Fuel inventories, fire growth
modeling, fire occurrences
Fire behavior modeling
(spatial)
Economic sampling for fuels
management?
Social sampling for fuels
management?
Surveys as stated in other
portions of the DEIS
Measurement of carbon
storage in Monument (not just
the treatment areas)

Table B. Other ideas for desired conditions that are needed in order to be
consistent with the Plan, and for monitoring
Mimic natural conditions

Decrease fire susceptibility
(this term needs to be defined
in order to monitor it)

Acres by severity class
Acres by vegetation change (pastpresent)
Squareness index, patch complexity
Past-present susceptibility by
location (the location in relation to
Objects of Interest is important)
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Decrease fire severity (bring
the area in line with FRCC 1)

Total area and spatial description of
areas changed in FRCC

Rice Decl. at 29-30.
In addition to incorporating these monitoring metrics, the Forest Service
should revise the monitoring plan to address internal inconsistencies. Table 30 in
the draft management plan sets forth the monitoring plan. The section of this table
that addresses fires and fuels states that the monitoring questions are: ―Have we
identified areas of fire susceptibility that need to be treated to move toward desired
conditions?‖ and ―Have we treated areas of high fire susceptibility to move toward
desired conditions?‖. Draft Management Plan at 106. The table then notes that the
performance measure is ―acres of fire susceptibility meeting desired conditions.‖ Id.
These monitoring criteria are inadequate because the agency does not define the
term ―fire susceptibility‖ (discussed above), much less describe how the agency
should measure for it. Moreover, the agency should incorporate susceptibility into a
desired condition, if this term is to act as the monitoring benchmark. Rice Decl. at
27. Rice notes further inconsistencies with the monitoring plan that the agency
should address.
Carol Rice‘s Declaration advances a number of additional issues the agency
should address when it revises its monitoring plan, which include the following:
o The agency should amend the monitoring criteria to include fire behavior
as a factor. Essential the agency would measure and analyze fuels via fire
behavior, which allows for prediction of effects on other values (wildlife
habitat, erosion control, vegetation composition). The current monitoring
plan only looks at fuels, which does not allow for the evaluation of
tradeoffs involved with fuel management decisions. Rice Decl. at 30.
o The current monitoring questions are open-ended in nature and without
limits to treatments (e.g., ―Do fire and fuel treatments in the WUI and
general forest reduce the threat and severity of wildfire?‖). Without such
limits, it is impossible to gauge the effectiveness because a lit progress
may not be enough and there is a possibility of overkill. Rice Decl. at 30.
o The Forest Service should include a monitoring metric that addresses
sugar pine mortality. The Sequoia National Forest Accomplishment
Report 2008-09 noted that there was a need to monitor the effect of
prescribed fires on sugar pine since increased mortality has been
observed. In fact, a poster at the Pre-and Post Wildfire Conference held in
2010 was devoted to the effects of fine fuels removal on sugar pine
mortality. In the previous monitoring done mortality was high (13 and
14%) after 5 years, regardless of whether pine needles were raked from
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the bole of the tree. With this level of mortality, combined with blister
rust, sugar pines could be severely diminished as a component of the
forest within the life of this plan. Monitoring should at least ask the
question regarding the impacts of burning, identify the potential factors
causing the mortality and measure those, with potential triggers for
change of practices. Rice Decl. at 32.
o The monitoring program for prescribed fire and managed wildfire only has
number of acres as a metric. The Forest Service should revise this to
include a more meaningful question regarding whether the desired
condition was achieved – metrics would include the number, location of
land treated and the resulting characteristic that is more desirable (see
Table A). Rice Decl. at 30.
o J Wagtendonk and Lutz (2007) used metrics that go beyond acres because
they capture the complexity and heterogeneity desired in a fire program
that restores natural role of fire. These metrics include patch size and
squareness percent area burned, and severity. The agency should
incorporate these metrics. Rice Decl. at 32.
8.

The Forest Service Needs to Establish a Response to Wildland
Fire Prioritization that Lists that Values ―Objects of Interest‖
First.

Response to wildland fires is based on ecological, social and legal
consequences of the fire. The circumstances under which a fire occurs, and the
likely consequences on firefighter and public safety and welfare, natural and
cultural resources, and, values to be protected, dictate the appropriate response to
the fire.
The draft management plan lays out its strategy for fire and fuels by stating
that it will follow the Guidance for Implementation of Federal Wildland Fire
Management Policy (February 13, 2009) (―Fire Policy Guidance‖). The Fire Policy
Guidance states that the first priority is the protection of human life and the order
of other priorities are established by the management plan. Fire Policy Guidance
available at http://www.nifc.gov/policies/guidance/GIFWFMP.pdf.
The draft Monument management plan does not specifically identify a
priority list for responding to wildland fires. See Draft Management Plan. The draft
management plan, however, has the following desired condition for fire and fuels:
―Fuel reduction treatments in the WUI zones are focused on developed areas within
these zones. The need to maintain fuel conditions that support fires characteristic of
complex ecosystems is emphasized, and allows for a natural range of fire to lower
fire intensity and protect human life and property on lands in and adjacent to the
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Monument.‖ Management Plan at 31. This statement appears to place the
protection of property, at least in the WUI, above protection of ecological resources.
The Forest Service should revise the management plan and DEIS to establish
a priority list that reflects the Clinton Proclamation. Specifically, the agency should
establish a priority list that places the objects of interest, such as Giant sequoias,
Pacific fisher, American marten, and California spotted owls above the protection of
property. As discussed in detail above, wildland fires ecologically restore the
environment. The prioritization list should thus reap these benefits by prioritizing
ecological resources above property and structures in the Monument.
9.

The DEIS Does Not Adequately Address the Benefits of Wildfire

The Forest Service did not adequately analyze how it could use wildland fire
to achieve desired conditions. While Alternative B does allow wildland fire use, it
doesn‘t utilize it to its full potential. This is inconsistent with current science. Rice
Decl. at p. 8.
According to Collins and Stephens (2010), the new guide to wildland fire use
(USDA/USDI 2006) explains that, ―in areas with approved fire management plans,
WFU [wildland fire use] is to receive consideration and attention as a management
action equal to wildfire suppression. If acted upon, these directives mark a
fundamental shift toward incorporating natural wildfire into forest management.‖
Many of the benefits of wildland fire use have been ignored in the DEIS. Rice Decl.
at p. 8.
Collins and Stephens (2010) enumerate a few. ―Where risk of escape is not
excessively high and forecasted fire effects are desirable, allowing natural wildfires
to burn not only restores ecosystem function, but reduces costs (e.g. suppression,
restoration/fuel treatments) and improves firefighter safety (USDA/USDI 2006).
Furthermore, WFU fires do not require the individual, intense planning process
needed to implement prescribed burning and thinning projects (Ingalsbee 2001).
Rice Decl. at 8.
Van Wagentdonk and Lutz (2007) provide the opinion that, ―Although
mechanical thinning can sometimes be used to reduce fuel loading and tree density
in National Parks, fire is the only treatment that can be used over large areas.‖
This is particularly relevant as Van Wagtendonk was a vital participant in a
program that used fire for over three decades to achieve restoration objectives in
Yosemite National Park. Rice Decl. at 8.
There may be differences in the average elevation between the parks that
have used fire for natural resource benefit, but the programs do span a wide
elevation range, and encompass those elevations in the Monument. There has been
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similar success in meeting restoration goals at lower elevations as higher ones. Rice
Decl. at 9. Moreover, the use of wildland fire can actually offset treatment costs.
Rice Decl. at 9.
The recent experience with the Sheep Fire indicates that wildland fire is an
effective treatment tool in terms of fire severity, size (approximately 9,000 acres)
and length of burning. Rice Decl. at 9.
10.

The Management Plan is Too Vague for Implementation.

The Fuels Report states, ―Sustainable ecosystem-based management . . . will
be successful if fire policy and management are: (1) based on ecological principles;
(2) integrated with other resource disciplines, such as wildlife hydrology and
silviculture; and (3) are relevant for applications at large spatial and temporal
scales.‖ As Knapp et al 2009 state, this will maximize diversity and alleviate the
potential for undesired changes that may come from repeated burning at a single
time of the year. While the Fuels Report quotes Knapp recommending prescribed
burning be conducted at various times of the year or with different prescriptions
(firing patterns), this specificity is not included in the plan itself as a standard and
guideline. Rice Decl. at 16.
There is no discussion of what percentage of the treatment areas would be
done with prescribed fire or mechanical treatments. The one standard that
addresses the choice between prescribed fire and mechanical treatments states,
―Use mechanical treatments where fire managers determine a high potential for: (a)
prescribed fire escape due to excessive fuel accumulations; (b) unacceptable smoke
impacts; or (c) canopy cover and old forest structure loss due to excessive surface
and ladder fuels.‖ These are valid constraints to the use of prescribed fire. The
standard and guideline, however, should specify what unacceptable smoke impacts
are, or how much canopy cover loss is acceptable. Otherwise, this is not a standard
that provides limitations and thresholds, but merely guidance.
In addition, the plan is too vague because it does not discuss the proportion of
the area treated, along with the placement, and size, and shape of treatments
matter in terms of ecological heterogeneity. Rice Decl. at 13. In particular, an
agency should have done a fireshed assessment, which is acknowledged as the level
of detail and complexity at which planning should occur. Rice Decl. at 17. The
fireshed process elucidates the tradeoffs inherent in placing fuel treatments and
provides insights to the importance of placement. The Sequoia National Forest
actually hosted a fireshed assessment workshop in 2008. The Region 5 Ecology
program annual report noted that the program ―provided support to Stewardship
and Fireshed Assessment, Sequoia National Forest and Sequoia Monument, as part
of a cost-sharing arrangement with TNC.‖ In light of all of this, it is especially
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troubling that the Forest Service did not do this analysis for the management plan.
Rice Decl. 17.
Another aspect of which the plan is too vague regards timing. The timing of
the treatments is a necessary consideration in a long-range and large-scale plan.
Rice Decl. at 17.
B.

The DEIS Does Not Adequately Address Tree Removal.

The strongest Proclamation language regarding the formulation of a
Management Plan is the strong presumption against the use of logging as a
management tool in the Monument area: ―[r]emoval of trees, except for personal
use fuel wood, from within the Monument area may take place only if clearly
needed for ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.‖ The
Proclamation broadly distinguishes this Monument from non-Monument national
forests where tree removal is done for a variety of reasons and requires a less
compelling showing of need.
1.

The Forest Service must substantiate proposed projects that
include tree removal with site specific scientific findings.

As discussed above, the Proclamation states that ―removal of trees, except for
personal use fuel wood, from within the Monument area may take place only if
clearly needed for ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.‖ Thus,
the Forest Service may not remove trees from the Monument area without:
a. A finding that it has no other alternative available for accomplishing site
specific restoration or safety goals.
b. Scientific verification that tree removal will accomplish the goals in question.
c. A separate finding of ―clear need‖ specific to the Monument, based on a
factual inquiry concerning the alternatives to and efficacy of any such
undertaking.
d. Additionally, the Forest Service must consider the effects of that
management on the Monument's specific purposes, primarily any effects on
the objects of scientific interest the Monument was designed to protect. The
Forest Service must find that the health and protection of these species and
resources are being advanced by the proposed project.
e. Removal of Hazard Trees: If a structure or human being is about to be
crushed by a leaning tree, that tree may be felled. Removal, however, must
be guided by new standards that comply with habitat needs for wildlife.
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Furthermore, the Forest Service must identify each tree to be felled or
removed and the reason for removal.
f. The plan should establish peer-reviewed, scientific criteria to determine what
areas are subject to hazard tree removal.
2.

The Forest Service must incorporate Standards and Guidelines
for Tree Felling and Removal to Protect Monument Object and
Restore Habitat for Wildlife

The Need for More Large Snags
As discussed in a previous section, Dr. Hanson explained:
There is currently a pervasive deficiency of large snags in California‘s
forests, with less than 2 large snags per acre presently existing in
every region, including the Sierra Nevada, according to a
comprehensive analysis conducted by Forest Service scientists in a
recently-released report (Christensen et al. 2008). This report also
warned about the threat posed to the ecological health of California‘s
forests by this large snag deficiency, pointing out that current levels
may not be sufficient to support populations of numerous wildlife
species (Christensen et al. 2008).
Dr. Hanson Declaration, ¶ 7 (exhibit attached). In fact, the Forest Inventory
Analysis (FIA) data for the Sequoia NF, including the Monument, shows that there
are not enough large snags to support Pacific Fisher resting habitat:
Zielinski et al. (2006 [Table 2]) found that fishers selected sites with
15.4 large snags (over 38.1 cm in diameter, or over 15 inches in
diameter) on average per 0.5 hectares, or about 12.5 large snags per
acre, within Sierra and Sequoia National Forests, including within the
Giant Sequoia National Monument. Using the U.S. Forest Service‘s
own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) fixed plots to determine the
average snag density across the forested landscape within the fisher‘s
range in Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, including the Giant
Sequoia National Monument, Zielinski et al. (2006) found that there
were only about 8.7 large snags per acre on average—well below the
level selected by fishers.
Dr. Hanson Declaration, ¶ 15.
Because the entire Monument is considered habitat for Pacific fishers
(considered an Object of Interest and a species of special concern that requires
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protection and restoration), and because it requires the highest density of large
snags, any standards or guidelines for fuel, thinning, or other treatments that fell
trees must determine the existing number of large snags in each treatment unit
before any large tree is felled. The treatment must retain or create at least as many
large snags as necessary for the needs of the Pacific fisher. Pacific fishers require,
on average, at least 12.5 large snags per acre, (Zielinski (2006 [Table 2])), 34 and
therefore the treatment plan must result in at least that number, on average, per
acre. Most of the Monument is also considered habitat for California Spotted owls
(another object of interest and of special concern that requires protection and
restoration). Owls need, on average, enough large snags to constitute 20-30 square
feet of basal area per acre (Verner et al. 1992, p. 96).
Because there are not enough snags in most areas of the monument, the
Forest Service should design its tree felling and removal standards and guidelines
to create at least the minimum number of large snags needed for owls and fishers.
The Need for More Large Downed Logs
After snags are considered, then the Forest Service must consider the
ecological needs of species that depend on large down logs. Again, as Dr. Hanson
pointed out,
Zielinski et al. (2006) found that fishers selected sites with 65 large
downed logs (over 25.4 cm in diameter) per hectare, or about 26 logs
over 10 inches in diameter per acre. Using the U.S. Forest Service‘s
own Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) fixed plots to determine the
average large downed log density across the forested landscape within
the fisher‘s range in Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, including
the Giant Sequoia National Monument, Zielinski et al. (2006) found
that there were only about 19 large downed logs per acre on average
within the fisher‘s range—well below the level selected by fishers.
Zielinski et al. (2006) also found that fishers selected sites with 169
cubic meters of large down logs per hectare (2,427 cubic feet per acre),
relative to only 118 cubic meters per hectare at FIA plots in general
(1,690 cubic feet per acre).
Dr. Hanson Declaration, ¶ 16.
Because the entire Monument is considered habitat for Pacific fishers
(considered an Object of Interest and a species of special concern that requires
The Zielinski et al. (2006) study at Table 2 defines Pacific fisher resting habitat to
require, on average, 15.4 large snags (>31.5 cm) per 0.5 hectares, which is the same
as 12.5 large snags per acre.
34
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protection and restoration), and because it requires the largest numbers of large
down logs, the fisher‘s needs should guide how many large down logs should remain
in each treatment unit. Pacific fishers require, on average, at least 26 logs over 10
inches per acre, constituting 2,427 cubic feet of these logs per acre, (Zielinski (2006
[Table 2])),35 and therefore the treatment plan must result in at least that number,
on average, per acre.36
3.

Recommended Tree Felling and Removal Standards

Based on the needs of Pacific fishers and California spotted owls, we
recommend the following standards for felling and removal of trees.
Tree Cutting and Tree Removal Standards
Any decision to cut a tree 15 inches dbh or greater or remove trees from the
Monument must include a determination whether cutting or removal is clearly
needed for each treatment.
Any decision to remove trees from the Monument shall be made in a separate
decision from the treatment decision.
Material Under 8 inches in Diameter
For cutting or felling trees or parts of trees under 8 inches in diameter,
except for personal use firewood, document a clear need for removal of these trees
from the Monument area for ecological restoration and maintenance or public
safety. This smaller material consists mostly of small trees, limbs or tops of larger
trees that have been felled (i.e. slash). This size (8‖) is what has, in practice, proven
effective in fuels reduction treatments in SEKI (DEIS, p. 90, Table 9, n. 1). The
following list is in priority order.
1. This material may only be removed from the monument after
considering the needs for wildlife and soils.

The Zielinski et al. (2006) study at Table 2 defines Pacific fisher resting habitat to
require, on average, 65 large downed logs per hectare (over 25.4 cm in diameter),
which is the same as 16 large down logs per acre (10 inches in diameter).
36 Most of the Monument is also considered habitat for California Spotted owls
(another object of interest and of special concern that requires protection and
restoration). Owls need, on average, 10-15 tons of large down woody material per
acre (Verner et al. 1992, p. 96), but that requirement is subsumed within the fisher
requirement for 2,427 cubic feet of large down logs per acre.
35
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2. If this material constitutes a public safety hazard near structures,
roads, recreation sites, or administrative sites, it shall be removed
from the treatment unit within 6 months by,
a. Removal to other areas of the Monument where it may be
needed for wildlife or soils,
b. Pile burning.
Trees 8 inches or Greater
For each individual tree 8 inches in diameter at breast height or greater,
proposed for felling or removal from the Monument area, conduct an evaluation to
document a clear need for felling or removing that tree for ecological restoration and
maintenance or public safety, using the following criteria:
1. Before a tree 8 inches or larger is felled, it is necessary to determine
whether there are sufficient numbers of large snags for wildlife
(defined as standing dead trees 15 inches or greater) in the treatment
unit.
a. To determine how many snags and of what size are needed in a
treatment area for wildlife, each treatment plan shall include an
inventory of the number, size, and basal area of large snags.
b. After treatment, there shall be at least 12.5 large snags of at
least 20 square foot basal area per acre in each treatment unit.
c. If a treatment unit does not have a sufficient number of snags,
snags shall be created by girdling trees so that, on average, the
treatment unit will have at least 12.5 large snags of 20 basal are
or greater per acre.
d. Once the treatment unit will result in the required snag density,
trees up to 20‖ may be felled but only for purposes of operability.
Trees larger than 20‖ may only be felled if they constitute a
public safety hazard near structures, or in recreation or
administrative sites.
e. Any limbs or tops of trees from felled trees shall be treated as
slash and removal shall be consider under the smaller than
―Material Under 8 inches in Diameter‖ provisions above as a
fuel hazard.
2. The first priority for a felled or downed tree 8‖ inches in diameter or
greater is to leave it for wildlife as large down woody material and
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recycle it through the ecosystem near the location it was felled. The
following list is in priority order.
a. To determine how much large woody material is needed in a
treatment area for wildlife, each treatment plan must include an
inventory of the number, size, and volume of large down logs.
b. After treatment, there shall be at least 26 large down logs per
acre (10 inches in diameter or larger) for a total of at least 2,427
cubic feet of large down logs per acre.
c. Downed wood surplus to the above will first be made available
to use for ecological restoration and maintenance in other areas
of the Monument that do not have sufficient numbers or volume
of large down logs.
d. Downed wood surplus to the above will be made available to
Monument operations for appropriate maintenance,
construction, or other operational purposes. This includes use
on historic structures under an approved restoration plan. It
includes using down wood to make signs, benches, bridges, or for
other Monument purposes. It also includes using down wood as
firewood for visitor centers, campfire programs, seasonal
housing, and other Monument purposes.
e. Downed wood surplus to the above needs may be offered for sale
to the public if it possesses sufficient value to make a sale
worthwhile. Downed wood will only be sold if the benefits of
removal from the Monument exceed the environmental cost of
that removal. To the extent feasible, proceeds from the sale of
down wood will be used to clean up the site and provide
associated benefits to the Monument. Any proceeds after
cleanup will be directed to the U.S. Treasury.
f. Any remaining downed wood shall be disposed of in a manner
that minimizes government cost. Usually this only occurs with
piles of slash left over from felling or cleanup operations.
Disposal can sometimes be accomplished by giving the surplus
wood away at no cost to campers, concessioners, or others
without preference. This may involve bucking and/or splitting
the wood. When it is not practical to give away the surplus
wood, it is typically disposed of by burning or chipping.
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The current strategy and standards to determine whether trees can be
removed are woefully inadequate, consisting of arbitrary criteria without any
scientific basis. See DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 104 and Table 14. The Monument deserves a
more thoughtful and detailed criterion similar to the one we recommend that
retains almost all trees in the Monument and allows the removal of tree only in
exceptional circumstances.
4.

The Monument Needs New Standards and Procedures for
Hazard Tree Felling

The felling of hazard trees is of special concern because these are likely to be
the largest trees that may be cut in the Monument. Clearly, there will always be a
need to avert dangers to the public and structures (targets) from hazards, including
large trees, that may harm persons, buildings, recreation sites, or administrative
sites. Therefore, hazard trees should be felled if it has been determined that the
target cannot be moved.
Roads, with the possible exception of the paved highways in the Monument,
should not be considered targets. There are over a thousand miles of unpaved roads
in the Monument, and if there are significant hazards along some of these roads,
those should be closed to vehicles to avert the hazard. Large trees, and especially
large snags, are so important to the restoration of wildlife that they deserve special
scrutiny before they are felled, and every alternative should be considered,
including road closure, to preserve these large trees for wildlife needs.
Once a tree is felled, the public hazard from falling has been averted. But
that tree, unless it‘s inside a campground or a heavily-used recreation or
administrative site, can be left on site for the purposes outlined above, to serve as
large downed woody material for fishers and owls. And even those trees near roads
or in high public use areas can simply be pulled back so that they no longer pose as
an obstacle.
Other options should also be explored, if the Forest Service concludes that
part of the felled hazard tree would leave unwanted small fuels from limbs or tops
of trees on the ground. As discussed below, any concerns about hazardous fuels can
be averted by removing those limbs or tops because the large tree bole is not
considered a fuel risk. In addition, the Forest Service can design a hazard tree
criterion that doesn‘t cut the entire tree, but only tops or branches that present a
potential hazard.
We recommend that the Forest Service incorporate hazard tree felling and
removal standards similar to the following for the Monument plan:
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Hazard Tree Felling Standards
Because there is no diameter limit for felling hazard trees, the agency shall
scrutinize the felling of each individual tree. Many times, these trees are large
snags or will become large snags, which are extremely important for wildlife, and
these should be left standing.
A hazard tree shall not be felled or topped or limbed37 unless it has a
structural defect that would likely cause it to imminently fall upon a target. A dead
tree without a structural defect is not a hazard tree. A target is defined as a
structure, a recreation site, or an administrative site. Roads or trails are not
targets.
The first priority will be to determine whether a structure can be moved to
avoid cutting a large hazard tree, and that target shall be moved to avoid cutting
the hazard tree. If a structure, recreation, or administrative site cannot be moved,
any hazard tree that must be felled to avert the hazard will be subject to the tree
removal standards and priorities stated above. This means that there must be a
determination that removal of an individual tree is ―clearly needed‖ for ecological
restoration and maintenance or public safety.
NOTE: Large or very large tree boles are very important for wildlife
needs, especially Pacific fishers, and these trees will likely be moved
back from the target or moved elsewhere in the Monument for their
benefits. Moreover, it is absolutely necessary to fell a ―hazard tree,‖

If the hazard exists because some of the large branches or top are dead, these
limbs can be cut or tops removed, and the remaining tree can be left standing in the
forest as wildlife habitat. This is not uncommon, and is done by SEKI and North
Cascades National Park. The hazard tree guidelines for SEKI prescribe cutting
only large branches if those are the only hazards. The "hazard tree" guidelines for
Marble Mountain District of the North Cascade National Park (NCNP) in
Washington rarely fell entire trees to remedy "hazard tree" conditions. The district
will "artfully" top trees. They will also close a campground site if a tree top is
predicted to fall prior to a scheduled topping. As of 1998, Marble Mountain District
had successfully topped 160 trees so they could remain in the forest as wildlife
habitat. The final hazard tree felling standards should include alternatives to
felling ―hazard trees,‖ including "artfully" topping trees or limbing trees so they
remain in the forest for the benefits of wildlife, carbon sequestration, oxygen
production, soil retention, and visual beauty. For information about the artfully
topping technique, contact Jerry Cook and Lee Smith at NCNP at (360) 873-4590
(extension-31).
37
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the tops or branches of that tree can be removed to avert any potential
fuel hazards.
We strongly urge the Forest Service to come up with new criteria, similar to
those by the National Park Service, for hazard tree cutting and removal and that
leave the tree boles on the forest floor for wildlife needs.
5.

Large Tree Trunks (Boles) are Not a Fire Hazard or a Public
Safety Threat that Requires Their Removal

Once a large tree is felled, it has several components with different levels of
flammability. Just like fine fuels, limbs and tops of trees are more flammable than
the larger tree trunk. This has to do with the physics of burning. Dr. Hanson
explains:
The Forest Service‘s own science clearly concludes that large logs are
essentially irrelevant to fire behavior. Due to the extremely low mass
(or surface area) to volume ratio in logs over about 8 inches in
diameter, such logs make no significant contribution to fire intensity,
according to the Forest Service‘s own research (Brown et al. 2003 [Fig.
3]). Specifically, these Forest Service scientists concluded that the
curves representing fire hazard ―flatten‖ at a diameter of about 5
inches or 8 inches, depending upon how it is measured (Brown et al.
(2003), p. 8 and Figure 3). In other words, the relevance to fire hazard
becomes insignificant when pieces of coarse woody debris are over 5-8
inches in diameter. This is consistent with another seminal Forest
Service study, Rothermel (1991), which found that pieces of coarse
woody debris over 6 inches in diameter did not contribute to a
significant increase in fire intensity even where a large amount (30
tons per acre) of such material was added.
The reason that large logs do not significantly affect fire hazard is that
they have an extremely low ratio of surface area to mass, while small
woody material (0-3 inches, and 3-6 inches, in diameter) has a very
high ratio of surface area to mass (Brown et al. 2003, Fig. 3). A low
ratio of surface area to mass means that there is relatively little fuel
available for combustion, while a high ratio means the opposite. To
illustrate this point, consider a solid block of wood one cubic foot in
size. This cubic foot of wood has a surface area of 6 square feet and, for
fir and pine species, it would weigh approximately 21 pounds—
equating to a surface area to mass ratio of 0.29 square feet per pound.
Now imagine that that same cubic foot of wood is an equal mass (21
pounds, or, conservatively, 2000 sheets of 8.5‖ x 11‖ paper) of writing
paper, and that each page has been crumpled into loose balls and made
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into a pile. Each of the 2000 sheets of paper has a surface area of 1.3
square feet (front and back side included), for a total of about 2600
square feet of surface area. Thus, the surface area to mass ratio of the
21 pounds of crumpled paper is 124 square feet per pound—more than
400 times the surface area to mass ratio of the 21-pound block of wood.
Anyone who has ever built a fire in a woodstove, or in a campground
fire pit, will understand intuitively the significance of this. If you put a
match to the solid 21-pound block of wood, the match will likely burn
out long before you achieve ignition, as will the next match, and the
next; whereas the 21 pounds of crumpled paper will become a very
intense fire within seconds of coming in contact with the match flame.
Dr. Hanson Declaration, ¶¶ 17-18 (attached exhibit). For these reasons, the Forest
Service can easily remove any parts of the tree that would potentially cause a fire
hazard and still keep the large tree in the forest near high public use areas and in
areas where they may want to do managed fire by treating the smaller diameter
material. We have no problem with removing this smaller diameter material to
avert hazards.
Moreover, the 2001 Framework Standards and Guidelines recognize the
importance of large snags and downed logs, and specifically contemplate protecting
large downed logs during vegetation treatments, including managed fire:
Prior to vegetation treatments, identify important wildlife structures,
such as large diameter snags and coarse woody material within the
treatment unit. For prescribed fire treatments, use firing patterns, fire
lines around snags and large logs, and other techniques to minimize
effects on snags and large logs.
2001 Framework ROD, Appendix A, A-45.
Large tree boles should be retained on site or somewhere else in the
Monument for wildlife needs because they do not pose a safety threat after
their limbs or tops are removed.
6.

Salvage Logging is Prohibited in the Monument

Because the Proclamation allows removal of trees only for ecological
restoration and maintenance or public safety, and not to recover economic value,
salvage logging (after a fires or insect or disease infestations) is prohibited because
salvage logging, as defined by the Forest Service, is done only to recover economic
value.
The Forest Service defines salvage and salvage logging as follows
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Salvage. The removal of dead trees or trees damaged or dying because
of injurious agents other than competition, to recover economic value
that would otherwise be lost.
Salvage sale. A timber sale for the purpose of salvage, which excludes
any other silvicultural treatments. Salvage sales may include an
incidental amount of non-salvage timber for access and safety.
Forest Service Manual at 2435.05. But recovery of economic value is inconsistent
with the Proclamation‘s limitations against tree removal because it is not for
ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety.
But the DEIS clearly indicates that salvage logging is considered in the mix
of management response to fires:
―These disturbances could include wildfire, prescribed fire, fire salvage,
and mechanical treatment of vegetation.‖ DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 599.
―Tree scorching and mortality after prescribed burning could be more
intense than projected, leaving longer-term visual effects or triggering
salvage harvest and its long-term impacts to scenery.‖ Id. p. 625 &
631.
―Allow mechanical ground disturbing fuels treatments, salvage
harvest, or commercial fuelwood cutting within RCAs . . . . Minimize
the construction of new skid trails or roads for access into RCAs for
fuel treatments, salvage harvest, commercial fuelwood cutting, or
hazard tree removal.‖ DEIS, Vol. 2, p. 138.
For Alternatives B, C, & F:
―Following stand-replacing events (as a result of wildland fire, insects,
or diseases), do not conduct salvage harvest in at least 10 percent of
the total area affected by the stand-replacing event.‖ DEIS, Vol. 2, p.
180, 225, 254, 332.
For Alternatives B, D, & F:
―Allow mechanical ground-disturbing fuels treatments, salvage
harvest, or commercial fuelwood cutting within RCAs . . . . Minimize
the construction of new skid trails or roads into RCAs for access for
fuel treatments, salvage harvest, commercial fuelwood cutting, or
hazard tree removal.‖ DEIS, Vol. 2, p. 201, 240, 291, 347.
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―SALVAGE [WILDFIRE - PESTS] - REGENRATION OPTIONS‖
DEIS, Vol. 2, pp. 365-66 (listing 8 different salvage logging
prescriptions).
There is also a clear need to leave these snags after a fire for wildlife.
Salvage logging, therefore, would be counter to ecological restoration and
maintenance. Nor could any ecological justification be offered, given that the
scientific community is in consensus that post-fire logging is extremely harmful
ecologically, and is not supported scientifically.
Areas of high-intensity fire resulting from large, intense wildland fires create
some of the best, most biodiverse, and most ecologically rich wildlife habitat,
according to the current science (Bock and Lynch 1970, Hutto 2006, Noss et al.
2006, Hanson and North 2008, Swanson et al. 2010, USDA 2010). High-intensity,
or stand-transforming, fire creates ecologically-vital ―snag forest habitat‖, which is
rich with large snags, large downed logs, dense pockets of natural conifer
regeneration, patches of native shrub habitat, or ―montane chaparral‖, and large
live trees. In snag forest habitat, countless species of flying insects are attracted to
the wealth of flowering shrubs which propagate after stand-transforming fire—bees,
dragonflies, butterflies, and flying beetles. Many colorful species of birds, such as
the iridescent blue Mountain Bluebird, nest and forage in snag forest habitat to feed
upon the flying insects.
In order to feed upon the larvae of bark beetles and wood-boring beetles in
fire-killed trees, woodpeckers colonize snag forest habitat shortly after the fire,
excavating nest cavities in large snags. The woodpeckers make new nest holes each
year, leaving the old ones to be used as nests by various species of songbirds. Many
rare and imperiled bat species roost in old woodpecker cavities in large snags, and
feed upon the flying insects at dusk. Small mammals, such as snowshoe hares and
woodrats, live in the shrub patches and large downed logs, and raptors, such as the
Spotted Owl, benefit from the increase in the abundance of their small mammal
prey and, in fact, recent evidence shows that Spotted Owls preferentially select
high-intensity fire areas (that have not been salvage logged) for foraging, while
preferring low-intensity fire areas for roosting (Bond et al. 2009b); Monica Bond
Declaration Exhibit, ¶5.
Deer browse upon the vigorous new plant growth that follows standtransforming fire, and bears benefit from the increased abundance of their prey as
well. A number of native wildlife species, such as the Black-backed Woodpecker,
are largely restricted to snag forest habitat for nesting and foraging. In fact, the
Black-backed Woodpecker depends upon large patches of high-intensity fire
(generally minimum of 200-300 acres per pair) that have recently occurred
(generally no more than 6 years or so post-fire), have not been salvage logged, and
occurred in areas that were dense, high-canopy cover, mature/old-growth forest
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prior to the fire (Hutto 1995, Hutto and Gallo 2006, Hanson and North 2008,
Russell et al. 2007, Hutto 2008). Without a continuous supply of this ephemeral
habitat, they won‘t survive. Snag forest habitat is alive, and vibrant. It is colorful,
and rich with varied sounds, given the sheer density of wildlife activity. It is the
most rare, endangered, and ecologically important forest habitat in western U.S.
forests, and the stand-transforming fires that create this habitat are not damaging
the forest ecosystem.
Allowing snag forest habitat to persist, rather than logging it to recover
economic value, advances ecological restoration
C.

The DEIS‘ Analysis of Climate Change is Inadequate38

Climate change is the biggest conservation challenge facing the Forest
Service in the 21st century and contributing to global efforts that help
forests mitigate and adapt to climate change is a priority for the Forest
Service in California.
~ Randy Moore, Pacific Southwest Regional Forester39
1.

Background on Climate Change

It is now undisputed that global climate change poses serious risks to human
health and the environment.40 Warmer temperatures, more severe droughts and
floods, and sea level rise, which are just some of the results of climate change, will
affect important economic resources such as agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and
water resources. All these stresses can add to existing stresses on resources such as
land-use changes and pollution. The U.S. EPA determined, based on a full review of
The section of the comments that address climate change were written in
collaboration with Earthjustice.
39 http://www.fs.fed.us/r5/climate/activities/sequoiapartnership.php
40 See http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/assessments-reports.htm; EPA, Ground-Level
Ozone: Health and Environment, March 6, 2007,
http://www.epa.gov/air/ozonepollution/health.html; EPA, Particulate Matter: Health
and Environment, January 17, 2008,
http://www.epa.gov/air/particlepollution/health.html; Jonathan A. Patz, et al.,
Impact of Regional Climate Change on Human Health, Nature, 438, 310-317,
November 17, 2005,
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v438/n7066/full/nature04188.html; EPA,
Climate Change, Health and Environmental Effects, December 20, 2007,
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/effects/health.html; See also, Centers for Disease
Control, CDC Policy on Climate Change and Public Health, available at
http://www.cdc.gov/climatechange/pubs/Climate_Change_Policy.pdf.
38
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the scientific evidence and focusing on impacts within the United States, that six
greenhouse gases (including carbon dioxide (―CO2‖)) endanger both the public health
and the public welfare.41 In making this finding, EPA pointed to risks to human
health associated with changes in air quality, increases in temperatures, changes in
extreme weather events, increases in food- and water-borne pathogens, and changes
in aeroallergens. As the EPA stated:
The evidence points ineluctably to the conclusion that climate change
is upon us as a result of greenhouse gas emissions, that climatic
changes are already occurring that harm our health and welfare, and
that the effects will only worsen over time in the absence of regulatory
action. . . . In both magnitude and probability, climate change is an
enormous problem.42
The effects of climate change include ―heat waves, more wildfires, degraded
air quality, more heavy downpours and flooding, increased drought, greater sea
level rise, more intense storms, harm to water resources, harm to agriculture, and
harm to wildlife and ecosystems.‖43
EPA‘s recent pronouncement is based on well-established facts that the
international scientific and regulatory community has known for over a decade. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (―IPCC‖) was established by the World
Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme in
1988 to comprehensively and objectively assess the scientific, technical, and socioeconomic information relevant to human-induced climate change, its potential
impacts, and options for adaptation and mitigation.44
New evidence suggests that even the alarming estimates of the dire threat of
the pending global climate meltdown by the IPCC are too conservative and that the
threat of climate change may be even more imminent than originally anticipated. A
recent study found that from 2000 to 2006, the average growth in GHG emissions
was 3.3% per year, compared to 1.3% per year during the 1990s.45 The study
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Final Rule, Endangerment and Cause or
Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air
Act, December 7, 2009, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0171;
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/endangerment/downloads/FinalFindings.pdf.
42 EPA Proposed Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse
Gases Under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act; Proposed Rule, 74 Fed. Reg.
18886, 18904 (April 24, 2009)
41

43

Id.

More information about the IPCC is available at
http://www.ipcc.ch/about/index.htm.
45 See http://www.ucar.edu/news/releases/2008/climate-threat.jsp.
44
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estimates that the climate meltdown is happening faster than previously feared,
and attributes this to recent growth in carbon intensity, and decreasing efficiency in
carbon sinks on land and in oceans.
The certainty surrounding climate change has spurred national and state
governments into action, including the Forest Service. Forest Service Chief Tom
Tidwell has emphasized that every program and unit in the Forest Service must
play a role in responding to climate change. (See Office of the Climate Change
Advisor, U.S. Forest Service, available at
http://www.fs.fed.us/climatechange/climate-update.shtml.) In fact, the new USDA
Strategic Plan for 2010-1015 sets a departmental goal to ―Ensure our national
forests and private working lands are conserved, restored, and made more resilient
to climate change, while enhancing our water resources.‖ Id. To achieve that goal,
all national forests are to come into compliance with a climate change adaptation
and mitigation strategy. To guide the Forest Service in achieving this goal, the
agency has issued numerous directives, including the Roadmap for Responding to
Climate Change. Id. The DEIS and draft management plan were not developed
using many of the planning tools and guidance provided for by the Forest Service.
2.

The Forest Service Failed to Consider Climate-Related Research
and Planning Tools that were Relevant to the Monument.

In its promulgation of new management direction for the Giant Sequoia
National Monument, the Forest Service has an important opportunity to address
and incorporate climate adaptation considerations into an effective, science-based,
climate-driven management strategy. Unfortunately, the DEIS and draft
management plan ignore important climate science and policy and present a suite
of alternatives that fail to adequately prioritize adaptation concerns or include
management direction that effectively protects Monument resources (―Objects of
Interest‖) in an era of anticipated rapid climate change.
Climate change is expected to significantly affect the health and vitality of
forests and to create environmental conditions never before experienced by forest
ecosystems, including those of the Sierra Nevada. (Innes et al. 2009, Millar et al.
2007, North et al. 2009, Redmond 2006)46 Incorporating climate adaptation
Innes, J., L.A. Joyce, S. Kellomaki, B. Louman, A. Ogden, J. Parrotta and I.
Thompson. 2009. Chapter 6: Management for adaptation. In R. Seppala, A. Buck
and P. Katila (eds.), Adaptation of Forests and People to Climate Change: A Global
Assessment Report. IUFRO World Series Volume 22. International Union of Forest
Research Organizations (IUFRO), Vienna, Austria; Millar, Constance I., N.L.
Stephenson, and S.L. Stephens. 2007. Climate change and forests of the future:
managing in the face of uncertainty. Ecological Applications 17 (8): 2145-51; North,
M., P. Stine, K. O'Hara, W. Zielinski, S. Stephens. 2009. An ecosystem management
46
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concerns into the forest planning process proactively, before major ecosystem
changes occur, will likely be less expensive and more effective than a reactive
management approach in achieving forest management goals (Blate et al. 200947).
The Forest Service must incorporate climate adaptation strategies at both the
programmatic and operational planning level in order to achieve the goal of
sustainable forest management (Innes et al. 2009).
There is a general scientific consensus, supported by a large and growing
body of literature, that climate change demands a new, dynamic resource
management approach with a strong emphasis on the preservation of biodiversity
(see, e.g., USFWS 2010,48 Hannah et al. 2002,49 Innes et al. 2009, Mawdsley et al.
2009, Moritz et al. 2008,50 Millar et al. 2007, Joyce et al. 200651, Mohr 2009,52
Kettunen et al. 2007,53 Loarie et al. 2009,54 Stralberg et al. 2009,55 Mansourian et

strategy for Sierran mixed-conifer forests. Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-GTR-220. Albany,
CA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research
Station. 49 p.; Redmond, K. T. 2006. Climate variability and change as a backdrop
for western resource management. In Linda Joyce, Richard Haynes, Rachel White,
and James R. Barbour (coords.), Bringing Climate Change Into Natural Resource
Management: Proceedings. Gen. Tech. Rep. PNW-GTR-706. Portland, OR: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station. 150
p.
47 Blate, G.M., L.A. Joyce, J.S. Littell, S.G. McNulty, C.I. Millar, S.C. Moser, R.P.
Neilson, K. O‘Halloran and D.L. Peterson. 2009. Adapting to climate change in
United States national forests. Unasylva 231/232 (60): 57-62.
48 United States Fish and Wildlife Service. 2010. Rising to the Urgent Challenge:
Strategic Plan for Responding to Accelerating Climate Change. Available online at
http://www.fws.gov/home/climatechange/.
49 Hannah, L., G.F. Midgley, T.E. Lovejoy, W.J. Bond, M. Bush, J.C. Lovett, D.
Scott, and F.I. Woodward. 2002. Conservation of biodiversity in a changing climate.
Conservation Biology 16: 264-268
50 Moritz, Craig, James L. Patton, Chris J. Conroy, Juan L. Parra, Gary C. White,
and Steven R. Beissinger. 2008. Impact of a century of climate change on smallmammal communities in Yosemite National Park, USA. Science 322: 261-264
51 Joyce, Linda, Richard Haynes, Rachel White, and James R. Barbour, tech. coords.
2006. Bringing climate change into natural resource management: proceedings.
Gen. Tech.
52 Mohr, Jesse. 2009. Biodiversity, protected areas, and climate change: A review
and synthesis of biodiversity conservation in our changing climate. The Nature
Conservancy Global Protected Areas Unit.
53 Kettunen, M, A. Terry, G. Tucker, and A. Jones. (2007). ―Guidance on the
maintenance of landscape features of major importance for wild flora and fauna Guidance on the implementation of Article 3 of the Birds Directive (79/409/EEC)
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al. 2009,56 Heller and Zavaleta 200957). These studies consistently indicate that
climate change is one of the largest threats to biodiversity today. Scientists predict
significant shifts in habitat and range for individual species, along with potentially
dramatic changes in community composition, under a variety of climate modeling
scenarios.
Climate change poses a particularly daunting challenge for the current
biodiversity crisis and already imperiled species, heightening the importance of
near-term efforts to protect existing populations from other short- and long-term
stressors in order to ensure genetic diversity and reduce extinction risk (Hannah et
al. 2002,58 Hampe et al. 2005,59 Traill et al. 2009,60 Moritz et al. 200861). Therefore,
while it must be proactive and responsive to changing conditions, forest
management in an era of anticipated rapid climate change and heightened
uncertainty must above all be rooted in a precautionary approach to ecosystem
management. ―Reducing current sources of ecosystem stress (e.g., pollution,
invasive species, habitat fragmentation, and extractive activities) is perhaps the
most important and effective option for building ecosystem resilience‖ (Blate et al.
2009 at 60). Given the uncertain but likely significant additional vulnerability of
resources and ecosystems in a changing climate, other near-term impacts to
and Article 10 of the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC).‖ Institute for European
Environmental Policy (IEEP), Brussels, 114 pp.
54 Loarie, Scott R., Philip B. Duffy, Healy Hamilton, Gregory P. Asner, Christopher
B. Field & David D. Ackerly. 2009. The velocity of climate change. Nature 462:
1052-1057. doi:10.1038/nature08649.
55 Stralberg D., D. Jongsomjit, C.A. Howell, M.A. Snyder, J.D. Alexander, et al.
2009. Re-shuffling of species with climate disruption: A no-analog future for
California birds? PLoS ONE 4(9): e6825. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006825.
56 Mansourian, S., A. Belokurov, and P.J. Stephenson. 2009. The role of forest
protected areas in adaptation to climate change. Unasylva 231/232(60): 63-69.
57 Heller, N.E. and E.S. Zavaleta. 2009. Biodiversity management in the face of
climate change:A review of 22 years of recommendations. Biological Conservation
142: 14 –3 2.
58 Hannah, L., G.F. Midgley, T.E. Lovejoy, W.J. Bond, M. Bush, J.C. Lovett, D.
Scott, and F.I. Woodward. 2002. Conservation of biodiversity in a changing climate.
Conservation Biology 16: 264-268.
59 Hampe, A. and Petit, R. J. 2005. Conserving biodiversity under climate change:
the rear edge matters. Ecology Letters 8: 461–467.
60 Traill, Lochran W., Barry W. Brook , Richard R. Frankham, and Corey J.A.
Bradshaw. 2010. Pragmatic population viability targets in a rapidly changing
world. Biological Conservation 143(1): 28-34.
61 Moritz, Craig, James L. Patton, Chris J. Conroy, Juan L. Parra, Gary C. White,
and Steven R. Beissinger. 2008. Impact of a century of climate change on smallmammal communities in Yosemite National Park, USA. Science 322: 261-264.
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habitats, individuals, and populations must be avoided whenever possible. To the
extent that stressors such as tree removal, road building, and continued or
expanded recreational use are allowed to continue, their likely amplified effects
upon ecosystems and species must be carefully and thoroughly re-evaluated in light
the near- and long-term risks posed by climate change.
In light of the numerous threats to biodiversity and ecosystem health from
climate change, responsible resource management must prioritize assessing the
vulnerability of ecosystems and their constituent elements. The GSNM
Management Plan and associated documents should include a risk assessment for
Monument resources that ―employs the best available science to characterize
vulnerability, uses state-of-the-art modeling to assess likely exposure to climate
change and its effects, and documents sources of uncertainty‖ (Aplet et al. 2010 at
33).62 Vulnerability assessments, discussed in more detail below, are fundamental
to the forest planning process in the face of climate change. They are used to
examine forest resources and determine which elements are sensitive and which
have the ability to adapt, while also identifying the likely consequences to those
resources of anticipated climate change (Aplet et al. 2010). Management informed
by vulnerability assessments would prioritize project-level actions designed to
reduce vulnerability of key local resource values through such strategies as
reduction of anthropogenic stressors, establishment of reserves, regulation of
recreational use, and habitat restoration (id.).
Because ecosystems are so complex, it may be impossible to evaluate the
vulnerabilities of every population, species, community, or other element of the
system in question. Instead, risk assessment can focus on particular, high-priority
elements or ―key vulnerabilities.‖ In its 4th Assessment Report, the IPCC
(Schneider et al. 200763) suggested the following criteria for identifying key
vulnerabilities:



magnitude of impacts,
timing of impacts,

Aplet, Gregory H., H. Michael Anderson, and Bo Wilmer. 2010. Managing the
Risk of Climate Change to Wildlands of the Sierra Nevada: Research Paper. The
Wilderness Society, Washington, D.C.
63 Schneider, S.H., S. Semenov, A. Patwardhan, I. Burton, C.H.D. Magadza, M.
Oppenheimer, A.B. Pittock, A. Rahman, J.B. Smith, A. Suarez and F. Yamin, 2007:
Assessing key vulnerabilities and the risk from climate change. Climate Change
62

2007: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability. Contribution of Working Group II to
the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
M.L. Parry, O.F. Canziani, J.P. Palutikof, P.J. van der Linden and C.E. Hanson,
Eds., Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 779-810. Available online at
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.htm
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persistence and irreversibility of impacts,
likelihood of impacts and vulnerabilities,
potential for adaptation,
distributional aspects of impacts and vulnerabilities,
importance of the system(s) at risk.

In other words, key vulnerabilities are likely to occur where the effects of
climate change are large and intense, imminent, long-lasting, highly probable, and
likely to limit the distribution of highly valued systems or system elements.
Running and Mills (2009)64 suggest that the most vulnerable elements of
ecosystems are those that are (1) rare; (2) long-lived (with fewer generations in
which to evolve); (3) isolated; (4) dependent on special habitats (especially those
directly affected by climate, such as deep snow and ephemeral wetlands); and (5)
susceptible to the kinds of disturbances likely to result from climate change (fire,
floods, extreme drought). In addition to these ―highly vulnerable‖ species, they
recommend focusing on (a) species with ―a high public profile;‖ (b) ―data-rich‖
species; and (c) ―strongly interacting‖ species (keystone and dominant species).
Species with a high profile are those that are appreciated for their strong
contribution to ecosystems services, providing utilitarian, recreational, and
aesthetic value. ―Data rich‖ species provide the information necessary to devise
potential conservation strategies, and ―strongly interacting‖ species, by definition,
control ecosystem function. Running and Mills apply their criteria specifically to
species, but similar considerations may apply to features, such as glaciers, rare
soils, riparian vegetation, and old growth forests. A vulnerability assessment should
explicitly examine species and other ecosystem elements that meet these criteria
and explore the factors that make them vulnerable.
Concurrent with vulnerability assessment, a climate-conscious Monument
Management Plan should call for the identification and conservation of current and
potential future habitat and refugia via regional reserve networks of high-quality
habitat that are connected across landscapes (see, e.g., Hannah et al. 2002). This
network of reserves ―must be wed with effective modeling of future climate change
and managed specifically for climate change‖ (id. at 267). Maintaining and reestablishing connectivity of healthy habitats across landscape gradients to facilitate
climate-induced species migration and dispersal will increase the potential for
successful adaptation in the face of both climate variability and experimental
management strategies (Blate et al. 2009, Moritz et al. 2008, Innes et al. 200965).
Running, Steven W. and L. Scott Mills. 2009. Terrestrial ecosystem adaptation.
Resources for the Future Report, June 2009. Available at
http://www.cas.umt.edu/facultydatabase/FILES_Faculty/1135/RFF-Rpt-AdaptationRunningMills.pdf.
65 Innes, J., L.A. Joyce, S. Kellomaki, B. Louman, A. Ogden, J. Parrotta and I.
Thompson. 2009. Chapter 6: Management for adaptation. In R. Seppala, A. Buck
64
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Such regional landscape management should be implemented for the Monument at
the programmatic level such that it can help guide the design, analysis, and
approval of individual projects. There are numerous recent and ongoing efforts to
map current and future habitat connectivity within the State of California, some of
which highlight the high value of the habitat in the Monument and surrounding
area, that should inform management direction of and planning for the GSNM;
unfortunately, none of these are referenced in the DEIS or supporting documents
(see, e.g., Spencer et al. 201066; Kreitler 2010 (California Landscape Conservation
Cooperative project description)67; Loarie et al. 200868).
The focus of successful forest management strategies in an era of rapid
climate change will likely shift from maintaining forest structure and composition
to supporting ecological process and ecosystem function (Millar et al. 2007). In an
era of rapid and uncertain change, management designed to restore natural fire
processes and support biodiversity throughout the Monument (on a landscape level)
will likely be more successful than the perpetuation of different management
prescriptions for distinct ―static‖ land allocations, such as an overly broad WildlandUrban Interface or Tribal Fuels Emphasis Treatment Area.
Whenever more active and/or ―adaptive‖ management of forests is employed
to limit exposure to climate impacts or create resilience in the face of those impacts,
additional care must be taken to minimize negative impacts of management actions
on high-value habitat elements for high-risk species and other Monument resources.
For example, moist microclimates supporting high tree densities are of critical
importance to many highly vulnerable species (North et al. 200969) and should

and P. Katila (eds.), Adaptation of Forests and People to Climate Change: A Global
Assessment Report. IUFRO World Series Volume 22. International Union of Forest
Research Organizations (IUFRO), Vienna, Austria.
66 Spencer, W.D., P. Beier, K. Penrod, K. Winters, C. Paulman, H. RustigianRomsos, J. Strittholt, M. Parisi, and A. Pettler. 2010. California Essential Habitat
Connectivity Project: A Strategy for Conserving a Connected California. Prepared
for California Department of Transportation, California Department of Fish and
Game, and Federal Highways Administration. Available online at
http://www.dfg.ca.gov/habcon.
67 Kreitler, Jason. 2010. Incorporating the geography of climate change into
conservation planning for the California Landscape Conservation Cooperative
(Project Description). Available at http://californialcc.org/projects.html
68 Loarie S.R., B.E. Carter, K. Hayhoe, S. McMahon, R. Moe, et al. 2008. Climate
change and the future of California‘s endemic flora. PLoS ONE 3(6): e2502.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002502.
69 North, M., P. Stine, K. O'Hara, W. Zielinski, S. Stephens. 2009. An ecosystem
management strategy for Sierran mixed-conifer forests. Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-GTR123

receive added protections in light of their sensitivity and increased vulnerability in
a rapidly changing climate. Similarly, modeling of stream flow, snow, soil moisture
and related deficits, and potential evapotranspiration under regional warming
scenarios has shown that Sierra Nevada mountain meadows are likely to experience
―significant changes in hydrologic conditions‖ that should inform management
decisions and direction (see
http://www.aswm.org/calendar/wetlands2008/abstracts_4.htm). Sensitive
microclimates will likely be more geomorphically unstable as climate stressors
intensify, which may make intact ecosystems more suitable for passive rather than
active management (see, e.g., Bakke 200970) while increasing the urgency of
climate-smart restoration for these habitats when they are impaired.
Unfortunately, the Management Plan DEIS proposes moving management in the
opposite direction, using anticipated climate-associated changes to justify more
aggressive or status quo management action in high value and sensitive
microclimates (see DEIS Volume 1 at 433; DEIS Science Consistency Review at II51). Climate-smart management of sensitive habitats must comprehensively
evaluate current and future stressors, minimize these stressors wherever possible,
and prioritize restoration of impaired ecosystems to maximize habitat redundancy
in light of the likelihood of future loss due to warming.
Despite the urgency with which Region 5 has opted to prioritize climate
change as its primary challenge and priority, the large body of scientific literature
and planning tools available, and a fairly extensive analysis of climate trends in
Appendix C to the DEIS, the Monument Management Plan and DEIS barely
incorporate climate concerns into their management framework and analysis. This
is a particularly embarrassing failure for Region 5, given that other Forest Service
Regions undergoing parallel forest planning processes are addressing and
incorporating climate-smart strategies and analysis into their programmatic
documents. One such example is the George Washington National Forest in
Virginia, which has produced both a draft appendix (―Climate Change Trends and
Strategies for the George Washington National Forest‖) and a draft description of
alternatives for its forest plan revision process that explicitly identify climate
adaptation strategies and generally note how, if at all, these are incorporated into
various programmatic management directions (see USFS 2010b (Draft Appendix) at
14-17;71 USFS 2010c (Draft Description of Alternatives)72). While the alternatives

220. Albany, CA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Southwest
Research Station. 49 p.
70 Bakke, Paul. 2009. Physical processes and climate change: A guide for biologists.
USFWS - Washington FWO, Lacey, WA - Revised April, 2009.
71 United States Forest Service. 2010b. Climate Change Trends and Strategies
for the George Washington National Forest (Appendix). Draft, February 2010.
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developed for the George Washington National Forest vary in their approaches and
effectiveness as climate-smart strategies, and the full environmental analysis has
yet to be completed, the Forest Service in this instance has at least established a
climate-driven framework that facilitates analysis and public review.
3.

The Forest Service Must Revise the DEIS to Incorporate These
Adaptation Strategies.
a.

The Forest Service has a Legal Duty to Address the
Impacts of Climate Change.

The DEIS acknowledges that climate change is expected to have a profound
impact on the Monument (see DEIS, Vol. 1 at 414 and Appendix C thereto). The
DEIS concedes that ―[c]limate change will cause changes in the distribution of
individual species and of forest and rangeland ecosystems.‖ DEIS at 488. It
nevertheless concludes: ―The precise effects of climate change on individual species
are difficult to predict and will not be addressed in the effects analysis.‖ Id. This
approach does not satisfy NEPA.
The Forest Service has a legal duty to address the impacts of climate change
both from land management actions and to the resource area in the Plan. In
addition to a genuine analysis of impacts, it is imperative that the Forest Service
craft strategies for addressing and adapting to impacts from climate change.
Courts have also made it increasingly clear that environmental analyses
must consider the effects of an action in the context of climate change. For example,
courts have rejected biological opinions prepared under the Endangered Species
Act, because they did not consider the impact of the federal action in light of climate
change. See, e.g., Natural Res. Defense Council v. Kempthorne, 506 F. Supp. 2d
322, 368-370 (E.D. Cal. 2007); Pacific Coast Fed‘n of Fishermens‘ Ass‘ns v.
Gutierrez , 606 F. Supp. 2d 1122, 1183-1184 (E.D. Cal. 2008); South Yuba River
Citizens League v. National Marine Fisheries Serv., ___ F. Supp. 2d ___, 2010 WL
2720959 at *22-23 (E.D. Cal. 2010).
Along the same lines, CEQ‘s 1997 draft climate change guidance recognized
that NEPA documents must address not only the potential for federal actions to
themselves influence climate change, but also the potential for global climatic
change to affect federal actions (see Memorandum from Kathleen A. McGinty,
Chairman, White House Council On Environmental Quality to Heads of Federal
Agencies 6 (Oct. 8, 1997) at 1). The guidance states: ―Long range decisions
United States Forest Service. 2010c. Draft Descriptions of Alternatives –
8/25/2010 [George Washington National Forest Management Plan Revision
Process.]
72
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concerning agriculture, forestry, and coastal zone resources, as well as decisions
regarding sites for proposed facilities, need to be supported by EAs or EISs which
analyze, to the extent possible, the reasonably foreseeable impacts of global climate
change‖ (id. at 7).
To begin, the Forest Service must address the fact that an action is occurring
in an environment that is experiencing dynamic changes due to climate change by
analyzing the direct and indirect effects of the proposed action – including those
effects that contribute to climate change, as discussed above – and the various
action alternatives against a baseline that incorporates climate change impacts over
time. An accurate baseline is critical to NEPA analyses of potential impacts,
because ―without establishing . . . baseline conditions . . . there is simply no way to
determine what effect [an action] will have on the environment, and consequently,
no way to comply with NEPA.‖ Half Moon Bay Fishermans‘ Mktg. Ass‘n v. Carlucci,
857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988); see also Am. Rivers v. F.E.R.C., 201 F.3d 1186,
1195 n.15 (9th Cir. 2000); Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 422
F. Supp. 2d 1115, 1163 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (the baseline is the ―heart of the EIS‖ and
must ―be accurate and complete‖). CEQ guidance states:
The concept of a baseline against which to compare predictions of the
effects of the proposed action and reasonable alternatives is critical to
the NEPA process. The no-action alternative is an effective construct
for this purpose, but its characterization is often inadequate for
analyzing cumulative effects. Much of the environment has been
greatly modified by human activities, and most resources, ecosystems,
and human communities are in the process of change as a result of
cumulative effects. The analyst must determine the realistic potential
for the resource to sustain itself in the future and whether the
proposed action will affect this potential; therefore, the baseline

condition of the resource of concern should include a description of how
conditions have changed over time and how they are likely to change in
the future without the proposed action.73
Where there is scientific uncertainty, NEPA imposes three mandatory
obligations on the Forest Service: (1) a duty to disclose the scientific uncertainty;
(2) a duty to complete independent research and gather information if no adequate
information exists unless the costs are exorbitant or the means of obtaining the
information are not known; and (3) a duty to evaluate the potential, reasonably
foreseeable impacts in the absence of relevant information, using a four-step
process. Unless the costs are exorbitant or the means of obtaining the information
are not known, the agency must gather the information in studies or research. 40
73

Considering Cumulative Effects Under The National Environmental Policy Act at

41, http://www.nepa.gov/nepa/ccenepa/ccenepa.htm, emphasis added.
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C.F.R. § 1502.22. Courts have upheld these requirements, stating that the detailed
environmental analysis must ―utiliz[e] public comment and the best available
scientific information.‖ Colorado Environmental Coalition v. Dombeck, 185 F.3d
1162, 1171-72 (10th Cir. 1999) (citing Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens‘ Council,
490 U.S. at 350).
Predicting the impacts of climate change over the life of a land management
plan will often involve forecasting and considerable uncertainties. As courts have
long recognized, forecasting is an inherent part of NEPA analyses. See Save Our
Ecosystems v. Clark, 747 F.2d 1240, 1246 (9th Cir. 1984) (―‗The basic thrust of . . .
NEPA is to predict the environmental effects of proposed action before the action is
taken and those effects fully known. Reasonable forecasting and speculation is thus
implicit in NEPA, and we must reject any attempt by agencies to shirk their
responsibilities under NEPA by labeling any and all discussion of future
environmental effects as ‗crystal ball inquiry.‘‖) (quoting Scientists‘ Inst. for Pub.
Info. v. Atomic Energy Comm‘n, 481 F.2d 1079, 1092 (D.C. Cir. 1973)).
As the Supreme Court has explained, while ―policymaking in a complex
society must account for uncertainty,‖ it is not ―sufficient for an agency to merely
recite the terms ‗substantial uncertainty‘ as a justification for its actions.‖ Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Ass‘n v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 463 U.S.
29, 52 (1983). Instead, ―[w]hen the facts are uncertain,‖ an agency decision-maker
must, in making a decision, ―identify the considerations he found persuasive.‖ Small
Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 520 (D.C. Cir. 1983),
quoting Ind. Union Dept., AFL-CIO v. Hodgson, 499 F.2d 467, 476 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
The duty to evaluate reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts
includes ―impacts which have catastrophic consequences, even if their probability of
occurrence is low, provided that the analysis of the impacts is supported by credible
scientific evidence, is not based on pure conjecture, and is within the rule of reason.‖
40 CFR 1502.22(b); see also San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. Nuclear
Regulatory Comm‘n, 449 F.3d 1016, 1033 (9th 2006). Such impacts are especially
significant in the face of climate change.
The Forest Service must provide the public with an explanation of both the
data used in analyzing the potential effects of management alternatives and the
methods used to conduct the analysis, as well as an opportunity to provide
comments and propose corrections or improvements.
b.

The Forest Service Should Have Conducted a Climate
Vulnerability Assessment.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (―IPCC‖) defines
vulnerability as ―the extent to which climate change may damage or harm a
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system,‖ and says that vulnerability ―depends not only on a system‘s sensitivity but
also on its ability to adapt to climactic conditions‖ (Watson et al. 199674).
Vulnerability boils down to two basic elements – sensitivity and exposure.
Sensitivity is a measure of how climate change will likely impact a focal species or
ecosystem. Exposure measures the extent of climate change a species or ecosystem
is likely to face.
By conducting a vulnerability assessment, land resource managers would:
examine the species and physical elements of the Monument and surrounding area
and determine which elements are sensitive, which have the ability to adapt, and
what the likely consequences would be of anticipated changes in climate. After
identifying those species and habitats most likely to need management actions to
mitigate the impacts of climate change managers must develop adaptation
strategies tailored for those species and habitats; foster collaboration with other
agencies and organizations to develop and provide a shared understanding of
impacts and management options; and target scarce resources in the most effective
and efficient way possible.
Noting the importance of a vulnerability assessment, the Forest Service has
said that the ―first step in addressing climate change is to carefully assess the
associated risks and vulnerabilities for natural and human communities alike‖
(USFS 2010a at 575).
Despite its importance, the Forest Service never conducted a vulnerability
assessment for the Giant Sequoia National Monument. While there is no
standardization yet for a vulnerability assessment, SFK recommends that the
Forest Service revise the DEIS to include a vulnerability assessment with the
following elements (Lawler and Stein 200976):
o A clear articulation of the need for the assessment. In this case, to aid in the
preparation of the management plan.

Watson, R.T., Zinyoera, M.C., and Moss, R.H. 1996. Climate Change 1995:
Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical
Analysis. Contribution of Working Group II to the Second Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Cambridge: Cambridge University
74

Press. Available online at
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.htm.
75 United States Forest Service. 2010a. National Roadmap for Responding to
Climate Change, July 2010. Available at
http://www.fs.fed.us/climatechange/climate-update.shtml.
76 Lawler, J. and B. Stein. 2009. Safeguarding Wildlife from Climate Change: Quick
Guide to Vulnerability Assessment. National Wildlife Federation. Washington, DC.
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o A clear articulation of the target of the assessment. In this case, the suite of
resources covered and protected by the management plan.
o A determination of spatial and temporal scale. Identify the geographic
boundaries of the assessment, the ideal spatial and temporal resolution for
relevant data and the level of specificity required to obtain useful results.
o Inclusion of stakeholder input. Identify products of the assessment that users
will find most useful, such as maps, tables, etc.
o Inclusion of regional expertise. Draw from both inside and outside of the U.S.
Forest Service for expert input.
o Inclusion of existing efforts. Utilize existing relevant information in addition
to developing new information sets.
o A clear articulation and, if possible, quantification, of any uncertainties in
the results.
The Forest Service has undertaken such an analysis for Wisconsin forests.
On the Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest in Wisconsin, managers have
completed an ―Ecosystem Vulnerability Assessment and Synthesis,‖ independent of
the forest planning process. This assessment focuses on the vulnerabilities of
different forest types in Northern Wisconsin to climate change, comparing the
current landscape with projected climate change at the end of the 21st century. It
includes predictions of possible changes in the suitability of Northern Wisconsin for
76 different trees species and an examination of how ecosystem processes may
change in the future.
c.

The Forest Service Should Consider Multiple Likely
Climate Change Scenarios and Ecological Conditions.

The second step that the Forest Service should take in its climate change
analysis is give consideration to multiple likely climate change scenarios and
ecological conditions, with an emphasis on what the landscape could look like under
these different scenarios.
The Forest Service should consider the following topics in relation to the
different climate scenarios:
o The likely impact of climate change for each key vulnerability identified in
the vulnerability assessment, including species and habitat range shifts,
behavioral responses, and potential evolutionary response;
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o The likely impacts of climate change on hydrology and aquatic
ecosystems; and
o The probable change in community vulnerability to wildfire.
As with every element of the agency‘s analysis thus far, the Forest Service
has narrowly focused on wildfire vulnerability to the exclusion of almost everything
else. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4 at pg. 430-439; DEIS, Vol. 2, App. C. For instance, the
Forest Service never analyzed how the Pacific fisher, American marten, or
California spotted owl would respond under different climate change scenarios. Id..
The agency never analyzed how climate might shift the habitat range for these
species or the potential evolutionary response of these species. Moreover, the Forest
Service never determined how Sequoia groves would likely respond to climate
change. Without such an analysis the Forest Service‘s climate change analysis is
inadequate because it never took a hard look at the impact to these resources.
d.

The Forest Service Should Revise the Management Plan
so that it Implements Climate-Smart Management
Practices.

The Forest Service‘s climate change analysis essentially consisted of looking
at various climate change models and concluding that climate change will lead to
warmer temperatures, reduction in snow depths, early snow melts, draughts, and
increased likelihood of wildfire. However, the agency never took the analysis to the
next step and determined how these changes would affect focal species, such as the
Pacific fisher and other objects of interest, in the Monument. This is a completely
inadequate analysis under NEPA, which requires the agency to take a hard look at
all the environmental consequences of the proposed action.
The Forest Service should redo its climate change analysis so that it
implements climate-smart management practices. This should include analyzing
whether the agency should establish climate refugia and mitigation corridors for
focal species, determining whether the management plan needs to reduce ecosystem
stressors to ensure species resistance and resiliency, requiring monitoring to assess
how focal species are responding to climate change and the management direction,
and assessing whether cross boundary management is appropriate.77

See generally USFS 2010a, which discusses building resistance to climate-related
stressors, increasing ecosystem resilience by minimizing the severity of climate
change impacts, reducing the vulnerability and/or increasing the adaptive capacity
of ecosystem elements, and facilitating large-scale ecological transitions in response
to changing environmental conditions.
77
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First, the best defense against climate change is to protect large wild places
and surrounding buffer areas which are connected to other protected core areas.
This connected wildlands network will allow imperiled species to move to more
hospitable habitats as the climate changes, thereby increasing their chances of
survival. Historically, land managers drew up boundaries for proposed protected
areas based upon what met strict historic criteria for parks or wilderness areas, and
presumed the climate would remain stable. Going forward, the Forest Service and
other land managers should designate refugia after identifying areas likely to
shelter a broadly representative and sustainable collection of species (identified in
the vulnerability assessment) and communities under future climate projections
(done under the second step listed above). The agency should design refugia that are
large, relatively wild, and largely unfragmented. The agency may determine that a
core area exists in a protected park, wilderness area, or refuge, or it may exist on
private lands. The agency may need to consider opportunities for strategic land
acquisitions or public-private partnerships.
Second, species and ecological communities will move in response to climate
change. The Forest Service should facilitate these movements by working to connect
discontinuous areas of similar terrestrial and aquatic habitat and by establishing
protections for likely movement corridors. (See, e.g., USFS 2010a at 27–28:
―Collaborate with partners to develop land management plans that establish
priority locations for maintaining and restoring habitat connectivity to mitigate
effects of climate change. Seek partnerships with private landowners to provide
migration corridors across.‖) In establishing these mitigation corridors, the Forest
Service should ensure there is a continuous pathway between nearby core areas.
The Forest Service has implemented these mitigation corridors on other
federal lands. For instance, the Forest Service amended the Bridger-Teton National
Forest Plan in 2008 to designate an area of the forest a Pronghorn Migration
Corridor. The purpose of the amendment creating the area was ―to ensure that
projects, activities, and facilities authorized by the Forest Service on National
Forest System lands within the corridor allow for continued successful pronghorn
migration.‖ The amendment sets a management standard for the area requiring
―all projects, activities, and infrastructure authorized within the designated
Pronghorn Migration Corridor be designed, timed, and/or located to allow the
continued successful migration of the pronghorn that summer in Jackson Hole and
winter in the Green River Basin.‖
Third, habitat fragmentation, pollution, invasive species, overharvest, and
other human-induced stressors on an ecosystem work in synergy with climate
change to threaten species with extinction. To build ecosystem resilience, land
managers need to limit or eliminate non-climate stressors, including those
associated with management actions, so that species have a fighting chance (see
USFS 2010a at 19). Therefore, managing for climate adaptation should begin by
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reducing the impacts of human-caused stressors on the affected ecosystems such as
removing unneeded roads and thereby restoring watershed integrity. Grazing,
recreation, mechanical treatments, and all other forms of human disturbance will
have intensified ecosystem and species impacts under future climate scenarios, and
management direction must appropriately mitigate or eliminate these impacts.
Finally, climate change also gives us new compelling arguments about the
importance of coordinating climate-smart management across land management
agency jurisdictions. In fact, the Forest Service itself has recognized the importance
of such partnerships: ―The Forest Service has accordingly embraced an all-lands
approach to conservation through cross-boundary partnerships. Landscape-scale
conservation is a logical extension of the collaborative approaches that have evolved
over the past 100 years in wildland fire management and cooperative pest
management, with State and Federal partners jointly setting policy and sharing
resources to address cross jurisdictional challenges‖ (USFS 2010a at 15).78 While
the DEIS and Management Plan reference the interagency ―Strategic Framework
for Support of Science in the Southern Sierra Nevada Ecoregion‖ (see DEIS Vol. 1 at
45, 72-73, 103-104; Draft Management Plan at 52), the interagency coordination
discussed therein related entirely to joint research efforts and does not explicitly
address collaborative, cross-boundary management. There is inadequate
explanation of how the Management Plan is informed by or implements the climatedriven priorities outlined in the Framework and associated Memorandum of
Understanding (see USDI et al. 2009,79 USDI et al. 200880).
Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack, in a speech in August 2009, stated: ―The
threats facing our forests don‘t recognize property boundaries. So, in developing a
shared vision around forests, we must also be willing to look across property
boundaries. In other words, we must operate at a landscape-scale by taking an alllands approach.‖ USFS 2010a at 17.
79 United States Department of Interior National Park Service, United States
Geological Survey, and United States Department of Agriculture. 2009. Strategic
78

Framework for Science in Support of Management of the Southern Sierra Nevada
Ecoregion: A Collaboratively Developed Approach. June 10, 2009.

United States Department of Interior National Park Service, Sequoia/Kings
Canyon National Parks; United States Department of Interior U.S. Geological
Survey, Western Ecological Research Station; United States Department of
Agriculture Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station; and the United
States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Sequoia National Forest/Giant
Sequoia National Monument. 2008. Memorandum of Understanding ―to
collaboratively develop a program of research, resources management, and public
education to help mitigate the impacts from and adapt to climate change effects on
ecosystems of the Southern Sierra Nevada.‖ January 2008. United States
Department of Interior National Park Service, Sequoia/Kings Canyon National
Parks; United States Department of Interior U.S. Geological Survey, Western
80
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The Forest Service‘s analysis in the DEIS is inadequate because it never
incorporated the above climate-smart strategies, even though many of them are
elements of the Forest Service‘s Roadmap towards addressing climate change. For
instance, the Forest Service never analyzed whether, in light of species and habitat
range shifts, the agency should designate refugia to support the long term
resistance and resiliency of focal species, such as the Pacific fisher and the
California spotted owl. In addition, the agency never mapped possible habitat shifts
for focal species under different climate change scenarios to determine if it should
establish mitigation corridors. The agency also never evaluated whether it needed
to step-down stressors to improve the odds that focal species will survive. On the
contrary, the preferred alternative embraces a more aggressive management
strategy that admittedly will increase stressors on key habitats and focal species,
including additional negative impacts on key climate-smart priorities such as
habitat connectivity and quality. See, e.g., DEIS Vol. 1 at 489, 500, 504, 507, 510,
513, 517, 521, 532.
D.

The Forest Service‘s Carbon Sequestration Analysis is Completely
Inadequate.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has emphasized the important role that
public lands play in offsetting the emissions from burning fossil fuels that
contribute to climate change: “Carbon dioxide uptake by forests in the contiguous
United States offsets 11 percent of total carbon dioxide emissions. Forests and other
ecosystems are carbon sinks, as they absorb CO2, thereby removing it from the
atmosphere. Forest management activities will play a critical role in ensuring that
forests remain a net carbon sink.” National Roadmap for Responding to Climate
Change, USDA Forest Service (July 2010) (attached as exhibit).
Despite the critical role that forest management plays in addressing this
global problem, the Forest Service‘s analysis of carbon sequestration on the
Monument has zero scientific credibility because it is simply a hodgepodge of
unsupported assertions and conclusions. The Forest Service‘s carbon sequestration
analysis essentially boils down to the following: the more the agency logs, the more
carbon that is sequestered on the Monument. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pp 41-47,
printed copy; GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at pp. 46-52. This is
Ecological Research Station; United States Department of Agriculture Forest
Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station; and the United States Department of
Agriculture Forest Service, Sequoia National Forest/Giant Sequoia National
Monument. 2008. Memorandum of Understanding ―to collaboratively develop a
program of research, resources management, and public education to help mitigate
the impacts from and adapt to climate change effects on ecosystems of the Southern
Sierra Nevada.‖ January 2008.
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based on the assumption that the current carbon sequestered on the Monument is
not stable because it is susceptible to catastrophic wildfire, which would release the
stored carbon. According to the Forest Service, by logging and supposedly reducing
fuel load, more carbon is ultimately sequestered in the remaining stable trees and
in harvested wood used for construction. Id.
There are two central problems with this conclusion. First, the Forest
Service‘s evaluation of carbon sequestration for different management options is
completely speculative and not based on any modeling or accounting. Without an
estimation of changes in forest ecosystem carbon under different management
scenarios, the Forest Service cannot make a defensible conclusion as to which
management option results in greater carbon sequestration. This is unacceptable
because the estimation and projections of future carbon sequestration can be
supported by data much better than most other commonly modeled variables, such
as changes in temperature. This is because a century of forest management and
research has generated vast data on tree growth and other changes in forest
ecosystems depending on tree species, stand age, site conditions and silvicultural
practices. Two additional (basic) considerations make these data relevant and forest
carbon eminently predictable: 50% of organic matter (or biomass) in a tree is pure
carbon81 and the only source of carbon in trees is carbon dioxide gas absorbed from
the atmosphere.
There is no gold standard in carbon accounting; what is adequate is project
specific. For example, accounting only for live biomass in an aforestation project is
acceptable, whereas this is not acceptable for thinning and most other forest
management practices. At a minimum, the Forest Service should have done a
carbon accounting that projected the carbon accumulation and losses (sequestration
and emissions) over the time covered by proposed management plan – it is common
practice to project for several decades beyond given management activities. These
estimates should at a minimum account for the following: additional carbon
accumulation in forest stands that are not harvested; carbon removal with harvest
and the fate of that carbon (losses in manufacturing, use and disposal and
associated emissions to the atmosphere); production of dead organic matter by
harvesting (includes slash, stumps, roots of harvested trees; usually the amount is
similar to that removed from site) and its fate (decomposition over time and
The Forest Service analysis of carbon sequestration shows a complete ignorance
of basic science. For instance, the Silviculturist report states: “The general
accumulation of biomass may or may not indicate a certain quantity of
sequestration.” GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at p. 52. This is false,
plain and simple; 50% of all biomass is carbon. This is a basic ecological fact. See,
e.g., John Campbell, et al., Pyrogenic Carbon Emission from a Large Wildfire in
Oregon, United States, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 112,
G04014, pg. 5 at Table 2.
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emissions to the atmosphere). For the Forest Service to reach a conclusion that
logging is the best management practice to reduce overall carbon emissions, it is
necessary to estimate these emissions in a business as usual scenario (or another
chosen baseline scenario) and then compare those with projected emissions from
other alternative treatments.82 See, e.g., Resources on Carbon Inventories, U.S.
Forest Service available at <http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/carbon/literature/>. If the
calculations show that the reduction in carbon emissions from fire exceeds carbon
emissions associated with logging, one can justify the proposed logging as a
measure to promote carbon sequestration. With no attempt to quantify the impacts
on forest ecosystem carbon, a scientific evaluation of the proposal by the public or
the agency is impossible.
The necessary carbon accounting and estimation is a common practice. In
fact, there are several web-based carbon calculators available. For instance, the
Forest Service could have used its own carbon estimator COLE (―Carbon On Line
Estimator‖), available at http://www.ncasi2.org/COLE/, which is intended for the
general public but could be utilized by forest professionals to prepare a
management plan. The Forest Service could also use more complicated models and
methods that it developed specifically to support carbon inventory management and
reporting, available at <http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/carbon/tools/>.
The second major problem with the Forest Service‘s conclusions is that the
agency apparently assumes that when a catastrophic wildfire enters the forest that
all (or a large portion) of the carbon stored in those trees is released. This, while a
common misconception, is completely inaccurate. A catastrophic wildfire only
releases about 5 – 10 % of the sequestered carbon. See, e.g., John Campbell, et al.,
Pyrogenic Carbon Emission from a Large Wildfire in Oregon, United States,
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 112, G04014 (attached as

The Forest Service attempted to estimate the carbon sequestered from one small
piece of the carbon accounting puzzle, carbon in wood products removed from the
forest. See GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at pp. 51, Table 17.The
carbon sequestration estimates located in Table 17 are wrong because the agency
used the glucose formula to calculate carbon and trees are not made of glucose
(otherwise people could eat them). (Footnote 3 from Table 17 demonstrates that the
agency used the glucose formula.) Tree wood is actually 40-50% cellulose, 15-25%
hemicellulose, and 15-30% lignin. The chemical formula for cellulose is C6H10O5,
hemicellulose has too many chemical formulas to note and lignin has 3 dominant
chemical formulas (C9H10O2, C10H12O3, C11H14O4). This is important because the
carbon ratios for cellulose (0.444455) and lignin (0.628454, 0.666519, 0.719805) are
11% to 79% greater than the carbon ratio for glucose (0.40001). Essentially, the
glucose based calculations of carbon make absolutely no scientific sense because
trees are made of molecules with greater carbon ratios.
82
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exhibit).83 This scientific principle is visually evident to a layperson by simply
looking at a burned forest stand – it is covered with dead trees that contain much of
the biomass (and carbon) that was stored on the site before the fire.
Once these two scientific pillars are understood – projected carbon
accumulation and loses are easy to calculate and severe wildfire does not release
large amounts of carbon, it is easy to pinpoint numerous deficiencies throughout the
Forest Service‘s analysis.
For instance, the Forest Service assumes that the only stable storage of
carbon is in large living trees. However, this assumption is not supported by any
calculations; so it remains unknown how much carbon is currently stored in those
large trees as opposed to smaller ones, and how changes in stand make-up is
expected to change the quantity and stability of carbon sequestered. Large trees
develop naturally as forest stands grow older and competition for light and
nutrients eliminates smaller trees; this process occurs with or without management
intervention. While there are many reasons to use thinning to facilitate and
possibly accelerate the development of large trees, these management interventions
are not always effective in terms of carbon sequestration. See, e.g., Hurteau, M.D.,
and North, M., Carbon recovery rates following different wildfire risk mitigation
treatments. Forest Ecology and Management 260: 930-937 (2010); Latham, P., and
Tappeiner, J., Response of old-growth conifers to reduction in stand density in
western Oregon forests. Tree Physiology 22: 137-146 (2002); North, M., Innes, J.,
Zald, H., Comparison of thinning and prescribed fire restoration treatments to
Sierran mixed-confer historic conditions. Canadian Journal of Forest Research 37:
331-342 (2007). In fact, if the Forest Service calculated the carbon baseline based on
no management interventions it would have likely found that most forests
accumulate more carbon on site as it is removed from the atmosphere by growing
trees and added to their live biomass, dead wood pool, and soil. By focusing
exclusively on storage in trees, the agency has never accounted for the very stable
carbon that exists in other forest ecosystem matter.
There are many more examples in the DEIS and Silviculturist Report where
the agency makes assumptions regarding the different alternatives that have no
quantitative support. For instance, the Forest Service concludes that Alternative F,
which calls for the most logging and tree removal, provides the most sequestration
of carbon. The Forest Service reaches that conclusion by assuming that its
management interventions reduce carbon emissions due to combustion and promote
the highest sequestration by utilizing logged wood in construction and fossil fuel
Campbell et al. determined that wildfire released approximately 6% of the
sequestered carbon. This number is arrived at by comparing fire carbon emissions
(19 MgC/ha, which is listed in the abstract) and adding up carbon density for
unburned matter (approximately 300 MgC/ha, which is shown in Table 5).
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substitution projects and by redistributing the carbon on the Monument into larger
live trees. See GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at p. 52. This is a
baseless conclusion because the agency never did the requisite carbon accounting.
Moreover, this conclusion is belied by the fact that a severe wildfire would only
release 5 – 10 % of the currently stored carbon, and replacing fossil fuels with
biofuels does not always reduce carbon emissions. See, e.g., Joseph Fargione, et al.,
Land Clearing and the Biofuel Carbon Debt, SCIENCE 319, 1235 (2008) (attached
as exhibit); Pimentel, D., and Patzek, T.W. Ethanol Production using Corn,
Switchgrass, and Wood: Biodiesel Production using Soybean and Sunflower.
Natural Resources Research 14: 65-76 (2005) (attached as exhibit); see also
discussion infra regarding fossil fuel offsets.
Here are additional examples where the Forest Service makes assumptions
regarding the different alternatives without quantitative support:
o The Forest Service states that Alternatives B, C, and D propose an
increased use of moderate and severe fire with higher loss of carbon to
combustion and a potential loss in sequestration in trees and soil.
GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at p. 51.
o The Forest Service states that Alternative F will minimize the loss of
carbon as a greenhouse gas and maximize the carbon sequestered by
managing fewer, larger, and sounder trees. GSNM Specialist Report,
Silviculture Report at p. 51.
o The Forest Service states that Alternatives E and F would protect
larger trees from stem scars and maximize carbon sequestration in the
forest ecosystem. GSNM Specialist Report, Silviculture Report at p. 51.
o Biomass removed from the Monument will be sequestered for 100
years in structures and other wood products. GSNM Specialist Report,
Silviculture Report at p. 52.
Technical evaluation of each of these conclusions is impossible without an
accounting of carbon emissions or storage (e.g., accounting for emissions from fires,
accounting for carbon lost to thinning, and accounting for carbon accumulating in
forests without treatment). Any statement about carbon sequestration not
accompanied by a calculated quantity (e.g., MgC/ha, tC/ac) and a scientifically
defensible temporal overlay (discussed below) is by definition unsubstantiated and
conclusory.
Finally, without a temporal overlay the validity of certain agency statements
are extremely dubious. For instance, the Forest Service states that Alternative F
will sequester the most carbon because it “encourages the use of biofuels” (by
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logging trees), which “would replace fossil fuel consumption.” GSNM Specialist
Report, Silviculture Report at p. 51. However, replacing fossil fuels does not always
reduce carbon emissions because fossil fuels are much more efficient in generating
energy such that the use of biofuels actually increases carbon emissions in the short
term – how long it takes to offset this initial “carbon debt” is a matter of specifics.
See, e.g., Joseph Fargione, et al., Land Clearing and the Biofuel Carbon Debt,
SCIENCE 319, 1235 (2008) (attached as exhibit); Pimentel, D., and Patzek, T.W.

Ethanol Production using Corn, Switchgrass, and Wood: Biodiesel Production using
Soybean and Sunflower. Natural Resources Research 14: 65-76 (2005) (attached as
exhibit). Some calculations put the “break-even” point at hundreds of years from
the start of biofuel use. See, e.g., Joseph Fargione, et al., Land Clearing and the
Biofuel Carbon Debt, SCIENCE 319, 1235 (2008) (attached as exhibit).

As discussed throughout these comments, the Forest Service must take a
“hard look” at the environmental consequences of a proposed action and the
requisite environmental analysis “must be appropriate to the action in question.”
Metcalf v. Daley, 214 F.3d 1135, 1151 (9th Cir. 2000); Robertson v. Methow Valley
Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 348 (1989). NEPA requires that the agency analyze
impacts in comparison to an accurate determination of baseline data, such that the
Forest Service adequately and accurately describes the “affected environment.” 40
C.F.R. § 1502.15; see also Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v. Carlucci,
857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988). Finally, under NEPA‘s implementing regulations:
“If the incomplete information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant
adverse impacts is essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives and the overall
costs of obtaining it are not exorbitant, the agency shall include the information in
the environmental impact statement.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22.
The DEIS does not adequately disclose the full-range of potential impacts
associated with the management plan because critical relevant data regarding
carbon sequestration was not obtained. The Forest Service did not claim that the
information was not obtained due to financial reasons. Instead the DEIS just makes
conclusions about impacts and alternatives based on this inadequate information.
In fact, the agency has already collected the information needed for a robust carbon
accounting – the information presented in Tables 6-13 of Silviculture report
regarding seedling counts, duff mass, species composition are available at a greater
level of detail than is commonly required for a carbon accounting. The agency‘s
failure to do a carbon accounting is simply inadequate under NEPA. 40 C.F.R. §
1502.22. Without a carbon sequestration accounting, the Forest Service has failed to
accurately determine the baseline potential for sequestration or projected impacts
based on different alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15. Essentially, the agency has
failed to take a hard look at the environmental consequences
Overall, this carbon analysis is so technically and legally flawed that the
Forest Service should consider withdrawing this analysis in its entirety because it
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does not reflect the agency‘s expertise level. The Forest Service should redo the
analysis in consultation with qualified agency professionals, such as Linda Heath84
or Jennifer Jenkins,85 among others. While the Forest Service‘s methods are not
flawless, it would constitute a drastic improvement over this carbon sequestration
analysis, which is of such poor quality that it has absolutely no value.
E.

The DEIS Analysis of Impacts to Wildlife is Inadequate
1.

The Forest Service Failed to Adequately Analyze Impacts to the
Pacific Fisher.86

The Pacific fisher is “among the most habitat-specific mammals in North
America, and changes in the quality, quantity and distribution of available habitat
will affect their distributional range in California.” (Campbell et al. 2000, p. 1).
“Late-successional coniferous or mixed forests provide the most suitable fisher
habitat because of the abundance of potential den sites and preferred prey species.”
Id.. Fisher habitat is generally characterized by large trees (greater than 24 inches
in diameter), large snags and down wood, dense canopy closure, and multistoried
canopies. Id. at 7. In the southern Sierra, the mean canopy closure of known fisher
rest sites is over 90-percent, and the mean diameter at breast height of the four
largest trees surrounding the rest sites was approximately 36 inches. (Truex et al.
1998).
The population of the Pacific fisher in the southern Sierra Nevada is
extremely imperiled. In fact, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service determined that the
Linda Heath is a research forester for the Forest Service who focuses on
estimating green house gas inventories and their uncertainties associated with land
management in the United States, and exploring management impacts. Linda is
currently on a 2-year detail (2010 - July, 2012), under an Intergovernmental
Personnel Act Agreement, serving as the Senior Forest Climate Change Specialist
to the Global Environmental Facility, Washington DC. The Global Environmental
Facility is a Vice Presidential Unit within the World Bank. Her main tasks include:
leading the land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF) portfolio for the
Climate and Chemicals Team; leading the Sustainable Forest Management/REDDplus portfolio for the Climate and Chemicals Team; and working with the Natural
Resources Team to enhance the credibility of carbon benefits estimates in Global
Environmental Facility projects. See U.S. Forest Service, Scientists and Staff,
available at http://nrs.fs.fed.us/people/lheath.
85 Jennifer Jenkins is currently a Research Associate Professor at the University of
Vermont and co-director of the University of Vermont Carbon Dynamics Lab.
86 SFK‘s comments regarding impacts to the Pacific Fisher are based on the expert
declaration of Dr. Chad Hanson, which is summarized below. The entirety of Dr.
Hanson‘s declaration is incorporated by reference.
84
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West Coast fisher is warranted for listing under the Endangered Species Act. 69
Fed. Reg. 18,770 (Apr. 8, 2004); 74 Fed. Reg. 57804, 87,878 (Nov. 9, 2009). This
population, which marks the southernmost occurrence of Pacific fishers in the
world, “may face imminent extinction” due to continued habitat degradation.
Lamberson et al. 2000, p. 10. The fisher‘s viability hinges on “long-term planning to
restore the connectivity, extent and quality of old forest conditions” with particular
attention to protection of “large woody structures and continuous forest canopies.”
Id., p. 12.
In its review of the Sierra Nevada Framework, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service stressed the vulnerability and importance of the southern Sierra fisher
population:
The action area is located within and around the remaining known
Pacific fisher population in the Sierra Nevada. The southern Sierra
Nevada population is considered vulnerable to disturbance yet
essential for the survival and recovery of the Pacific fisher. This is the
only remaining Sierra Nevada population and represents the
southernmost extent of the species‘ range. The southern Sierra Nevada
population is therefore the population with the highest potential to
recolonize the central and northern Sierra Nevada. Range expansion to
previously occupied habitat, reestablishment of connectivity with
California‘s northwestern subpopulations, and future reintroduction
efforts, if they are to be successful, all depend on a robust southern
Sierra Nevada population. (USDI Fish and Wildlife Service 2001, p.
86).
Several factors place the southern Sierra fisher population at risk of
extinction, including habitat degradation and loss, habitat fragmentation, small
population size, and low reproductive capacity. 69 Fed. Reg. 18,770 (Apr. 8, 2004).
This implies that Pacific fishers are highly prone to localized extirpation and
populations are slow to recover from deleterious conditions. Consequently, the
California Fish and Game Commission listed the Pacific fisher as a candidate for
protection under the California Endangered Species Act in 2009. The Forest Service
has considered Pacific fishers to be a Sensitive species in the Pacific Southwest
Region since 1984 (Macfarlane 1994), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
determined that the fisher should be listed under the Endangered Species Act of
1976, but failed to do so because of heavy agency workloads. 69 Fed. Reg. 18,770
(Apr. 8, 2004). Ultimately, “long-term planning to restore the connectivity, extent
and quality of old forest conditions should be the foundation for fisher recovery in
the Sierra Nevada.” (Lamberson et al. 2000, p. 12).
Not only is conservative forest management necessary for the ongoing
viability of the southern fisher population, it is paramount for their return to the
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central and northern Sierra range. (Barrett 2000). Contrary to these goals, the
proposed management plan would allow significant degradation of fisher denning
and foraging habitat and would constrict colony expansion.
During the 2009 annual review of candidate species for listing under the
Endangered Species Act, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service found this regarding the
fisher:
Major threats that fragment or remove key elements of fisher habitat include
various forest-vegetation-management practices such as timber harvest and
fuels reduction treatments. Other potential major threats in portions of the
range include: . . . changes in forest composition and structure related to the
effects of climate change . . . . Existing regulatory mechanisms on Federal, State,
and private lands affect key elements of fisher habitat but do not provide
sufficient certainty that conservation efforts will be effective or will be
implemented. The magnitude of threats is high as they occur across the range of
the DPS resulting in a negative impact on fisher distribution and abundance,
and since they significantly affect this species‘ reproductive capacity. However,
the threats are nonimminent as the greatest long-term risks to the fisher in its
west coast range are the subsequent ramifications of the isolation of small
populations and their interactions with the listed threats which will affect the
species over the long-term.
74 Fed. Reg. 57804, 87,878 (Nov. 9, 2009). In light of these known risks, the Forest
Service‘s analysis of likely environmental impacts to the fisher was inadequate.
First, the DEIS section that purports to analyze the fisher is only four pages
long. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 516-520, printed copy. This analysis does not even
contain basic baseline data, which describes the habitat requirements of this
imperiled species. For instance, the Forest Service has only identified one fisher den
site on the whole Monument. See SCR Review Report at II-48. The Forest Service
simply does not have enough baseline data to adequately analyze environmental
impacts. NEPA requires that the agency analyze impacts in comparison to an
accurate determination of baseline data, such that the Forest Service adequately
and accurately describes the “affected environment.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15; see also
Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th
Cir. 1988). Without basic information regarding the baseline for fishers, it is
impossible to effectively assess impacts.
Second, the analysis in the Wildlife Biological Evaluation inadequately
addresses the issue of snag retention. Wildlife Biological Evaluation at pp. 77-90.
Purcell et al. (2009) found that fishers selected sites with medium/large snag basal
area over 31 square feet per acre, about two and a half times greater than that at
random sites. While the DEIS notes the Purcell et al. (2009) study, it fails to
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divulge that the study found that the fact that medium/large snag basal area was
one of the top two variables (along with canopy cover) in predicting fisher use of rest
sites. Moreover, nowhere do the DEIS or Wildlife BE analyze the impacts of
repeatedly thinning over three-quarters of the Monument for the express purpose of
preventing medium/large snag recruitment from fire and insects; nor do the DEIS
or BE anywhere divulge whether the current basal area levels of medium/large
snags in the Monument meet the levels selected by fishers. Hanson Decl. at ¶ 13.
Given the importance of medium/large snag basal area to fishers, this DEIS must
carefully analyze this issue.
Third, the Wildlife Biological Evaluation advances unsupported claims that
high-intensity fire is a major threat to Pacific fishers. Wildlife Biological
Evaluation at pp. 82-84. The Biological Evaluation does not cite a single scientific
study to support this assumption, and instead relies upon personal communications
and unpublished, non-peer-reviewed draft reports that are nowhere publicly
available. This completely fails to meet NEPA‘s standard for scientific accuracy and
integrity. See discussion above.
This unsupported assumption is especially problematic because a recent
study debunked the theory that California spotted owls, another old-growth species,
avoid high-intensity burned areas. Bond et al. found that the California spotted owl
selects low-intensity burned areas and unburned areas for roosting, but
preferentially selects high-intensity burned areas for foraging.87 Spotted owls select
high-intensity fire areas for foraging because they have higher levels of large snags
and downed logs and montane chaparral and conifer regeneration patches, habitat
that is preferred by the owl‘s small mammal prey species. Id. Given this recent
scientific revelation, it important that the agency not make similar unfounded
assumptions about the Pacific fisher, especially considering that a great majority of
the Pacific fisher‘s diet is similarly comprised of species associated with patches of
montane chaparral, dense pockets of natural conifer regeneration, snags and
downed, the very type of habitat created by patches of high-intensity wildland fire.88
Fourth, the agency did not adequately address the concerns raised by
William Zielinski of the Science Consistency Review panel. SCR Review Report at
II-48. Zielinski endorsed the use of den site buffers (limiting vegetation treatment
in buffers around known fisher reproductive dens) to mitigate impacts to the fisher.
However, he noted that this measure would not ameliorate impacts if the agency
Bond, M. L., D. E. Lee, R. B. Siegel, & J. P. Ward, Jr., 2009b. Habitat use and
selection by California Spotted Owls in a postfire landscape. Journal of Wildlife
Management 73: 1116- 1124.
88 Zielinski, W.J., N.P. Duncan, E.C. Farmer, R.L. Truex, A.P. Cleavenger, and R.H.
Barrett. 1999. Diet of fishers (Martes pennanti) at the southernmost extent of their
range. Journal of Mammalogy 80: 961-971.
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did not actually identify dens for protection. He noted that in the 10 years since the
agency has been using this mitigation measure, the agency has only identified one
den site. Id. The Forest Service responded to this critique by stating “In the future,
as research continues, more den site buffers may be established in other areas of
the Monument.” Response to SCR Comments at #84.
NEPA requires that an agency include “appropriate mitigation measures” not
already included in the proposed action. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15(f). If these do not fully
mitigate all impacts of the project, means to mitigate adverse impacts must be
included in the review of “environmental consequences.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16(h). In
Seattle Audubon Society v. Espy, 998 F.2d 699, 703-05 (9th Cir. 1993), the Ninth
Circuit held that the agency could not defer mitigation measures by requiring
compliance with measures in a future plan. An agency must actually implement or
plan to implement a mitigation measure fully or it will not offset the magnitude of
environmental consequences as determined in the analysis.
While the DEIS intends to offset impacts to fisher reproduction with den site
buffers, the agency is fully aware that this is a “mitigation measure” in name only
because it has not identified den sites and does not have firm plans to correct this
problem. This “false assurance” allows the agency to underestimate impacts to the
fisher. Since low reproductive capacity, 69 Fed. Reg. 18,770 (Apr. 8, 2004), is one of
the main reasons the fisher is imperiled, the DEIS‘ assessment of impacts, which
assumes implementation of this mitigation measure, is severely inadequate.
Fifth, the Forest Service did not analyze how climate change is likely to
impact the Pacific fisher. See DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, pg. 516-520, printed copy; Wildlife
Biological Evaluation 77-90. The agency failed to do this analysis even though U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service, in 2009, noted that “[m]ajor threats that fragment or
remove key elements of fisher habitat include . . . changes in forest composition and
structure related to the effects of climate change.” 74 Fed. Reg. 57804, 87,878 (Nov.
9, 2009). This does not constitute a hard look under NEPA.
2.

The Forest Service Failed to Adequately Analyze Impacts to the
California Spotted Owl.89

The California spotted owl is closely associated with older forests. Stands
suitable for nesting and roosting are generally characterized by large trees
(averaging at least 24 inches diameter), dense canopy cover (70 percent or greater),
multiple canopy layers, and abundant large snags and down wood. Foraging
habitat includes medium and large trees (at least 11 inches in diameter), relatively
SFK‘s comments regarding impacts to the California spotted owl are based on the
expert declaration of Dr. Monica Bond, which is summarized below. The entirety of
Dr. Bond‘s declaration is incorporated by reference.
89
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dense canopy (50 percent or greater), and higher than average amounts of snags
and down wood. SNFPA FEIS, Vol. 3, Chap. 3, part 4.4, pp. 72-73.
There are four ongoing studies of the California spotted owl population in the
Sierra Nevada. “In summary, the demographic studies strongly suggest population
declines in California spotted owls. The declines are sufficiently severe to warrant
concern, even in light of uncertainties in the magnitude of the declines.” Id. at p.
72. Notably, the owl‘s population on the Sierra National Forest appears to be faring
appreciably worse than the population on the adjoining Sequoia/Kings Canyon
National Park. (Steger et al. 2000). Moreover, the owl‘s density within the
National Park is significantly higher than within the Sierra National Forest.
(North et al. 2000). The most obvious explanation for these differences is the
substantial habitat loss and fragmentation that has occurred on national forest
lands.
The analysis in the DEIS with regard to California spotted owl is inadequate
under NEPA for several reasons.
First, the section that purports to analyze impacts to this species is only
about four pages long, and does not contain any of the basic baseline data describing
the habitat requirements of this rare and imperiled species. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4 at
pp. 499-503, printed copy. For instance, the DEIS and Biological Evaluation do not
state the current density of snags, particularly large snags, within the Monument.
The failure to divulge this data is a fatal flaw in the DEIS. Verner et al. (1992)
recommended at least 20 square feet per acre of basal area of large snags (over 15
inches dbh), or about 8 large snags per acre on average, for suitable spotted owl
habitat. Abundant large snags are essential for spotted owls because owl prey
species depend upon them (Verner et al. 1992). Without basic information
regarding the baseline for owls, it is impossible to effectively assess impacts. See,
e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 1502.15; see also Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Ass‘n v.
Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 (9th Cir. 1988).
Second, the DEIS and Wildlife Biological Evaluation inappropriately and
inaccurately omit moderately and severely burned forest from the description of
suitable habitat for California spotted owls. A recent study found that California
spotted owls preferentially select unlogged high-intensity fire patches for foraging,
while selecting unburned or low-intensity areas for roosting.90 Bond Decl. at ¶ 5.
High-intensity patches enhance habitat (e.g., montane chaparral, large downed
logs, snags) for the spotted owl‘s small mammal prey species. The most recent
scientific evidence makes clear that spotted owls benefit from natural heterogeneity
Bond, M. L., D. E. Lee, R. B. Siegel, & J. P. Ward, Jr., 2009b. Habitat use and
selection by California Spotted Owls in a postfire landscape. Journal of Wildlife
Management 73: 1116- 1124.
90
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created by patches of high-intensity fire—habitat that is not mimicked by logging.
Bond et al. (2009) indicates that unlogged patches of high-intensity fire comprise a
newly discovered category of suitable habitat for California spotted owls, and they
specifically recommend against post-fire logging within pre-fire spotted owl home
ranges. Bond Decl. at ¶ 5. The Forest Service‘s analysis was inadequate because it
did not consider this research, which was actually conducted on the Sequoia
National Forest including parts of the Monument. DEIS, Vol. 1, Ch. 4 at pp. 499503, printed copy.
This habitat is not mimicked by logging, which does not create an abundance
of snags and large downed logs, and which seeks to reduce shrub cover. Thus,
under the Preferred Alternative, thousands of acres of spotted owl habitat would be
rendered unsuitable or marginally suitable in the present and near-term. See, e.g.,
Bond Decl. at ¶ 6 (radio-tracked spotted owls rarely used areas salvage-logged areas
(either clearcut or with leave trees)). In the long-term this could reduce survival and
reproduction by preventing occurrence of natural post-fire habitat heterogeneity in
the spotted owl territories. This information is particularly important in light of the
fact that the Forest Service states: a) that only 4-6 large snags per acre must be
retained after ―fuel treatments‖ (post-fire logging is commonly done ostensibly as a
―fuel treatment‖); and b) that only 10% of a given burned area needs to be retained
unlogged after high-intensity fire. DEIS, Vol. 2, pg. 180 of Volume 2; Wildlife
Biological Evaluation at pp. 125-126. Nowhere does the DEIS analyze the adverse
impacts of post-fire logging on California spotted owls in the Monument.
Third, the DEIS and Biological Evaluation do discuss how owls rarely used
salvage logged areas. The DEIS states that the standards and guidelines for
Alternative B, the Proposed Action, would allow intensive post-fire salvage logging
of 90% of areas experiencing high-severity wildland fire on the Monument, with no
prohibition on salvage logging in spotted owl territories. DEIS, Vol. 2, p. 180. Yet
nowhere does the DEIS or the Wildlife BE provide any analysis of the adverse
impacts of this policy on resident California spotted owls, creating a serious gap and
inadequacy in the analysis. Bond Decl. at ¶ 6. The best available science indicates
that since owls rarely, if ever, use salvage logged areas, that the Forest Service
should avoid post-fire salvage logging at least within a 1.5-kilometer radius of
spotted owl nest stands. Id.
F.

Roadless Areas & Wilderness

The Monument currently contains 80,297 acres of Inventoried Roadless Areas
(―IRAs‖) and 17,963 acres of Wilderness Areas. DEIS, Vol. 1, p. 16.
Every roadless area in the Monument must be managed to “maintain or
improve one or more of the roadless area characteristics as defined in [36 C.F.R.] §
294.11.” See 36 C.F.R. § 294.13(b)(1). This should also include recreation that is
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consistent with management as potential wilderness, especially where roadless
areas overlap sequoia groves. In groves and roadless areas, primitive types of
recreation are the only ones consistent with their protection, and mechanized
recreation should be prohibited, because if established will likely prevent areas
from potentially become future Wilderness.
In addition, the Forest Service and Regional Forest, in the MSA, agreed to
recommend 15,110 acres of the Moses IRA as Wilderness:
The Regional Forester shall recommend that the mapped portions of
the Moses Roadless Area (see Exhibit [I]) be included in the Wilderness
System as provided under the Wilderness Act of 1964.
MSA, p. 70. As discussed in detail above, the agency is in violation of the MSA
because the draft plan does not request this Wilderness designation.

G.

Grazing

Giant Sequoia National Monument was established by Presidential
Proclamation in 2000 in order to protect the extraordinary resources found therein.
The list of objects specifically protected by the Proclamation includes a diverse
array of scientific and historic resources, the eponymous giant sequoias, the world‘s
largest trees that are found here in magnificent groves, Native American
archeological and cultural sites, rare endemic plant species, and a variety of wildlife
ranging from charismatic mammals such as the Pacific fisher to rare and secretive
amphibians. The purpose of the Monument is first and foremost to protect these
remarkable objects.
There are 22 grazing allotments wholly or partially within the Monument
that include 218,837 acres (67%) of the Monument‘s National Forest lands. Despite
the clear direction in the Proclamation to protect the objects of interest and to
manage for non-extractive uses, the Sequoia National Forest is proposing to
continue livestock grazing on the Monument under current management without
providing specific management direction to protect Monument objects.
The DEIS at 22 states:
Issue 12 – Livestock Grazing
Grazing by livestock can be harmful to monument ecosystems and, in
particular, to meadow and riparian ecosystems.
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The Clinton proclamation states : ―Laws, regulations, and policies pertaining
to administration by the Department of Agriculture of grazing permits … on
National Forest System lands within the boundaries of the monument shall
continue to apply to lands within the monument‖ (Clinton 2000, p. 24098).
How Issue 12 is addressed: Livestock grazing as an issue will be eliminated
from detailed study because current management direction for grazing will not be
changing in any alternative. The analysis of environmental consequences in
Chapter 4 discusses the effects of livestock grazing on Monument resources.
The full quotation from the 2000 Presidential Proclamation actually states,
―Laws, regulations, and policies pertaining to administration by the Department of
Agriculture of grazing permits and timber sales under contract as of the date of this
proclamation on National Forest System lands within the boundaries of the
monument shall continue to apply to lands within the monument.‖
There is nothing in this Proclamation statement that exempts the Forest
from considering alternatives to current livestock management in its planning
efforts. Nor is there anything in the Proclamation statement that allows the Forest
to reauthorize livestock grazing where that activity impacts Monument objects. The
Forest‘s failure to consider any alternative management direction for grazing
violates the Proclamation, the Antiquities Act, NEPA, and NFMA.
The Failure to Consider Alternative Management Direction for Grazing in the DEIS
Violates the Proclamation and the Antiquities Act
Under the Proclamation and the Antiquities Act, all of the alternatives
considered must conserve Monument resources first (and in particular, those
resources that are ―objects of interest‖), and then make other management decisions
that do not interfere with the conservation of Monument resources. The range of
alternatives cannot include management decisions that will undermine protection
of Monument objects in favor of other resources or uses but must provide for ―proper
care and management of the objects to be protected‖. None of the alternatives in
the DEIS conserve the Monument‘s objects of interests from impacts from grazing.
In 2009, the Bureau of Land Management issued an Instructional
Memorandum (IM 2009-215) that emphasizes the need for special areas to be
managed to ―comply with the purposes and objectives of the proclamation or act of
Congress‖:
Policy/Action: A presidential proclamation or act of Congress that
designates an area within the National System of Public Lands
supersedes conflicting direction by the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA). These designations include, but are not
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limited to, National Monuments, National Conservation Areas (NCAs),
Wilderness Areas, National Scenic or Historic Trails, Wild and Scenic
Rivers, Cooperative Management and Protection Areas, Outstanding
Natural Areas, National Recreation Areas, Forest Reserves or any
other lands described in Public Law 111-11 Sec. 2002(b). Specifically,
the land use plan and management direction for such a designation
must comply with the purposes and objectives of the proclamation or
act of Congress regardless of any conflicts with the FLPMA‘s multipleuse mandate.91
Secretary Salazar recently reiterated this policy in his November 15, 2010
Secretarial Order elevating the Office of the National Landscape Conservation
System to the level of a directorate within BLM.92 We urge the Forest to emulate
the policy of its sister land management agency and overtly recognize in the
GSNMP that managing for protection of monument objects supersedes NFMA
multiple-use. Where activities such as grazing or motorized vehicle use conflict
with the protection of monument objects they should be modified or be eliminated to
mitigate that conflict.
The Failure to Consider Alternative Management Direction for Grazing in the DEIS
Violates NEPA
If an agency decides to exclude an issue from an EIS, it must supply a
convincing statement of reasons that make it clear the potential impacts at issue
will not be significant. Save the Yaak Committee v. Block, 840 F.2d 714, 717 (9th
Cir. 1988). In this case, the Forest simply states, ―Livestock grazing as an issue will
be eliminated from detailed study because current management direction for
grazing will not be changing in any alternative.‖ But even if the Proclamation
allows for grazing to continue, that does not mean it must continue. Grazing
impacts many of the Monument‘s objects of interest. The Forest cannot simply punt
this analysis to site-specific grazing projects since there will be no EIS to tier to that
evaluates grazing impacts on monument objects. The Forest must consider
different alternative grazing managements that could reduce these impacts to the
Monument‘s objects of interest.
The comparison of alternatives is the heart of an EIS and the NEPA process.
The Forest has no basis for determining that current grazing management direction
Available at:
http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/info/regulations/Instruction_Memos_and_Bulletins/nat
ional_instruction/2009/IM_2009-215.html
92 Available at:
http://www.doi.gov/news/doinews/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&PageID=71
857
91
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is compatible with protection of monument objects because it has simply failed to
compare alternative grazing strategies. At a minimum, the Forest should consider
a ―no grazing‖ alternative and a ―no renewal of grazing permits‖ alternative so that
impacts to the Monument objects can be clearly understood.
The Failure to Consider Alternative Management Direction for Grazing in the DEIS
Violates NFMA
In addition to being required by NEPA, Forest Service planning rules
themselves also require consideration of alternatives. The Forest Service Planning
Rule requires that the suitability and potential capability of National Forest System
lands for livestock grazing be determined in forest planning efforts, and also that
forest planning efforts should consider alternative range management prescriptions.
Sec. 219.20.
In this case, the Forest did not make suitability and capability
determinations for the Monument‘s 22 allotments in the GSNMP. The DEIS does
not even disclose the capable acres originally identified in the February 1988
Sequoia Forest Plan. NFMA mandates Forest Plan‘s be revised within 15 years but
this never occurred. The January 2001SNFPA did not modify the 1988 Sequoia
Forest Plan‘s suitability/capability analysis for grazing. The 1988 suitability and
capability determinations are now 22 years old, predate the Monument designation,
and are stale.
Under the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of 1976 (16 U.S.C. 1600
et seq.), project-level decisions, which authorize the use of specific National Forest
System lands for a particular purpose such as livestock grazing must be consistent
with the broad programmatic direction established in the governing land use plan.
Consistency is determined by examining whether the project-level decision
implements the goals, objectives, desired conditions, standards and guidelines, and
monitoring requirements of the land use plan. Where necessary, grazing permits
must be modified to ensure consistency with the land use plan.
Unfortunately, in this planning effort the Forest has turned the process
upside down. The failure to consider alternative grazing management means
livestock grazing will continue unchanged whether or not this management is
consistent with the overall programmatic direction established in the Giant Sequoia
National Monument Plan.
The Forest Must Adopt Appropriate Standards and Guidelines
The 2004 SNFPA was adopted to give the Forest Service more management
flexibility. Changes to the standards and guidelines affecting aquatic, riparian and
meadow ecosystems were adopted ―to allow more economic benefits to be retained
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while continuing to minimize risks to sensitive species‖ from livestock grazing. 2004
SNFPA FSEIS Vol. 1 at 3. This justification is at odds with the protective purposes
of the Proclamation.
Use of the 2001 and 2004 Framework standards without further analysis
relegates grazing management of the Monument to the same status as any other
multi-use national forest in the Sierra Nevada. The Forest should modify all the
range standards and guidelines to explicitly incorporate protection of Monument
objects. In a few instances the Forest has sought to modify the standards and
guidelines. For example, in Appendix Proposed Management page 6 for ―Grazing
and oak management‖ where currently is listed a maximum number of AUM for the
entire Forest, the Forest is proposing to change this to: "...not to exceed historical
levels." The Forest does not define what the vague term ―historical levels‖ means
nor does it explain why the Forest could not simply total up the sum of the current
AUM allocations on the Monument‘s permitted allotments and arrive at the
number.
Monument specific standards and guidelines are essential. The Forest must
comply with "Laws, regulations, and policies pertaining to administration by the
Department of Agriculture of grazing permits‖ which includes the Antiquities Act.
Without establishing Monument specific standards and guidelines, the Forest will
be unable to evaluate term grazing permits for compliance with the protective
purposes of the Proclamation when these are up for renewal.
The Monument Plan Must Address Inactive and Vacant Allotments
The Proclamation states that ―Laws, regulations, and policies pertaining to
administration by the Department of Agriculture of grazing permits and timber
sales under contract as of the date of this proclamation on National Forest System
lands within the boundaries of the monument shall continue to apply to lands
within the monument.‖ [Emphasis added] The Proclamation clearly states that
only grazing permits under contract at the date of the Proclamation signing may
continue. Therefore, to comply with the Proclamation the Forest should propose the
immediate closure of all allotments that were not under contract when the
Monument was proclaimed.
The Monument Plan should also include provisions to close any allotments
that have remained vacant for more than five years since these are clearly not
needed, and include provisions to remove fences and other grazing infrastructure
associated with those allotments.
The DEIS Ignores the Direct and Indirect Effects of Grazing On Monument Objects
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Although the DEIS at 22 states ―The analysis of environmental consequences
in Chapter 4 discusses the effects of livestock grazing on Monument resources‖ that
Chapter only considers livestock impacts from a cumulative effects perspective, and
a limited perspective at that. Although this is a programmatic level plan, it is
authorizing livestock grazing to continue at least at current levels (or in some cases
―historic‖ levels). In doing so, the plan is authorizing ground disturbing activities.
Therefore, it must analyze the direct and indirect effects of livestock grazing on all
those objects the Monument was designated to protect.
The DEIS fails to analyze impacts of livestock grazing on Pacific Fisher, a
Monument Object
Livestock grazing impacts hardwood ecosystems, a key fisher habitat
Hardwood ecosystems that are described as being important to fisher are:
montane hardwood-conifer, montane riparian, and aspen. Other ecosystems
mentioned include deciduous riparian woodlands, chaparral, oak/conifer mixed
woodland/forest‖ (SNFPA FEIS Vol.3 2001-b). Large diameter black oak and
canyon live oak comprise almost half of the rest sites used by fishers in the southern
Sierra Nevada (SNFPA FEIS VOL.3, 2001-c).
There are two possible reasons for the importance of large hardwoods to
fisher: (1) cavities, which are frequently used as resting and denning sites, are
more common in hardwoods than in conifers, and (2) large hardwoods produce mast
(acorns), which may in turn stimulate higher prey densities (Powell and Zielinski,
199493). Most natal and maternal dens are in large conifers and oaks and are live
trees or in snag form. In the southern Sierra Nevada, oak and white fir were the
tree species most frequently used for resting (Truex et al., l998 cited in SNFPA
FEIS VOL.3 2001-e).
Livestock grazing has affected species composition and structure of hardwood
ecosystems (SNFPA FEIS Vol.2 2001-d). Changes in vegetation structure and
composition affect the distribution, abundance, and availability of prey, especially
small mammals (SNFP FEIS Vol. 3, 2001-ii). Grazing accompanied changes in soil
bulk density and nutrient cycling have negatively affected native species and
hardwood tree regeneration (SNFPA FEIS VOL.2 2001-e). Livestock grazing is
linked to the spread of undesirable non-native plants into public lands ecosystems

Powell, R. A. and Zielinski, W. J. 1994. Fisher. In: The Scientific Basis for
Conserving Forest Carnivores: Marten, Fisher, Lynx and Wolverine in the Western
United States (eds. Ruggiero LF, Aubry KB, Buskirk SW, Lyon LJ, Zielinski WJ),
pp. 38D73. General Technical Report RM-254. US Forest Service, Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Fort Collins, CO.
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(reviewed in Belsky and Gelbard, 200094). ―Different livestock management
practices can profoundly influence the dynamics of noxious weed populations and
tree regeneration in blue oak woodlands….badly timed or excessive grazing can
encourage weed growth and spread‖ (SNFPA FEIS Vol.2 2001-f). Livestock
preferentially select palatable herbaceous species, however they switch to tree
seedlings when grasses and shrubs are sparse, sometimes causing substantial
damage (Koehler et al. 198995). Often livestock trampling is more damaging than
browsing (Eissenstat et al. 198296; Koehler et al. 1989; Halloin, 199197).
Borchert et al. (1989) documented that prolific oak seedling recruitment rates
associated with surface acorns and cool, wet climatic conditions of 1986 were
virtually nullified by the presence of cattle. The study also noted: ―Ps [seedling
recruitment rate] declined with increasing canopy and in the presence of cattle.‖ In
fact, the study stated: ―[p]ractically all acorns were removed from unprotected plots
in 1986. We attributed this to more intensive grazing, accompanied by increased
acorn predation and trampling.‖ The Swiecki et al. (199498) analysis of ‗hardwoods‘
documented that seedling density decreases were widespread but most evident on
livestock-grazed plots, and that the only two plots that evidenced increases in
seedling density had not been grazed for many years. Harvey (198999) also
document extensive livestock impacts on blue oak regeneration.
Borchert et al. (1989100) documented deleterious livestock impacts not only
during a cool/wet year but also during a warm/dry year: ―in 1987, a warmer and
Belsky, A. J. and J. L. Gelbard. 2000. Livestock grazing and weed invasions in the
arid West. Oregon Natural Desert Association, 732 SW 3rd Ave #407, Portland, OR
97204.
95 Koehler, D. A., S. D. Thomas, H. D. Russel, and J. A. Mastel. 1989. Multiresource
management of ponderosa pine forests. General Technical Report RM-185. U.S.
Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, Fort
Collins, CO.
96 Eissenstat D. M., J. E. Mitchell, and W.W. Pope. 1982. Trampling damage by
cattle on northern Idaho forest plantations. Journal of Range Management 3596:
715–716.
97 Halloin, L. 1991. Plantation grazing - a feasibility review. Washington State
Department of Natural Resources, Pullman, WA.
98 Swiecki, T., E. Bernhardt, and R. Drake 1994 Factors Affecting Blue Oak
Sapling Recruitment and Regeneration. Fire and Resource Assessment Program,
California Department Of Forestry, Sacramento.
99 Harvey, L. E. 1989. Spatial and temporal dynamics of a blue oak woodland. Ph.D.
Thesis. University of California, Santa Barbara.
100 Borchert, M. I., F. W. Davis, J. Michaelsen, and L. D. Oyler. 1989. Interactions of
factors affecting seedling recruitment of blue oak (Quercus douglasii) in California.
Ecology 70(2): 389-404.
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drier year than 1986, seedling production was less affected by microsite conditions,
but strongly reduced by cattle. Trampling and grazing effects of cattle were obvious
in the control area.‖ The authors concluded later: ―[t]he effects of cattle at AC in
1986 and at AE in 1987 were so obvious that we are confident that lower
recruitment in unprotected plots was due to grazing impacts rather than to site
effects due to segregated design. Plots were heavily trampled, most herb cover was
removed, and some acorns that were not eaten were crushed.‖
Livestock grazing impacts to riparian ecosystems, a key fisher habitat
Riparian areas are very important to fishers because they provide important
rest site elements, including broken tops, snags, and coarse woody debris (Seglund
1995; SNFPA FEIS Vol. 3, 2001–f). Powell and Zielinski (1994) suggested that
habitat suitable for resting and denning sites may be more limiting, and that these
habitats should be given more weight than foraging habitats when planning.
Riparian areas are also known to provide vital transportation corridors for fishers.
Riparian areas with intact vegetation are not only important resting sites and
transportation corridors but also provide important habitat for a number of fisher
prey species.
Livestock may trample and compact riparian areas, damage stream banks,
and reduce recruitment of young woody riparian plants (Armour et al. 1991101;
Platts 1991102; Menke et al. l996). The lack of vegetation eliminates shading and
terrestrial food sources for the channel, and reduces bank stability (SNEP 1996 (a)).
Grazing may impact riparian vegetation, reduce cover in riparian zones necessary
for fishers, reduce regeneration of riparian trees, shrubs, and emergent vegetation,
reduce structural diversity, all important habitat elements necessary for the
terrestrial birds that fishers hunt.
Livestock grazing impacts cover, a key fisher habitat component
―Cover‖ is an all-important element of fisher habitat. Landscapes with high
levels of overhead cover may protect fishers from predation, reduce the amount of
energy that fishers expend when traveling between foraging sites, provide more
favorable microclimates, and increase prey numbers or prey vulnerability (Burskirk
and Powell, l994103; Powell and Zielinski, 1994).

Armour, C. L., D. A. Duff, & W. Elmore. 1991. The effects of livestock grazing on
riparian and stream ecosystems. Fisheries 16: 7-11.
102 Platts, W. S. 1991. Livestock grazing. American Fisheries Society Special
Publication 19: 389-423.
103 Buskirk, S. W., and R. A. Powell. 1994. Habitat ecology of fishers and American
martens. Pp. 283–296. in Buskirk, S.W., A.S. Harestad, M.G. Raphael, and R.A.
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Livestock grazing and fire suppression are significant threats to cover and to
availability of prey species in meadows and riparian habitat. Livestock grazing has
reduced the amount of shrub and herbaceous cover available for prey species such
as voles (SNFPA FEIS Vol. 3 2001-j). Livestock removal of streambank vegetation
decrease shade and cover (SNFPA FEIS Vol. 3, 2001-k). Cattle can degrade cover
for the fisher and its prey species in numerous direct and indirect ways: by affecting
hardwood regeneration, by eating and trampling acorns, seedlings, and saplings of
numerous hardwood species, and by over-utilizing woody species (stunting the
growth of trees and shrubs, keeping shrubs from developing into their natural
configuration, thus providing inadequate cover for the fisher and their prey).
Livestock grazing impacts structural diversity of vegetation, a key fisher habitat
component
Key fisher habitats are structurally complex with multi-layered vegetation
(vertical within-stand diversity, e.g., downed logs, large branches, root masses, live
branches) (Buskirk and Powell l994). Structural diversity refers to the many
vertical layers of vegetation that make up the forest canopy. It is another key
element in fisher habitat. Gasses and other herbaceous plants, downed woody
debris, and low shrubs make up the understory. Taller woody plants and saplings
make up the mid-story component. Young pole size trees add an additional layer,
with mature oaks and conifers making the crown of the canopy.
Cattle can reduce the structural diversity of fisher resting sites, denning
sites, foraging areas, and dispersal areas in oak woodlands, riparian zones including
meadows, and mountain ridges and other landscape features used as transportation
corridors. Knopf and Cannon (1982104) reported that cattle altered the structure of
a high-altitude willow community by changing the size, shape, volume, and
quantity of live and dead stems per bush and the spacing of (willow) plants. Major
deleterious effects of livestock grazing on montane meadows include decrease in the
density and height of herbaceous growth in the meadow (SNEP 1996 (b)).

Powell (editors), Martens, sables, and fishers: biology and conservation. Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, NY.
104 Knopf, F, L. and R, W. Cannon. 1982. Structural resilience of a willow riparian
community to changes in grazing practices. pp. 198–217 in Peek, J. M. and P. D.
Dalke (editors). Proceedings of Wildlife-livestock relationships symposium, April
20–22, 1981; Coeur d‘Alene, ID. Moscow, ID: Moscow, ID: University of Idaho,
Forest, Wildlife and Range Experiment Station.
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Habitat connectivity is a key to maintaining fisher within a landscape.
―Riparian corridors (Heinemeyer and Jones, 1994105) and forested saddles between
major drainages (Buck, 1983106) may provide important dispersal habitat or
landscape linkages for the species‖ (SNFPA FEIS Vol.3, 2001-x). Fishers will
probably use patches of preferred habitat that are interconnected by other forest
types, whereas they will not likely use patches of habitat that are separated by
sufficiently large open areas (Buskirk and Powell 1994). As discussed above,
livestock grazing impacts general ecosystem function in fisher habitats, particularly
groundcover and shrub components, reproduction of canopy species, and structural
diversity, which are all-important elements in fisher riparian and upland
transportation corridors.
Livestock grazing impacts fisher prey base
Fishers are opportunistic predators with a diverse diet, which includes birds,
squirrels, hare, mice, shrews, voles, reptile, insects, deer carrion, vegetation, and
fruit (Martin l994; Powell 1993; Zielinski et al. 1999). In the southern Sierra
Nevada, mammals are the most frequent prey found in fisher scat with reptiles
constituting a major prey item, occupying 20.4% of all observed scat (elsewhere <
1%) (GSNMP FEIS 2003 Biological Assessment).
The USFS has acknowledged that livestock grazing reduces the amount of
shrub and herbaceous cover available for fisher prey species such as voles (SNFPA
FEIS Vol.3, 2001-y). Livestock grazing and its secondary effects including
attracting cowbirds may well be the single most significant negative factor in the
maintenance of native Sierran bird populations (SNEP 1996 (e)). Livestock also
affect prey on meadow and riparian areas. The majority of papers reviewed by
Jones (2002107) found livestock grazing had detrimental effects on rodent species
diversity and rodent species richness.
The DEIS Fails to Analyze Impacts of Livestock Grazing on Rare Amphibians that
are Monument Objects

Heinemeyer, K. S. and J. L. Jones. 1994. Fisher biology and management: a
literature review and adaptive management strategy. USDA Forest Service
Northern Region, Missoula, MT. 108pp.
106 Buck, S. C., C. Mullis, A. Mossman. 1983. Final Report: Corral Bottom-Hayfork
Bally fisher study. Presented to U.S. Forest Service, San Francisco, CA 136pp.
107 Jones, A. L. 2002. Surveying the West: a summary of research on livestock
impacts. Pp. 171–173, in: (Wuerthner, G. and M. Mattson, eds.), Welfare ranching:
the subsidized destruction of the American West. Island Press.
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The rare amphibians protected by the Monument include localized
populations of slender salamanders that are endemic to the area, and Foothill and
Mountain yellow-legged frogs.
Relictual Slender Salamander
The relictual slender salamander (Batrachoceps relictus) was redescribed in
1998 as one of a complex of ―cryptic‖ salamander species found in the region
(Jockusch, et al., 1998108; Jockusch, et al., 2001109; Jockush and Wake, 2002110;
Wake, 2006111). It is possible that other members of this Batrachoseps complex also
occur on the Monument. The Wildlife Biological Evaluation provides the CWHR
mapped range for the relictual slender salamander which covers most of the
southern portion of the monument. The Wildlife Biological Evaluation states,
incorrectly, that ―no current populations are specifically known within the
Monument.‖ WBE at 91.
The Forest‘s own records show that that statement is incorrect. For example,
two locations on the Monument were identified in the Rube and Powder Magazine
Grazing Project Biological Evaluation (at F-12). ―This includes one location within
the project area on the Powder Magazine allotment (Table 6), with one additional
site noted approximately 3 miles east of the Rube Allotment‖.
These salamanders are fossorial, spending most of their time underground.
A specific habitat model has not been developed for the species but the relictual
slender salamander is most often associated with streamside zones, seeps/springs,
meadows and moist wooded canyons in oak woodland and Sierra mixed conifer
forests. WBE at 90. Litter depth, the development of grasses and forbs, and cover
by downed woody debris and rocks are important predictors in microhabitat models

Jockusch, E. L., Wake, D. B. and Yanev, K. P. 1998. New species of slender
salamanders, Batrachoseps (Amphibia: Plethodontidae), from the Sierra Nevada of
California. Contributions in Science, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County, #472.
109 Jockusch, E. L., Yanev, K. P. and Wake, D. B. 2001. Molecular Phylogenetic
Analysis of Slender Salamanders, Genus Batrachoseps (Amphibia: Plethodontidae),
from Central Coastal California with Descriptions of Four New Species.
Herpetological Monographs. 15: 54-99.
110 Jockusch, E. L. and Wake, D. B. 2002. Falling apart and merging: diversification
of slender salamanders (Plethodontidae: Batrachoseps) in the American West.
Biological Journal of the Linnean Society. 76: 361–391.
111 Wake. D. B. 2006. Problems with Species: Patterns and Processes of Species
Formation in Salamanders. Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden. 93(1): 8-23.
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for related Batrachoseps (Block and Morrison, 1998112), as would be expected for
terrestrial and fossorial animals, and it would seem likely that these elements are
important components of B. relictus habitat too. Relictual slender salamanders are
most likely to be encountered in riparian zones (as was the salamander observed on
Powder Magazine Allotment). Direct impacts from livestock include trampling of
individuals or groups of individuals, trampling of eggs, and disturbance of foraging
and nesting habitat. Indirect impacts include localized changes in hydrology
particularly head cutting, reduced ground cover and litter, and modifications to the
understory (Block and Morrison, 1998). Because populations are often localized,
relictual slender salamander populations are susceptible to extirpation; as occurred
with the Lower Kern River populations where construction of State Route 178
severely impacted seepages and springs at the type locality (Hansen, 2006113). They
may also be impacted by the Forest Service‘s response to livestock induced
degradation of meadows when the Forest uses restoration activities such as the
plug-and-pond method.
The DEIS provides no analysis what-so-ever of impacts from livestock
grazing on this Monument object.
Foothill and Mountain Yellow-legged frogs
The Wildlife Biological Evaluation considers both the Foothill yellow-legged
frog, Rana boylii, and the Mountain yellow-legged frog, Rana muscosa, to be
extirpated from the Monument. The Mountain yellow legged frog warrants listing
under the endangered species act. Livestock grazing is a known risk factor for this
species (WBE at 101). Foothill yellow-legged frogs have undergone more recent but
still dramatic declines. Grazing may impact them by reducing streamside cover and
reduced water quality (WBE at 98). Cattle may also spread pathogenic Chytrid
fungus as they move between riparian areas (Derlet et al, 2010114).
There are California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) occurrence
records for both species on the Monument. There are populations of both species
near the Monument boundary. It is unclear how exhaustive the Forests surveys for
Block, W. M. and Morrison, M. L. 1998. Habitat Relationships of Amphibians
and Reptiles in California Oak Woodlands. Journal of Herpetology. 32(1): 51-60.
113 Hansen, R.W. 2006. Summary of the biology and current taxonomy of
plethodontid salamanders (Genus Batrachoseps) in the Sierra Nevada, California.
Report prepared for P. Strand, Fisheries Program Manager, USDA Forest Service,
Southern Sierra Province, Clovis, CA. 42pp.
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these species have been. The Forest is probably aware that in 2009 two populations
of Mountain yellow-legged frog on the San Jacinto District of San Bernardino
National Forest were ―rediscovered‖ long after being written off as extirpated. The
Antiquities Act requires the forest to protect these Monument objects. The Forest
should exclude livestock from all riparian areas that have CNDDB occurrence
records for these two rare amphibians. If exhaustive surveys fail to show presence
of Mountain yellow-legged frog, the Forest should consider using these sites as
reintroduction sites.
The DEIS Fails to Analyze Impacts of Livestock Grazing on Great Grey Owl, a
Monument Object
The great grey owl is a magnificent bird that is also a monument object. The
owls on the Monument are part of the southernmost range of the species. The
southern Sierra Nevada owls are now recognized as a subspecies, Strix nebulosa
yosemitensis (Hull et al, 2010115).
One of the major impacts of livestock on the great grey owl is the reduction in
abundance of prey species in grazed meadows. The Forest has designated a single
PAC on the Monument. When the Presidential Proclamation was signed the Forest
was tasked with protecting the objects for which the Monument was established.
The Proclamation describes the setting as, ―The Magnificent groves of towering
giant sequoias, the world's largest trees, are interspersed within a great belt of
coniferous forest, jeweled with mountain meadows.‖ The Forest should exclude
cattle from all meadows used by great grey owls so that the subspecies is free to
flourish and recover. Not only would this benefit the owl and the ecosystem, it
would also protect some of the mountain meadows that are also Monument objects.
The DEIS Fails to Analyze Impacts of Livestock Grazing on Monument Vegetation
The use of RDM utilization levels (which effectively allocates alien annuals as
forage for cattle) is inappropriate if the goal of Monument management is to
promote native vegetation and health ecosystem. Cattle were found to strongly
prefer native perennial to alien annual grasses, especially in the dry season (Van

Hull, J. M., Keane, J. J., Savage, W. K., Godwin, S. A., Shafer, J. A., Jepsen,
E. P., Gerhardt, R., Stermer, C. and Ernest, H. B. 2010. Range-wide genetic
differentiation among North American great gray owls (Strix nebulosa) reveals a
distinct lineage restricted to the Sierra Nevada, California. Molecular Phylogenetics
and Evolution. In press.
Available at:
http://www.nps.gov/yose/naturescience/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&PageI
D=381142
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Dyne and Heady, 1965116). When one considers that most of the grass biomass in
annual grasslands is often weedy alien grasses that may be unpalatable and
preferentially avoided, setting RDM retention at levels designed for non-native
annual grasses could easily lead to over-utilization of native vegetation and could
prevent regeneration of natives and reestablishment of native vegetation in areas
now dominated by non-native grasses (Bartolome, Stroud and Heady, 1980117;
Bartolome, 1987118; Stubbendieck et al., 1991119).
Livestock alter vegetation communities by changing the composition and structure
of upland forests. Livestock grazing reduces the biomass and density of understory
grasses which otherwise outcompete conifer seedlings and prevent dense stands,
and reduce the abundance of fine fuels, which formerly carried low-intensity fires
(Belsky and Blumenthal, 1997120).
Furthermore, livestock grazing has been show to inhibit oak regeneration
(McCreary and George, 2005121), and the protection of the plant communities,
including oak forests, within the Monument is one of the paramount purposes of
Monument establishment. A large portion of the Monument is oak woodland. The
concern for the health and regeneration of California‘s native oaks is widespread
and ongoing. The impact of livestock to this Monument object should be analyzed in
the EIS. This disregard for the genera, as part and parcel of the broader issue of
vegetation community health, is a violation of NEPA and the Proclamation.
The DEIS Fails to Analyze Impacts of Livestock Grazing on Monument Special
Habitats
Meadows, fens, streams and other riparian areas form a small but crucial
component of the Monument and each is recognized as objects of concern in the
Van Dyne, G. M. and H. F. Heady. 1965. Botanical composition of sheep and
cattle diets on a mature annual range. Hilgardia 36: 465-492.
117 Bartolome, J. W., M. C. Stroud, and H. F. Heady. 1980. Influence of natural
mulch on forage production on differing California annual range sites. Journal of
Range Management 33(1): 4-8.
118 Bartolome, J. W. 1987.California annual grassland and oak savannah.
Rangelands 9(3):122-125.
119 Stubbendieck, J., S. L. Hatch, and C. H. Butterfield. 1991. North American
Range Plants. 4th edition. Univ. Nebraska Press, Lincoln.
120 Belsky, A. J. and D. M. Blumenthal. 1997. Effects of livestock grazing on stand
dynamics and soils in upland forests of the interior West. Conservation Biology 11:
315-327.
121 McCreary, D. and George, M. 2005. Managed grazing, seedling shelters enhance
oak regeneration on rangelands. California Agriculture Magazine, OctoberDecember volume 59, number 4.
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Proclamation. Many of the Monuments plant and animals species that are also
objects of concern are dependent upon these areas. Unfortunately, meadows, fens,
streams and other riparian areas are irresistible to livestock and receive
disproportionate use. Livestock concentration may alter meadow hydrology through
stream incision resulting in population level impacts on some animal and plant
species (Derlet et al., 2010). Livestock may negatively affect surrounding upland
habitat through grazing and trampling of willows and other shrubs that are used
for refuge, foraging, and over wintering. Livestock may trample and compact
riparian areas, damage stream banks, and widened stream courses (Belsky et al,
1999 122). These effects are evident at a number of sites on the Monument (for
example at Clicks Creek and Clicks Meadow). Even if the Proclamation allows for
grazing to continue, that does not mean it must continue in these (or any) areas on
the Monument. The Forest must consider different alternative grazing
managements that could reduce impacts to these monument resources.
The DEIS Fails to Analyze Impacts of Livestock Grazing on Monument Cultural
Resources
The Proclamation identifies a number of cultural resources as objects of
interest to be protected. The Monuments has many archaeological sites that record
Native American occupation and adaptations to its complex landscape, including
lithic scatters, food-processing sites, rock shelters, village sites, and historic and
prehistoric structures.
Livestock impact archeological and cultural sites through a number of
mechanisms including mechanical or physical impacts such as trampling,
wallowing, and rubbing, dislodging and crushing artifacts; chemical impacts
resulting from urine and feces; and, erosion impacts (Foster-Curley, 2003123).
Because the Forest has failed to consider livestock grazing as an issue and has
failed to consider alternative grazing management direction that avoid impacts, the
DEIS has failed to analyze the direct and indirect impacts of livestock grazing on
this irreplaceable objects of interest.
The DEIS fails to analyze impacts of livestock grazing on Other Monument Objects

Belsky, A. J., A. Malzke, and S. Uselman. 1999. Survey of livestock influences on
stream and riparian ecosystems in the western United States. Journal of Soil and
Water Conservation First Quarter 1999 419-431.
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Foster-Curley, Cheryl. 2003. Damage Assessment Report, Yankee Jim Ranch
Property. Report prepared for Alturas Field Office, Bureau of Land Management.
Alturas, CA.
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In addition to the above, livestock grazing impacts most of the other
Monument‘s objects of interest specifically listed in the Proclamation. Other objects
of interest that are impacted by commercial livestock grazing and associated
infrastructure include: rich and varied landscape; mountain meadows; habitats and
ecosystems; a diverse array of plants and animals, many of which are rare or
endemic to the southern Sierra Nevada; shade-tolerant species; woody debris;
surface fuels; habitats for an extraordinary diversity of plant species and
communities; rare plants; more than 200 plant species endemic to the southern
Sierra Nevada mountain range, arrayed in plant communities ranging from lowelevation oak woodlands and chaparral to high-elevation subalpine forest; meadows
and streams; essential habitat for wildlife, ranging from large, charismatic animals
to less visible and less familiar forms of life, such as fungi and insects; American
marten; northern goshawk; peregrine falcon; condors; Kern Canyon; hot springs;
soda springs; and, paleontological resources found in meadow sediments, which hold
detailed records of the last 10 millennia of changing vegetation, fire regimes, and
volcanism in the Sierra Nevada.
The DEIS Ignores the Direct and Indirect Effects of Grazing On Sensitive Species
Southwestern Pond Turtle
Southwestern pond turtles, Actinemys marmorata, occur on the Monument.
The Monument‘s pond turtles are part of the San Joaquin clade (Spinks and
Shaffer, 2005124). Spinks and Shaffer reviewed the importance of importance of
phylogenetics analyses in informing the conservation and management of western
pond turtle populations. They point out that the central and southern California
populations in particular should receive increased conservation attention since
these populations contain a large proportion of the genetic variation found in the
species, are thought to be in decline, and are threatened by habitat modification and
loss over much of their range.
The Forest should analyze the impacts of livestock grazing on southwestern
pond turtles. Impacts are not limited to cattle reducing streamside cover and
reducing water quality. Cattle may trample and kill pond turtles, trample and kill
young, and trample nests and crush eggs. Predatory species such as ravens benefit
from livestock infrastructure such as stock tanks to the detriment of hatchling
turtles. The analysis of impacts to pond turtles should consider the appropriate
phylogenetic unit, not just to the entire range of the species.

Spinks, P. G. and Shaffer, H. B. 2005. Range‐wide molecular analysis of the
western pond turtle (Emys marmorata): cryptic variation, isolation by distance, and
their conservation implications. Molecular Ecology 14: 2047–2064.
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Other Sensitive Animals
The DEIS fails to analyze impacts from livestock grazing on special status
bats. Livestock grazing may negatively impact meadow, riparian and riparian
woodland areas which are important foraging areas for bats. The DEIS fails to
analyze impacts of livestock grazing on valley elderberry longhorn beetle.
Sensitive Plants
Thirty two (32) sensitive or watch-list plant species are known to or
potentially occur within the Giant Sequoia National Monument. Plant Biological
Evaluation at 5. Many of these plants are impacted by livestock grazing through
browsing, trampling, localized changes in hydrology, livestock related development,
and increased invasive species spread. Because the DEIS has not considered any
alternatives that change livestock grazing management on the Monument the plan
has failed to analyze the indirect and direct impacts to these thirty two plant
species.
Summary and Remedy
The Forest has failed to consider livestock grazing management alternatives
in the DEIS. It has failed to take a hard look at the effects of livestock grazing on
Monument objects. The Forest must remedy these fatal defects by developing a
revised DEIS in which grazing management alternatives are considered, and in
which the impacts of grazing on the Monuments biological, cultural, and ecological
resources are fully analyzed and mitigated.
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